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Foreword
I. Deligkiozi, D.A. Charalambopoulos
“ENERGY in BUILDINGS” is an annual International Conference that took place for the eighth
consecutive year. The conference was held alongside the 5th International Conference “ENERGY in
TRANSPORTATION” and the 2019 ASHRAE Chapter Regional Conference (CRC2019). The events bring
together professionals of all disciplines associated with the built environment including Engineers,
Architects, Professors, Researchers, Building Owners, Property Managers, Investors and other
disciplines. The 8th International Conference EinB2019 was organized by the ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter
in collaboration with the Technical Chamber of Greece (TEE). The event was held in Athens, Hellas on
September 28, 2019.
A total of 68 speakers from U.S.A, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Sweden,
Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, Italy, Cyprus and Greece, presented 28 technical papers and posters
that are included in these Proceedings. The main conference topics covered numerous hot themes on:
High Performance Building Design & Operation, Near Zero Energy Buildings, Green Building
Performance, New Trends in HVAC & Architectural Design, Refurbishment for Improved Energy
Performance, Simulations & Practical Tools, Energy, Materials & Technology Management, Daylighting
& Artificial Lighting, Indoor Environment Quality, Building Automation, Solar Utilisation & Integration,
Lifelong Learning, Combined Cooling Heat and Power.
The conference was addressed by ASHRAE President Mr. Darryl Boyce, the Chief of the Hellenic Navy
General Staff Vice Admiral Mr. Nikolaos Tsounis and Policy Officer of the European Commission Dr.
Elefterios Bourdakis.
The program that took place over three days included, apart from the presented papers and posters,
the following ninenteen (19) keynote and invited speakers, three (3) special sessions and eight (8)
workshops:

Ioanna Deligkiozi, Ph.D.
Chemical Engineer
Senior Manager, Axia Innovation (DE)
EinT2018 Conference General Chair
ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter President 2016-2017
ASHRAE Region XIV, Nominating Committee

Dimitris A. Charalambopoulos, M.Sc., BEAP
Mechanical Engineer
EinT2018 Conference General Chair
ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter, Treasurer 2018-2019
ASHRAE Region XIV, RMCR & Treasurer
ASHRAE Members Council, Member
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KEYNOTE AND INVITED SPEAKERS
Speaker: Dr. Eleftherios Bourdakis
European Commission Policy Officer on Energy Efficient Buildings at DG RTD
Topic:
Horizon Europe and a New Way to Build
Speaker: Richard Rooley
Consulting Engineer FREng FASHRAE, ASHRAE Presidential Member
Topic:
Sublime chaos in construction: Each profession and trade as a strange and dominant attractor
Speaker: Prof. Dr. Irene Koronaki
Mechanical Engineer, Thermal Section, School of Mechanical Engineering, National Technical
University of Athens
Topic:
Experimental Performance Evaluation of an Integrated Solar System in Terms of Thermal
Storage and Cooling Capacity
Speaker: Prof. Dr. Maria Taxiarchou
Assistant Professor, School of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering, NTUA, Athens
Topic:
Lightcoce Project: Building an Ecosystem for the Up-Scaling of Lightweight Multi-Functional
Concrete and Ceramic Materials and Structures
Speaker: Prof. Dr. Maria Venieri
Department of Philosophy & Social Studies, University of Crete, Greece
Topic:
The Interaction Between Human & Artificial Intelligence: Philosophical Aspects
Speaker: Prof. João Francisco
Mechanical Engineer, Coordinator Professor
Topic:
SCORES, Self Consumption of Renewable Energy by Hybrid Storage systems
Speaker: Prof. Luis Coelho
Assistant Professor at the Mechanical Engineering Department of Escola Superior de
Tecnologia of Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal
Topic:
Thermal Energy Storage Systems for Energy Efficient Buildings
Speaker: Henrick Clausen
Director, Fagerhult Lighting Academy
Topic:
The Balance between Visual Comfort and Energy Efficiency
Speaker: José Castilla
Mech Engineer, LEED AP, Director of Cundal, Spain
Topic:
Sustainability beyond Energy Efficiency. Healthy Buildings- WELL Certification
Speaker: Andrés Sepúlveda
Chemical Engineer IFL MBA, Madrid Politechnic University, Commtech Commissioning
Services CEO
Topic:
Commissioning: Best Practice to Deliver Fit for Purpose Buildings
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Speaker: Jörg Scherrer
Mechanical Engineer FH, EMBA, Product Manager at Belimo Automation AG, Hinwil,
Switzerland
Topic:
Intelligent Control Valves for HVAC Systems
Speaker: Karine Leblanc
Mechanical Engineer, HVAC sales engineer
Topic:
How to Use Emotional Intelligence to Become a Better Person Professionally and Personally
Speaker: Karine Leblanc
Mechanical Engineer, HVAC sales engineer
Topic:
Everyone Communicates, Few Connect
Speaker: Dr. Niki Gaitani
Senior Researcher & Project Manager, Norwegian University of Science and Technology
Topic:
Research and Innovation in Thermal Storage and Plus Energy Buildings
Sustainable Plus Energy Neighborhoods - syn.ikia H2020 project
Speaker: Marcello APRILE
Researcher, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
Topic:
Heat4Cool: Smart Retrofitting of Heating and Cooling Systems in Buildings
Speaker: Tasos Tsitsanis
Electrical and Computer Engineer, MSc in Energy and Environmental Management
Topic:
EXCESS (Energy fleXible user-CEntric poSitive houseS) H2020 Project
Speaker: Kenneth B. Madsen
Mechanical Engineer, Business Develop-ment manager, Advansor, Arhus, Denmark
Topic:
Latest Developments in Transcritical Refrigeration
Speaker: Borja Gómez Martín
Project Director, IDOM
Topic:
BERONIA Winery in “La Rioja”. Thermo activation of the building’s structure as an essential
part in the wine production process
Speaker: Sergio Arús Gutiérrez
MSc. in Sustainable Energy Engineering, IDOM
Topic:
BERONIA Winery in “La Rioja”. Thermo activation of the building’s structure as an essential
part in the wine production process
Speaker: Νikolas Bamplenis & Petros Ioannidis
Urban and Planning Engineers
Topic:
Bioclimatic Design & Cities
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SPECIAL SESSIONS
Special Session – 1: Resilience & Sustainability
Topic – 1:
Presenter:

Resilience in Building Design to Support a Sustainable Society
Thomas Lawrence
Professor of Practice, College of Engineering, The University of Georgia, Athens, GA

Topic – 2:

Resilient and Sustainable Development: How could Cities Function within the
Planet’s Safe Operating Space
Heleni Pantelidou
Civil Engineer PhD, CEng MICE, Associate Director, Regional Sustainability Skills Leader
at Arup, London, United Kingdom

Presenter:

Topic – 3:
Presenter:

Topic – 4:
Presenter:

A Holistic View of the Health and Wellbeing Benefits from Providing Quality Indoor
Environments: Public Health Perspective
Sani Dimitroulopoulou
Principal Environmental Public Health Scientist – Indoor Environments, Air Quality and
Public Health, Public Health England
Big, Smart, and Everything: Data, Technology, Buildings, Cities, and the IoT
Drury Crawley
FASHRAE, BEMP, FIBPSA, AIA, Affil. CIBSE Bentley Fellow /Director, Building
Performance Research, Bentley Systems

Special Session – 2: CESBA MED SUSTAINABLE MED CITIES.
Presenter 1:
Costas Balaras
Mechanical Engineer, FASHRAE, Research Director, Group Energy Conservation,
Institute for Environmental Research & Sustainable Development, National
Observatory of Athens
Presenter 2:

Popi Droutsa
Research Assistant, Group Energy Conservation, Institute for Environmental Research
& Sustainable Development, National Observatory of Athens

Special Session – 3: Fire & Smoke Control
Topic – 1:
The ventilation of a building with the "eyes" of a firefighter.
Presenter:
Michalis Chalaris
Fire Protection Officer Professor of Greek Fire Academy, Former General Secretary of
the Labor Inspectorate
Topic – 2:
Presenter:

Fire & Smoke Protection in Buildings
Lambis Sakellariou
Mechanical Engineer MSc., Managing Director, Scantech, Athens-Greece

Topic – 3:

Design variations on markets DE/CHE/AUT for EN 12101-6 Specification for pressure
differential systems
Reiner Kelch
Bereichsleiter / Director Systems and Applications Systemair GmbH

Presenter:
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WORKSHOPS
Workshop – 1: A Brief Look at IgCC and Standard 189.1
Presenter:
Thomas Lawrence
Professor of Practice, College of Engineering, The University of Georgia, Athens, GA
Workshop – 2: Building Performance Simulation: What’s in the Black Box?
Presenter:
Drury Crawley
FASHRAE, BEMP, FIBPSA, AIA, Affil. CIBSE Bentley Fellow /Director, Building
Performance Research, Bentley Systems
Workshop – 3: Hot Climate Design Guide
Presenter:
Frank Mills
Technical Director, Sustainability, Energy, Sustainability Building Services Engineering
and Fire Engineering expertise
Workshop – 4: Hospital Ventilation and HVAC/Energy
Presenter:
Frank Mills
Technical Director, Sustainability, Energy, Sustainability Building Services Engineering
and Fire Engineering expertise
Workshop – 5: Net Zero Hospitals
Presenter:
Frank Mills
Technical Director, Sustainability, Energy, Sustainability Building Services Engineering
and Fire Engineering expertise
Workshop – 6: Efficient HVAC Installations by Handling the Medium According to VDI 2035, by Using
Pressure Keeping, Sludge Removal and Degassing Systems
Presenter:
Ioannis Lappas
Director of the Market Segment of Building Service, WILO
Workshop – 7: Chilled Water Air Conditioning Loops and the Role of Pump in the Primary and
Secondary Loops
Presenter:
Ioannis Lappas
Director of the Market Segment of Building Service, WILO
Workshop – 8: DEHUMIDIFICATION
Presenter:
Alkis Triantafyllopoulos
Mechanical Engineer, Vice President, ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter
Presenter:

Dimitris Dalavouras
MBA, Ph.D. (c), ASHRAE Certified OPMP & CPMP, Technical Manager at General
Refrigeration SA
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The Conference ended with an open discussion on “Building our New Energy Future – Challenging
the president”.
All the presentations and videos from the conference are available on the ASHRAE Hellenic
Chapter’s website (http://ashrae.gr/einb2019.php).
We specially thank the speakers, the members of the Conference Scientific Committee, the
numerous volunteers, the sponsors and the over 450 participants that made this a successful event.

Ioanna Deligkiozi, Ph.D.
Chemical Engineer
Senior Manager, Axia Innovation (DE)
EinB2019 Conference General Chair
ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter President 2016-2017
ASHRAE Region XIV, Nominating Committee

Dimitris A. Charalambopoulos, M.Sc., BEAP
Mechanical Engineer
EinB2019 Conference General Chair
ASHRAE Hellenic Chapter, Treasurer 2019-2020
ASHRAE Region XIV, RMCR & Treasurer
ASHRAE Members Council
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Energy Benchmarking of Hellenic NonResidential Buildings
Κ.D. Droutsa1*, C.A. Balaras1, S. Kontogiannidis1, E.D. Dascalaki1, A.A. Argiriou2
1

Group Energy Conservation, Institute for Environmental Research & Sustainable Development, National Observatory of
Athens, I. Metaxa & Vas. Pavlou, GR15235 Palea Penteli, Greece
2 Laboratory of Atmospheric Physics, Department of Physics, University of Patras, GR 265 00 Patras, Greece

ABSTRACT

This work elaborates the energy performance of existing Hellenic Non Residential (NR) buildings, by exploiting the data included in the
energy performance certificates (EPCs) of the national electronic registry (buildingcert). Over the past eight years, a total of about 270,000 EPCs
for NR whole- or part-buildings have been issued. The analysis is performed for all different building uses, construction periods and Hellenic
climate zones. The relevant information retrieved from the EPCs include the calculated (asset) primary energy use intensity, i.e. primary energy use
per unit floor area (kWh/m2) and per end use (heating, cooling, domestic hot water and lighting), and CO 2 emissions per unit floor area
(kg/m2), for the different building types. The mean calculated primary energy use intensity is 444.6 kWh/m2 and emissions reach 141.4
kgCO2/m2. The derived energy baselines reveal that indoor sports halls/swimming pools are the most energy intensive facilities, while private
cram schools/conservatories have the lowest energy use, due to their operational patterns. Lighting is the most energy consuming service, followed by
cooling, space heating and a very low domestic hot water use. In addition, available data on actual energy performance of NR buildings are
assessed, in an attempt to close the gap between calculated (asset) and actual (operational) energy use.
INTRODUCTION

European buildings occupy 25 billion m2 of useful floor space, out of which 25% account for non-residential (NR)
buildings. As a fact, NR buildings are much more complex and heterogeneous than residential (RES) builidngs and thus
there is very limited information on the specific floor areas, construction characteristics, energy use breakdown for different
services and other characteristic parameters. The different NR building types [Europe's Buildings under the Microscope.
2011] are dominated by retail and wholesale buildings representing 28% of the NR building stock floor area, followed by
office buildings (23%), education (17%), hotels and restaurants (17%), hospitals (7%), sports facilities (4%) and other uses
(11%).
The final energy use intensity (EUIf) in European NR buildings averages 280 kWh/m 2 [Europe's Buildings under the
Microscope. 2011], about 40% greater than the corresponding value for the residential sector. Hospitals have the highest
energy use with 252-434 kWh/m2 due to continuous occupancy, specific high-energy operations and space functions, but
they represent only 10% of the total energy use in NR buildings. Hotels & restaurants with 213-426 kWh/m2 represent 12%
of the total energy use. On the other hand, wholesale & retail trade buildings with 200-335 kWh/m2 (28% of the total) and
offices with 205-316 kWh/m2 (26%), represent more than half of the energy use in NR building sector. Educational
buildings with 142-243 kWh/m2 (12%), sports facilities with 110-255 kWh/m2 (6%) and all other buildings (6%) makeup
the remaining composition.
Hellenic buildings accounted for 38.2% of the total final energy consumption and reached 6.3 Mtoe in 2015, the year
with the latest officially-reported data. It is estimated the total floor area of Hellenic NR buildings is about 73.52 Mm 2, with
the majority being hotels & restaurants (29.2%) followed by wholesale and retail trade (28.7%), offices (22.3%), educational
buildings (16.2%), and health care buildings (3.54%) [EU energy in figures 2018].
The EPBD transposition in Greece was fully implemented in 2010 by the national regulation on the energy
performance of buildings (KENAK) and updated in July 2017. The normative calculations are in accordance to the
European standards (e.g. EN 13790) using the quasi-steady state monthly method. The official calculation engine (TEE-
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KENAK) [Dascalaki et al. 2012] incorporates the relevant national technical libraries, weather data and other technical
specifications outlined in four supporting national technical guidelines.
This work exploits available information from the Hellenic EPC database of the national electronic registry
(buildingcert) in order to derive practical benchmarking on the specific energy use for different building categories and
services (e.g. heating, cooling, lighting). The available data extends from January 2011 to the end of 2018. In addition,
available data on actual energy performance of Hellenic buildings are assessed, in an attempt to close the gap between
calculated (asset) and actual (operational) energy use.
HELLENIC NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

This work is based on data from the national EPC electronic repository (buildingcert). Since January 2011, a total of
~270,000 EPCs for NR whole- or part-buildings have been issued by the end of 2018, constituting 17.5% of the total
database. The relevant information retrieved from the EPCs include the calculated (asset) primary energy use intensity
(EUIp), i.e. primary energy use per unit floor area (kWh/m2) and per end use (heating, cooling, domestic hot water (DHW)
and lighting), and CO2 emissions per unit floor area (kg/m2), for the different building types. In the normative calculations
according to KENAK, the primary energy is estimated using the national conversion factors for different energy carriers,
i.e. 2.9 for electricity, 1.1 for heating oil and 1.05 for natural gas. The CO2 emissions are estimated using the following
national conversion factors: 0.989 kgCO2/kWh for electricity, 0.264 kgCO2/kWh for heating oil and 0.196 kgCO2/kWh for
natural gas.
The first step was to screen the available data in order to increase confidence on the data that was used for the
analysis, ensure compliance with the regulation and avoid duplication. Accordingly, EPCs were excluded if they were: issued
for buildings deviating from the national regulation requirements; issued by energy inspectors that have been at a later date
penalized and their temporary license revoked; incomplete (i.e. missing some data entries) or not officially submitted (i.e.
temporarily entered and stored data in the EPC repository); including questionable data (e.g. negative input values, heated
area greater than total area, zero CO 2 emissions when the energy carrier is not biomass, heated floor area less than 20% of
the total floor area), possible erroneous data or extreme values (i.e. EUIp less than 5 kWh/m 2 and greater than 8000
kWh/m2); issued for the same building during the second phase of the national energy efficiency subsidy programme
following the renovation of existing buildings.
The valid data after these screening steps reached ~196,000 EPCs or 74% of the raw data. Most of the valid EPCs
(86%) were issued for part-buildings, which is the most common transaction and reason for issuing an EPC (e.g. renting or
selling an office space in a multi-floor building). However, this work and the following analysis focuses only on the available
data for whole-buildings, as they are considered more complete and representative of the specific building uses. The valid
data for the NR whole-buildings is ~27,900 EPCs.
As a second step, EPCs for NR whole buildings were further screened in an effort to exclude data that deviate from
certain limits per building type. EPCs were excluded if they included erroneous or extreme values in primary energy use
intensity per end use (e.g. zero EUIp for DHW with no solar collectors). Second, the values of outliers in total EUIp were
cut-off using the Tukey box-plot, for example, below the lower (first) quartile or above the upper (third) quartile. Finally,
the data with values of ±1% of the EUIp were cropped in order to increase the homogeneity of the sample. The resulting
data for NR whole buildings are about 25,000 EPCs, which will be used in the following analysis referred to as the EPC
database 2018, comprising about 4% of the Hellenic exclusive-use NR buildings, according to the latest Hellenic Census
and statistical data [ELSTAT. 2015].
The overall approach for organizing and analyzing the available data is based on two additional classification
parameters, along the lines of the Hellenic TABULA residential typology [Dascalaki et al. 2011], i.e. the building:
• age, based on the year of building construction; T1: pre-1980 (‘old’ buildings before the first building thermal
insulation regulation (HBTIR) was introduced, so the buildings are considered without thermal insulation); T2: between
1981-2010 (considered up to HBTIR standards) and T3: post-2010 (considered up to KENAK standards);
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• location, in terms of the four climate zones defined by KENAK on the basis of the heating degree days, i.e. zone
A in the south that includes most of the Hellenic islands with mild conditions (with a mean of 859 heating degree days
(HDD)), to zone D in the north with the coldest conditions (with a mean 2260 HDD).
Building Characteristics

The audited buildings were located in 61 different cities in all four climate zones of Greece. Specifically, 30% of the
buildings were located in the southern Zone A, 42% in Zone B, 25% in Zone C and only 3% in the northern Zone D. This
distribution is not in full compliance with the zonal distribution of the building stock, since according to the latest Census
and statistical data [ELSTAT. 2015], 23.4% of the Hellenic NR buildings (exclusive use) are located in Zone A, 30.7% in
Zone B, 38.0% in Zone C and 7.8% in Zone D. When the spatial distribution of buildings is according to Nomenclature of
Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) Level 1 - Groups of development regions, then the distribution of the building stock
(28% in Northern Greece, 27% in Central Greece, 20% in Attica and 25% in Aegean Islands and Crete) is in line with the
NR buildings from the EPCs (28.4% in Northern Greece, 27.4% in Central Greece, 24.9% in Attica and 19.3% in Aegean
Islands and Crete).
Based on the EPCs’ analysis, most of the audited buildings (45%) are old buildings constructed in T1, 50% in T2,
while only 5% in T3. This distribution is not in full compliance with the profile of the Hellenic NR buildings, based on the
latest Hellenic Census and statistical data [ELSTAT. 2015], in which about 64.6% of them were built before 1980, when the
first building thermal insulation regulation (HBTIR) was introduced, so they don’t have thermal protection and they are
equipped with old and inefficient heat generation systems, thus exhibiting the greatest potential for energy savings.
The analysis of the available data from the EPCs confirmed the relatively low energy performance of existing Hellenic
NR buildings, but yet better than Hellenic residential buildings [Droutsa et al. 2016], as presented in Figure1. Similar results
are reported in Spain [Gangolells et al. 2016] where NR buildings have a slightly better energy performance than residential
buildings, with 26.4% of NR buildings rated at class-D, followed by class-E (22.8%) and class-C (19.8%).

Figure1. Distribution of NR and RES buildings in energy classes
According to the national technical guidelines for KENAK, a total of 60 different building types are defined, which
are grouped into 7 building categories (BCI-VII) and 30 building uses (BU1-30) (Table 1) with common assumptions and
default values for their operating periods and indoor conditions for the normative calculations. These include fixed annual
operation hours and indoor conditions for space heating, space cooling, mechanical ventilation, DHW and artificial lighting,
and specific internal heat gains. Plug loads are not included in the annual energy use. For some building uses, DHW
consumption is considered negligible.
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The most populated BUs were BU26-Small retail building/Drugstore (38%) and BU7-Restaurant (9%), while the uses with
the most heated floor area (and thus most influencing for the energy use intensities of NR buildings) were BU26-Small retail
building/Drugstore (17%) and BU29-Office (16%). The least populated BUs were BU5-Guest house (winter) (0.04%) and BU30Library (0.05%), while the uses with the least heated floor area were BU28-Barber shop/Hair salon (0.03%) and BU5-Guest
house (winter) (0.03%). This means that these building uses in the available data set have not yet reached a sufficient
population and the results should be used with caution.
On the other hand, the most populated BCs were BCVI-Commercial (40%) and BCI-Temporal Residence (22%), while the
categories with the most heated floor area (and thus most influencing for the energy use intensities of NR buildings) were
BCI-Temporal Residence (26%) and BCVI-Commercial (23%). The least populated BCs were BCV-Justice/Public Order/Safety
(0.07%) and BCIV-Health and Social Welfare (2.8%), while the categories with the least heated floor area were again BCVJustice/ Public Order/Safety (0.06%) and BCIV-Health and Social Welfare (11%).
Calculated Energy Use Intensities

The average EUIp and CO2 emissions were calculated for the various BUs. The average EUIp for NR BUs ranges
from 164.3kWh/m2 (BU19-Private cram school/Conservatory) to 1030.8kWh/m2 (BU15-Indoor Sports hall/Swimming Pool) as
presented in Table 1, considerably higher than the corresponding values for Hellenic whole residential (RES) buildings that
range from 252.7kWh/m2 for apartment buildings to 383.5kWh/m2 for single family houses based on the information for
the residential buildings from the corresponding EPC database 2018. The average CO2 emissions range from 47.4kg/m2
(BU17-Primary/Secondary School) to 326.8kg/m2 (BU15-Indoor Sports hall/Swimming Pool) for NR buildings, compared with
72.2kg/m2 to 99.5kg/m2 for RES buildings from the corresponding EPC database 2018. The calculated EUIp and CO2
emissions for the various building uses are presented in Figures 2 and 3. The datasets for the calculated EUIp and CO2
emissions for the different building uses have in general symmetrical distributions since the mean and the median are close
together.

Figure 2. Calculated Maximum, Minimum, Average (diamond) and Median (line) primary energy use intensity (EUIp) for
the various NR Building Uses (BU).
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Figure 3. Calculated Maximum, Minimum, Average (diamond) and Median (line) CO2 emissions for the various NR
Building Uses (BU).
Various sustainability methodologies and rating systems have been developed that include different performance
indicators, like EUIp and CO2 emissions, in order to determine how well the sustainability objectives are achieved. Along
these lines, a new open access transnational multicriteria built environment assessment method and tools are being
developed in the framework of a European project (CESBA MED) to support the assessment, planning and overall
decision-making process for rating the sustainability performance of buildings and neighborhoods [Balaras et al. 2018]. The
assessment is based on the use of several sustainability indicators, among which the energy use of buildings. Each indicator
value is adimensionalized and rescaled from -1 to +5 interval, using benchmarks for scoring the level of performance. A
score value “0” represents the minimum acceptable performance in compliance with minimum standard regulation
mandates defined by law (e.g. a new building with an EUIp that corresponds to the B-label or current practice in case of no
regulations), a score value “3” reflects good practice (e.g. average performance), while a score value “5” reflects excellence
or ideal performance (e.g. a nearly zero energy building). For office buildings the benchmarks for Attica Prefecture were
264.0kWh/m2 for the minimum acceptable performance (score 0), 150.3kWh/m2 for good practice performance (score 3)
and 74.5kWh/m2 for the ideal performance (score +5). For educational buildings the corresponding benchmarks were
116.2, 62.3 and 26.3kWh/m2. Analyzing the EUIp of office buildings from the EPC database for the ones located in Attica
Prefecture, it was found that 68% of the buildings are below minimum acceptable performance, 31% are up to good
practice and only 1% is better than best practice. The performance of educational buildings located in Attica Prefecture is
better, since 49% are below minimum acceptable performance, 47% are up to good practice and only 4% are better than
best practice.
Analysis of the calculated primary energy use reveals that lighting is the most consuming service in 43% of the
building uses, followed by cooling (33%), space heating (20%) and DHW (4%). Comparatively, for all Hellenic residential
buildings [Droutsa et al. 2016] the most consuming service is space heating, followed by DHW and cooling; other services
like lighting, cooking, white appliances and other plug-loads are not taken in to account according to the national
calculation method for energy labelling of residential buildings.
The contribution of the different end uses to the total primary energy use varies significantly depending on the BU.
For ligting it ranges between 15% (BU9-Night/Music hall) and 53% (BU18-University/College/Lecture rooms), for space cooling
between 2% (BU16-Kindergarten) and 54% (BU10-Theater/Cinema), for space heating between 3% (BU2-Hotel (summer)) and
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68% (BU16-Kindergarten), and for DHW between 0% (various BUs with solar collectors) and 36% (BU27-Fitness center).
The average EUIp values of different BUs are illustrated in Figure 4. The values range for lighting between
47.3kWh/m2 (BU9-Night/Music hall) and 302.0kWh/m2 (BU24-Police station), for space cooling between 3.9kWh/m2 (BU16Kindergarten) and 37.6kWh/m2 (BU15-Indoor Sports hall/Swimming Pool), for space heating between 9.8kWh/m2 (BU2-Hotel
(summer)) and 322.4kWh/m2 (BU8-Pastry/Coffee shop) and for DHW between 15.1kWh/m2 (BU21-Health care/ Rural outpatient
clinic/ Consultation room) and 242.2kWh/m2 (BU27-Fitness center).

Figure 4. Calculated average primary energy use intensity (EUIp) for different end uses for the various Building Uses (BU).
As expected, the EUIp values drop for the newer building construction periods (Figure 5). The average EUIp
ranges from 183.6kWh/m2 to 1096.6kWh/m2 for buildings constructed in T1, from 149.2kWh/m2 to 1055.1kWh/m2 for
buildings constructed in T2 and from 83.7kWh/m2 to 591.1kWh/m2 for buildings constructed in T3. The reduction is
smaller between T1 and T2 (2%-33%) and larger between T2 and T3 (9%-53%).
The impact of the climate on EUIp should be evaluated in conjuction with the construction period of the
buildings. However, the population of the currently available data is not yet sufficient to discredisize the data in terms of the
four climate zones for all the three construction periods. For information, the average EUIp for NR BUs ranges from
132.2kWh/m2 to 984.7kWh/m2 for buildings located in zone A, from 141.6kWh/m2 to 1000.9kWh/m2 in zone B, from
184.4kWh/m2 to 1078.9kWh/m2 in zone C and from 168.4kWh/m2 to 963.7kWh/m2 in zone D.
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Figure 5. Calculated average primary energy use intensity (EUIp) per construction time period for the various Building
Uses (BU).
The corresponding averages for BCs were calculated as the weighted average of the average EUIp and CO 2 for all
building uses included in each category, based on the total heated area (Figure 6). BCII-Public assembly buildings have the
highest weighted average EUIp (668.6kWh/m2) and CO2 emissions (211.5kg/m2), since they include building uses with
large volumes, latent loads, internal heat gains and other unique operational characteristics. On the other hand, BCIIIEducational buildings have the lowest weighted average EUIp (172.1kWh/m2) and CO2 emissions (50.4kg/m2), having low
usage patterns (operating hours) and no special requirements for their energy end-uses.

Figure 6. Calculated weighted average of primary energy use intensity (EUIp) and CO2 emissions (diamonds, secondary
axis) for the various Building Categories (BC).
For all NR buildings the weighted average values are 444.6kWh/m2 and 141.4kg/m2. These values are 26% and
52% higher than the corresponding EUIp and CO2 emissions for the residential buildings. Lighting is the most consuming
service (34%), followed by cooling (32%), space heating (27%) and DHW (7%).
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Real Energy Use Intensities

Data on the actual annual electrical and thermal energy consumption are included only in a small number of the
EPCs, since this is optional information. If available, data from energy bills and utilities for at least one complete year are
provided by the building owner (three years data are recommended) and included in the EPC. Currently, a total of about
1570 EPCs (or 15.2% of the EPC database 2018) included data on the actual energy use of the audited buildings. The
available data were grouped and analysed in terms of the different end uses taken into account in the national regulation (i.e.
space heating & cooling, domestic hot water and lighting), in order to define average energy use intensities per end use. A
very rough quality control of the available data was applied, in order to avoid using data that may be referring to time
periods less than a year, different fuels than the calculated ones or erroneous and questionable values [Droutsa et al. 2019b].
As a result, only 52 buildings included specific actual energy use data for all end uses taken into account. Based on
this dataset, the actual final energy use intensity ranges between 8.4kWh/m2 and 818.0kWh/m2 for building uses without
DHW, and between 10.1kWh/m2 and 853.1kWh/m2 for the ones with DHW. The actual primary energy use intensity
ranges ranges between 21.9kWh/m2 and 2079.9kWh/m2 for building uses without DHW and between 29.2.1kWh/m2 and
1083.3kWh/m2 for the ones with DHW (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Average actual and calculated final and primary energy use intensity (EUI).
Average actual and calculated EUI for final and primary energy use for the different end uses, are summarized in
Table 2. The calculated EUIs correspond to the number of buildings for each end use. Once again, the currently available
data is limited, thus the EUI values should be used with caution. There is a very large range of the energy use intensities and
CO2 emissions per end use, due to the different building uses, with varying characteristics and requirements. Additional
information is also available for the main energy carriers used for space heating, i.e. fuel oil (77%), biomass (8%), natural gas
(7%), electricity (7%) and district heating (1%), and for DHW, i.e. fuel oil (82%), electricity (11%) natural gas (5%) and
biomass (2%).
In general, higher calculated EUIs correspond to lower actual energy use. This is expected for most NR buildings
since actual operating conditions deviate from the specifications in the calculations and is identified as the ‘‘prebound”
effect. For the calculations, all usable floor area of the buildings is considered to be continuously heated, cooled,
mechanically ventilated and artificially lighted at specific operation conditions during the operational hours. For example, in
the calculations, hotels with annual operation are considered to have continuous occupancy (i.e. 24h/day, 7days/week,
12months/year), space heating operating conditions at 20ºC and 35% relative humidity, cooling operating conditions at
26ºC and 45% relative humidity, fresh air requirements at 3m3/h/m2 heated floor area, DHW consumption at 21.936.5m3/bed depending on the hotel class, annual operating hours for artificial lighting at 6989hr and minimum installed
lighting power at 9.6W/m2.
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Table 2. Average (Minimum – Maximum) Actual and Calculated Final and Primary Energy Use
Intensities (EUI) for the Different End Uses

End Uses (Number
of Buildings)
Space heating (400)
Space cooling (38)
DHW (45)
Lighting (87)

Final EUI (kWh/m2)
Actual
Calculated
121.1 (0.06 - 967.48)
13.7 (0.1 - 63.5)
35.4 (0.3 - 370.7)
17.6 (0.01 - 193.55)

146.0 (0.2 - 1847.8)
44.2 (0.1 - 185.1)
86.1 (0.5 - 2430.0)
52.8 (3.1 - 235.9)

Primary EUI (kWh/m2)
Actual
Calculated
133.6 (0.06 - 1015.85)
39.6 (0.3 - 184.2)
39.5 (0.8 - 407.8)
51.0 (0.02 - 561.3)

171.0 (0.7 - 1882.6)
128.3 (3.0 - 536.9)
100.4 (1.5 - 458.8)
153.0 (9.0 - 684.0)

CONCLUSION

The findings from this study were based on the analysis of about 25,000 valid EPCs for NR whole buildings in
Greece. Hellenic NR buildings exhibit relatively low energy performance since 45% are constructed pre-1980, with
insufficient thermal protection and inefficient heat production systems. They average an energy class-D (31%), class-E
(23%), class-C (22%), class-F or worse (18%), class-G (7%), while only 6% are ranked in energy class-B or better.
The results from this work provided energy asset baselines for all NR Hellenic building uses. The lowest calculated
primary energy use intensity corresponds to BU19-Private cram school/Conservatory (164.3 kWh/m2) as a result of the low
annual operation hours and simple energy system requirements. On the other hand, BU15-Indoor Sports Hall/Swimming pool
has the highest EUIp (1030.8 kWh/m2) due to the large volume of these buildings, their high internal latent loads and heat
gains, along with their other unique operational characteristics. On average, lighting is the most consuming end use in 43%
of the building uses with an average contribution to the total primary energy use of 34%, followed by cooling (33%, with an
average contribution of 29%), space heating (20% with an average contribution of 30%) and finally DHW (4%, with an
average contribution of 7%).
The Hellenic version of the CESBA MED tools incorporated the derived EUIs in order to define the benchmarks for
scoring the energy performance of buildings that is expressed by this key performance indicator (KPI). The baseline (score
0) was assigned an EUI for 264.0kWh/m2, while the best performance (score 5) was set at 74.5 Wh/m2. During the pilot
implementation of the CESBA MED method an office located in Athens was assessed. The calculated EUIp was
376.1kWh/m2 which is in good agreement with the average EUIp for the BU29-Office (347.7kWh/m2) as well as with the
weighted average EUIp for BCVII-Office/Library (347.4kWh/m2) [Droutsa et al. 2019a]. Accordingly, the normalized
value of the building for this KPI received a score of -1.
The analysis of the (limited) data on the actual energy consumption of NR buildings revealed some valuable insights.
Accordingly, the average actual final energy use intensity, primary energy use intensity and CO 2 emissions were
120.8kWh/m2, 254.6kWh/m2 and 78.6kg/m2, repsectivelly. As expected, these values were almost 50% lower than the
corresponding calculated values, due to the deviation of the actual operating conditions from the defasult conditions used
in the calculations.
For some building uses, the available number of cases is not yet sufficient. Accordingly, the derived EUIs should be
used with caution. As the EPC database is progressively populated with new data it will be possible to refine and update, if
necessary, the derived baselines.
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Table 1. Primary Energy Use Intensities (EUIp) and CO2 Emissions for the Different Building Categories and Building Uses
Building Category (BC)

Number
Building Use (BU) of Blds
BCI. Temporal Residence
5624

Heating
Avg [Min–Max]

Cooling
Avg [Min–Max]

EUIp (kWh/m2)
DHW
Avg [Min–Max]

Lighting
Avg [Min–Max]

Total
Avg [Min–Max]

CO2 (kg/m2)
Avg [Min–Max]

BU1-Hotel (annual)
BU2-Hotel (summer)
BU3-Guest house (annual)
BU4-Guest house (summer)
BU5-Guest house (winter)
BU6-Boarding school/Quarters/Dormitory

765
2022
883
1858
11
85

135.2 [0.1 - 697.5]
9.8 [0.1 - 376.8]
164.3 [0.5 - 871.3]
11.3 [0.1 - 301]
263 [117.2 - 503.4]
128.6 [5.5 - 500]

144.4 [8.9 - 827.6]
114.6 [8.9 - 407.6]
143.6 [1.7 - 624.8]
119.6 [7.7 - 458.8]
30.4 [1.0 - 200.3]
140.9 [8.1 - 347.9]

72.3 [0.0 - 462.4]
26.8 [0.0 – 447.0]
70.3 [0.0 - 560.3]
24.6 [0.0 - 360.4]
38 [13.2 - 115.5]
64.4 [0.6 - 210.9]

208.4 [2.9 - 755.5]
145.7 [15.5 - 439.1]
230.5 [12.2 - 806.7]
158.8 [2.9 - 520.6]
166.5 [118.2 - 273.6]
237.3 [80.4 - 429.9]

560.0 [165.8 – 1138.0]
296.8 [116.1 - 581.2]
608.8 [234.1 - 1208.3]
314.4 [123.5 - 595.3]
497.9 [263.1 - 794.8]
570.6 [173.7 - 971.5]

175.9 [25.4 - 388.5]
96.8 [17.2 - 197.4]
192.7 [53.6 - 412.5]
102.8 [19.7 - 203.3]
151.3 [79.2 - 265.9]
184.6 [57.5 - 302.6]

BU7-Restaurant
BU8-Pastry/Coffee shop
BU9-Night/Music hall
BU10-Theater/Cinema
BU11-Exhibition hall/Museum
BU12-Conference hall/ Auditorium /Courthouse
BU13-Bank
BU14-Multi-purpose venue
BU15-Indoor Sports hall/Swimming Pool

2307
2019
405
40
102
13
52
236
227

222.2 [0.4 - 1107.1]
322.4 [0.1 - 1389.3]
101.7 [0.4 – 463.0]
97.5 [14.9 – 204.0]
80.1 [3.9 - 317.8]
60.6 [14.0 - 113.9]
66.6 [6.5 - 215.4]
100.2 [1.2 - 418.8]
238.7 [0.1 - 853.4]

268.2 [3.2 – 1267.0]
315.4 [3.7 - 1023.1]
117.3 [8.8 - 317.2]
195.8 [36.9 - 363.2]
165.2 [13.7 – 414.0]
134.3 [51.1 - 296.1]
77.8 [4.4 – 199.0]
133.4 [15.2 – 432.0]
377.6 [60.6 - 792.5]

168.2 [0.0 - 949.8]
53.8 [0.0 - 536.1]
56.8 [0.0 - 264.2]

161.2 [0.2 - 1099.3]
202.9 [0.3 - 1265.7]
47.3 [6.6 - 268.2]
70.2 [22.7 - 290.4]
71.0 [4.8 - 225.4]
117.5 [40.9 - 317.5]
112.2 [49.0 - 180.4]
89.1 [4.3 - 363.6]
202.1 [24.5 - 774.1]

819.5 [284.9 - 1498.4]
894.5 [266.7 - 1729.9]
323.1 [99.3 - 584.9]
363.6 [200.0 - 590.6]
316.3 [88.7 – 609.0]
312.5 [160.3 - 472.9]
256.7 [149 - 376.2]
322.8 [82.2 - 675.3]
1030.8 [304.2 - 1771.9]

259.5 [57.5 – 506.0]
276.6 [43.2 - 1294.5]
102.9 [30.1 - 192.9]
119.2 [66.0 - 201.6]
103.5 [29.3 - 207.9]
105.4 [50.9 - 160.5]
85.1 [50.9 - 128.5]
104.6 [28.1 - 230.5]
326.8 [99.6 - 580.6]

BU16-Kindergarten
BU17-Primary/Secondary School
BU18-University/College/Lecture rooms
BU19-Private cram school/Conservatory

132
785
87
142

118.0 [14.5 - 330.6]
98.8 [4.7 - 297.4]
79.0 [8.4 - 205.4]
74.1 [1.4 - 251.6]

3.9 [0.2 - 13.9]
9.0 [0.1 - 38.6]
36.9 [3.2 - 103.6]
11.4 [0.3 - 65.4]

52.3 [15.7 - 156.3]
57.2 [16.1 - 228.2]
131.1 [17.8 - 308.8]
78.7 [23.5 - 197.9]

174.2 [56.1 - 370.9]
164.8 [56.4 – 341.0]
247.1 [96.6 - 455.4]
164.3 [73.6 - 297.7]

49.7 [16.9 - 126.1]
47.4 [17.3 - 112.3]
80.1 [31.2 - 151.8]
52.9 [22.6 - 99.9]

136

218.5 [0.7 - 705.3]

223.4 [48.0 - 503.9]

210.0 [2.9 – 700.0]

690.6 [246 - 1363.4]

215.1 [69.9 - 446]

202

146.3 [9.2 - 524.8]

122.5 [8.3 - 302.5]

15.1 [0.0 - 126]

162.0 [8.3 - 478.7]

445.2 [161.6 - 776.2]

140.2 [47.1 - 257.1]

111
246

248.8 [8.6 - 822.6]
96.1 [1.7 - 345.9]

207.9 [28.4 - 462.4]
66.1 [0.7 - 327.4]

39.6 [0.0 - 171.6]
21.7 [0.0 - 70.8]

256.9 [78.2 - 722.1]
68.4 [10.8 - 298.3]

752.4 [253.3 - 1279.1]
252.1 [85.4 - 498.9]

234.2 [85.1 - 432.4]
78.7 [28.0 - 168.7]

149.2 [15.7 - 339.1]

134.4 [54.0 - 222.8]

302.0 [133.4 - 579.1]

585.7 [396.3 - 814.8]

190.5 [121.1 - 278.1]

150.4 [2.6 - 616.1]
159.0 [1.4 - 693.3]
170.2 [47.2 - 335.4]
151.0 [31.0 - 371.2]

360.0 [123.5 - 749.3]
471.4 [171.2 - 935.1]
666.2 [329.5 - 961.1]
634.2 [326.2 - 1058.1]

119.8 [38.3 - 255.8]
151.5 [9.9 - 379.1]
209.1 [103.1 - 310.2]
205.2 [78.9 - 361.2]

138.2 [5.2 - 455.3]
77.6 [38.6 - 148.3]

347.7 [120.4 - 690.3]
299.1 [167.8 - 415.5]

112.9 [16.7 - 235.7]
91.8 [56.1 - 141.4]

BCII. Public assembly

BCIII. Educational

BCIV. Health and Social Welfare

BU20-Hospital/Clinic
BU21-Health care/Rural outpatient
clinic/Consultation room
BU22-Foundling hospital/Nursing home/Asylum
BU23-Nursery

BCV. Justice/public order/safety
BCVI. Commercial

BU24-Police station

5401

1146

695

17

17

9901

BU25-Shopping mall/Large retail building
BU26-Small retail building/Drugstore
BU27-Fitness center
BU28-Barber shop/Hair salon

392
9417
40
52

69.1 [0.9 - 410]
151.8 [0.2 - 820.6]
99.9 [1.3 - 307.3]
240.7 [34.6 - 554.8]

140.5 [0.8 - 504.8]
160.7 [0.1 - 793.6]
153.9 [8.6 - 268.9]
152.9 [16.5 - 441.9]

BU29-Office
BU30-Library

2266
12

92.5 [0.4 - 556.1]
110.3 [31.7 - 247.6]

117.1 [0.8 - 438.5]
111.2 [24.8 - 250.2]

BCVII. Office/Library

2278
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ABSTRACT

Today, the energy system is largely driven from the perspective of suppliers and only a few consumers are able to track their energy use or
actively participate in the market. The possibilities for larger commercial and industrial consumers have started to develop and active consumer
engagement in Demand Response programmes is gaining traction, nevertheless this is not the case for residential consumers. While the participation
of European residential and small commercial/industrial users, accounting for ca. 70% of final electricity consumption, there is still limited access
from the end users in energy markets. Within this context, we present an end-to-end Automated Demand Response Optimization Framework,
towards incorporating innovative and highly effective tools to enable dynamic VPPs formation which will further allow for energy customers and
cooperatives to introduce themselves in energy markets. Optimization in the proposed framework applies to multiple levels. It spans local generation
output, demand and storage flexibility, as well as the flexibility offered by EVs (in their dual role as demand and storage assets) to facilitate
maximum RES integration into the grid, avoidance of curtailment and satisfaction of balancing and ancillary grid needs. The overall framework
is tested in several demo sites in Europe and the preliminary results from this evaluation process are reported in this document.
INTRODUCTION

Since the liberalisation of the energy sector in Europe, significant developments have taken place, including growing
competition and market integration, decreasing wholesale prices, and the enhanced uptake of renewable energy sources.
Nevertheless, and even though consumer empowerment has become a buzzword in European energy policy, options and
benefits for consumers have so far remained limited [SEDC, 2018]. Today, the energy system is largely driven from the
perspective of suppliers and only a few consumers are able to track their energy use or actively participate in the market.
The possibilities for larger commercial and industrial consumers have started to develop and active consumer engagement
in Demand Response programmes is gaining traction, nevertheless this is not the case for residential consumers. While the
participation of European residential and small commercial/industrial users, accounting for ca. 70% of final electricity
consumption, there is still limited access from the end users in energy markets [JRC, 2017]. On the other hand, residential
buildings comprise a huge source of flexible energy demand and storage considering the current E.U. trend for mass
integration of local RES and battery systems; further enabling the provision to the distribution and transmission system
operators, the needed services to balance demand & supply and manage power quality.
The E.U. vision is to place prosumers at its core and enable them to take ownership of the energy transition, benefit
from new technologies to reduce their bills, participate actively in the market and to protect them from economic
vulnerabilities. Putting this vision into practice requires a radical shift in energy market and business model design.
Collective schemes are a natural candidate, for example energy cooperatives that can ensure the required market openness
and transparency for making demand response a viable and attractive business case for all involved stakeholders [RESCoop,
2015]. Energy cooperatives currently have limited participation in energy markets, which limits their potential to exploit the
flexibility they possess (generation, demand, storage) and the value it holds for all involved stakeholders. Apart from the
legal and regulatory barriers present in different Member States, energy cooperatives are also faced with business and
technological shortcomings to introduce their microgrids as active balancing and ancillary assets in energy markets. New
business models, accompanied by clearly defined and transparent rules, standardized contracts and appropriate
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technological tools, need to be defined to allow energy cooperatives to undertake the role of the aggregator and offer the
huge flexibility potential of their prosumers/members (mainly residential prosumers) in energy markets. The rapid
proliferation of energy cooperatives around the E.U. (over 2,400 cooperatives representing more than 1 million prosumers)
[RESCoop, 2017], along with the regulatory framework that progressively favours the introduction of collective schemes in
the E.U. energy market, create a unique business opportunity for energy cooperatives and their transition to an aggregator
business model. This can pave the way for the effective share of smart grid benefits and give prosumers the power to
benefit from their active participation in a democratized energy market.
In response to the aforementioned challenges and needs, we introduce an end-to-end Automated Demand Response
Optimization Framework to enable the realization of novel business models, allowing energy cooperatives to introduce
themselves in energy markets under the role of an aggregator. The idea is to provide cooperatives with innovative and
highly effective tools for the establishment of robust business practices to exploit their microgrids and dynamic VPPs as
balancing and ancillary assets toward grid stability and alleviation of network constraints. The overall architecture for the
proposed framework is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, the modeling principles about the integrated flexibility
approach are presented while in Section 4, the business perspective of the proposed framework is analyzed along with the
preliminary demonstration activities performed. In the last section, the main conclusions and next steps are presented.
AN END-TO-END DEMAND RESPONSE OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

In order to facilitate the active participation of prosumers in innovative energy management schemas as the one
proposed in this paper, the definition of a concrete and transparent architecture of the proposed framework is required.
The proposed demand response optimization framework contains three high level functional constituents which are further
broken down at different deployment levels. These are (i) the Interoperability and Secure Big Data Management Layer,
providing technical and semantic/ syntactic interoperability across the DR value chain using widely adopted open
standards, (ii) the Demand Response Optimization and Control Dispatch DSS Layer deployed both at the building and
district level and incorporating a variety of functions (local/building level and district level) to support optimal decisionmaking, and (iii) the Visualization Platform and End-User Toolkit Components Layer encompassing front-end applications
that will be made available to all stakeholders involved in the proposed framework. The high-level overview is presented in
Figure 1 with the details of the main components of the architecture to be further analysed.
At the first layer, the Interoperability and Big Data Management Framework comprises the backbone for all
integration activities in the proposed schema. It consists in an open and semantically enhanced infrastructure enabling
open-standards-based interoperability and data exchange across the Demand Response value chain. The Interoperability
and Big Data Management Layer couples two main technological offerings to ensure seamless integration, communication
and operations among the different business entity, namely: (a) a local building gateway enabling end-to-end interoperable
communication between the different applications at cloud level and individual smart home devices along with the required
local intelligence (Local Demand Managers) in order to perform in real time building level decisions for the operation of the
different controllable devices. (b) a centralized platform enabling ensuring fine-grained and interoperable communication
and data exchange with a variety of heterogeneous sources (buildings, district DER management systems, business actors’
systems) and mass treatment and storage of huge volumes of heterogeneous data sets.
At the second layer, the Demand Response Optimization and Control Dispatch DSS Framework is responsible
to incorporate the business logic and deliver high-level demand response strategies to be deployed over appropriately
selected prosumer clusters. This layer consists of (a) the Global & Local Demand Managers to define appropriate consumer
clusters that can effectively participate in Demand Response events, based on their defined flexibility and response
capability to multi-variate DR triggers for the provision of different services to the grid and to continuously monitor the
evolution of the Demand Response event so as to, optimize business functions and energy transactions. Complementary to
this a (b) Flexibility Forecasting, Segmentation and Aggregation Engine is responsible for the multidimensional analysis,
correlation and efficient management of prosumer profiles, flexibility and response capacity to DR signals to enable the
dynamic and spatio-temporal segmentation for the selection of appropriate aggregated demand side-based VPPs The
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module will constantly interact with the (c) DER registry which is responsible to discover new DERs and invoke innovative
matchmaking algorithms for aggregators to find the best DERs for their service request.

Figure 1

An end-to-end Demand Response Optimization Framework

At the top layer of the proposed framework, the Business and Visualization Layer integrates and appropriately
configures the different business applications to deliver a fully-fledged suite of services and user interfaces to the end-users,
namely: (a) Energy Cooperatives/ Aggregators for optimal portfolio management, flexibility segmentation, classification
and clustering, dynamic VPP formulation, self-consumption (within microgrid boundaries) and DR strategies
implementation monitoring. (b) Prosumers for increased awareness and understanding on consumption patterns and
flexibility potential. The coordination of the different actors is performed through the establishment of an open demand
flexibility marketplace.
The definition of the architecture is provided in a fully scalable and extendable way, exploiting the concept of microservices to enable the definition and design of different business services for the business stakeholders. In the following
section, the focus is about presenting the algorithmic details for the demand flexibility modeling and optimization
framework that consist of a core part of the proposed architectural schema.
A HOLISTIC FRAMEWORK FOR BUILDING LEVEL DEMAND FLEXIBILITY ANALYSIS

Towards enabling the demonstration of the end to end DR optimization framework, a better understanding of the
modeling approach for demand flexibility is required; as an anchor point of the Demand Response Optimization and
Control Dispatch DSS Framework presented in Section 2. In this section, an innovative demand flexibility framework is
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presented. The main pillars for the innovation are (a) the incorporation of several building level device types in a unified
modeling framework and (b) the adaptation of human comfort preservation framework for demand flexibility. Then,
business visualization tools are defined for the demonstration of the different business services are presented.
Establishment of a human comfort preservation demand flexibility management framework

At first, the way to incorporate the different DERs is presenting, further providing the details for flexibility modeling
of the different flexible DERs. The next figure (Fig. 2) is providing an overview of the holistic flexibility framework in a
building environment. Details for the modeling capabilities of each specific flexible load follow.

Figure 2

A Holistic Framework for Building Level Demand Flexibility Analysis

The selection of the aforementioned flexible devices/concepts for modeling is delivered based on the following principles:
• Total consumption per load in building premises and flexibility potential
• HVAC and lights modeling with focus on human comfort preservation
• Virtual Energy Storage as a candidate for innovative power to heat concepts
• Electric vehicles with high consumption, capacity and flexibility potential
The modeling principles for each specific segment of the analysis are presented taking into account that:
• Models should be - to the extent possible – simple and scalable in terms of accuracy, complexity, etc.
•

Models should follow a data-driven approach using “internal” configurable parameters

•

Models should rely on as little information as possible for training/calibration and output estimation /
obtainable using measurement devices of acceptable cost and intrusiveness

The main idea behind the analysis is the definition and further incorporation of human context parameters in the modeling
framework. “Context is any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity: a person, place, or”. In
this section the focus is on the extraction of human context taking into account information related to events from user
behaviour and respective comfort preferences, along with information about environmental context/ conditions,
towards defining robust and dynamic demand profiles, which will lead to the delivery of Context-Aware Load Flexibility
Profiles, reflecting real-time demand flexibility as a function of multiple parameters, such as time, device operational
characteristics and individual/group occupant comfort preferences. Building context (environmental conditions and user
preferences and needs) environment is the driving force for operation of devices (from building occupants) and towards
this direction, we define and further incorporate these specific building dynamics as part of the Device Flexibility models.
Comfort Modelling and DER Demand Flexibility
A non parametric, Bayesian based model network is used for extracting personalised comfort models. The input
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measurements required for the estimation of the comfort profiles are the following:
• Environmental conditions, namely temperature, humidity and luminance measurements.
• Heating/Cooling/Lighting control actions, notifying any changes in the operating status of devices, triggered by
the occupant.
• User comfort preferences, informing on changes in comfort boundaries, made by the occupants
The details of this framework are available through [Tzanidakis et al., 2017]. Following the definition of the comfort
boundaries for the users (as part of the thermal comfort model analysis), we incorporate them in the DER optimization
framework. The main objective of an optimisation framework is to provide the required control inputs such that:
• The cost of operation for the device source is minimized or maximised
• The device operation should be based on the typical operational characteristics.
• All comfort constraints of the system must be satisfied.
For the 2nd point, the operational constrains of each device type should be incorporated in the modeling principles.
The proposed optimization framework consists of a model-predictive control (MPC) algorithm, which makes use of a
model of the dynamical system to predict its future evolution in order to optimize the control signal for a given time
horizon in the future. Details of the optimization framework are out of the scope of this paper [Tzanidakis et al., 2017]
Virtual Energy Storage towards Power to Heat demand flexibility
Virtual or Thermal Energy Storage is an innovative framework exploiting the thermal storage capabilities of existing
domestic water heaters and building spaces (building thermal inertia) to dispatch desired amounts of flexibility without
compromising occupant comfort or disrupting daily routines and operations. The approach introduced in FLEXCoop
utilizes existing untapped storage capacity of buildings leveraging a cost-effective and highly efficient virtual thermal storage
solution exploiting building capacity to store energy in their thermal mass or existing water heating equipment. From a
commercial viewpoint, several VTES systems are available in the market enabling control of water heating and space
heating/ cooling loads and thus there is a high potential for incorporating logic for the optimal control of these device
types. The analysis is twofold: (a) for thermal inertia of the building, the analysis is performed on the basis of the HVAC
modeling as presented above. The main expansion of the model is to incorporate building behaviour parameters (e.g.
building inertia factors) in order to optimally balance the operation of HVAC devices with the technical and operational
limitations from the performance of building as an active organization. For Domestic Hot Water Heaters, the approach is
differentiated as we have to incorporate model specificities like (a) hot water usage profiles, (b) inlet/outlet water
temperature (c) power profile of a DHW heater. A second-degree parameter function is considered for modeling DHW
operation; once defined we can further incorporate grid/market constrains towards defining the optimal demand shifting
related strategies.
Electric Vehicles as flexible loads in the grid
One of the main innovations of the proposed framework, is the incorporation of the electromobility in the integrated
approach, considering the wide adoption of EVs in the near future. The idea is to present the appropriate models for
accurate and robust profiling of EV flexibility in the framework of both G2V and V2G programs. The presented models
should be constructed in such a way towards enabling the definition of individual EV profiles taking into account dynamic
parameters such as driving patterns, distance that needs to be covered, state of charge of EV batteries, discharge rates, etc.
There are two main pillars considered for the EV modeling work:
• Accurate EV profiling on the basis of the different parameters affecting the profiling process, namely: availability
at the charging points (start time, end time, duration, SoC at start time, SoC at end time etc.
• Accurate EV flexibility profiling on the basis of EV availability, controllability potential over the different EV
types/charging points (technical and operational limitations), grid and market needs
As the overall framework for EV flexibility profiling is multidimensional affected by multiple parameters, a local
optimization process is considered in order to define the series of control strategies (EV optimization schedules) that have
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to be incorporated in the holistic DSS optimization framework.
Generation RES Profiling and Control
Another main innovation of the proposed framework, is the incorporation of RES as part of the holistic management
framework. The main scope is twofold: (a) to ensure the physical integration with the RES controllers and (b) to provide
accurate models that will facilitate short foracasting and control of RES entities in a coordinated framework. For the
former, an extensive analysis has been performed to evaluate the different standards in the field. While high heterogeneity
in the field, there are some standardization bodies and initiative promoting standardized approach. Special remark to the
Sunspec Alliance focusing on Inverter-based device integration based on MODBUS protocol. A non-exhaustive list of IT
services and control parameters are specified in order to enable monitoring of real time production and fine-grained control
(reactive power limitation, active power control, battery management etc…) of the inverter. The incorporation of local RES
in self consumption schemas mandate for the extraction of high accuracy RES profiles. Mid term (day ahead) and short
term (next 4 hours) RES forecasting profiles are calculated taking into account weather/metrology data and historical RES
data (either from the same unit or from another RES in the same region). Incorporating accurate RES data in the energy
management framework, we proceed with the holistic optimization of the different system entities.
Demand Optimization and Control Dispatch DSS
By presenting the detailed flexibility model principles for each specific load type, the integration of load flexibility in a
holistic management framework follows. For the optimization process we take into account:
a) The types of DR services available in the market
b) The flexibility potential of the different device types (availability, capacity, response time etc…)
c) Other contractual/business/operational constrains apply during the optimization process
This holistic approach is presented in Figure 3. The flexibility potential of the different device types is incorporated in the
optimization engine along with contextual constrains (environmental conditions, device operation, market data) that set the
boundaries for the optimization process.

Figure 3

Holistic Demand Optimization and Control Dispatch DSS [FLEXCoop D3.5, 2018]

The different phases/steps of the optimization process are further defined:
• Assets ranking and 24h forecasts where the DER filtering and prioritization takes place in order to define the
potential of flexibility for further exploitation
• Optimization process where it is triggered once a DR request is delivered. Based on the results of the ranking
process, the elicitation and final selection of best fitted assets takes place in order to address DR signal specific
requires
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•

Signaling and monitoring as the last step of the optimization process where the actual control commands are
triggered and a loop feedback is requested in order to deliver the dynamic adaptation of the optimization to
address DR signals specific requirements.

It is evident that a fully dynamic approach is adopted for the optimization process, incorporating the multiple model
parameters in the holistic framework. The overall process is performed in a sequential way in order to ensure that the initial
analysis of flexibility leads to the decision-making process followed by a continuous monitoring of the overall DSS
performance. The timeframe for this analysis is adaptable in order to address the different energy market and grid needs
and requirements.
Definition of the Business Layer and End-User Toolkit Layer

Along with the definition of the modeling layer for demand flexibility optimization, we consider supportive business
tools in order to facilitate demand flexibility business exploitation. There are 2 main business applications presented in this
paper (a) a blockchain enabled demand flexibility marketplace and (b) end user visualizastions for Residential/ Tertiary
Consumers/ Prosumers. The scope of this section is to provide the details about the functionalities & features supported
by each business application.
A Blockchain enabled Demand Flexibility Marketplace
The main objective of the proposed framework is to offer the utilities a variety of online services addressing specific
needs for the overall coordination of the business strategies, and more specifically in their tasks of continuous analysis of
consumers’ behavioural dynamics, configuration, planning and roll-out of efficient demand response strategies, continuous
impact & performance evaluation as well as necessary re-design and corrective actions. For that reason, an automated
framework needs to be established to facilitate the active enrolment of end customers in different business campaigns
defined by the demand side aggregators.
Such a marketplace should be accessible by both prosumers and aggregators and arbitraged by local DSOs.
Aggregators should publish their offers to attract consumers and engage them in flexibility services. Alternative contract
types and remuneration methods (both for standby and activated DERs) should be offered to prosumers, who will be given
the opportunity to further negotiate and customize their contractual relationship with aggregators not only in economic
terms, but also regarding contract duration, number of DER activations, frequency of control dispatch, flexibility sharing,
etc. Once an agreement is established, prosumers will automatically provide access to the respective DERs which will be
further semantically updated to reflect the contractual terms agreed between the aggregator and the prosumer, which will be
reflected in a Smart Contract Mechanism (blockchain-enabled). Details of this contract mechanism is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4

Blockchain for Demand Flexiblity Marketplace
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Taking into account the list of requirements and the supported features, indicative business usage scenarios are
defined for the flexibility marketplace in order to first compile the list of different functionalities in a unified framework and
further enable a dynamic, plug and play and fully automated process for the different business actors. More specifically, the
platform may be considered as a useful tool for Aggregators & Prosumers in order to continuously monitor their
performance in terms of EPC, while the same platform with some adaptations could act as a tool for retailers in order to
facilite their daily business associated with customers performance under different energy key performance indicators.
A User-Friendly Application for Prosumers/ Consumers
This is the complement UI tool to engage end customers towards their active participation in different energy market
schemas and business models within the context of the deregulated energy market environment. In order to enable their
active engagement, the main features and functionalities to be supported are among others energy demand monitoring and
analytics, demand forecasts as extracted from analytics services, notifications of demand response events triggered by
aggregators and verification of compliance with contracts, smart controls and automation overriding options, along with a
rich analytics dashboard for increasing awareness around energy consumption and demand response (e.g. comparison with
similar peers, previous periods analytics, DR convenience and strategy overriding metrics, etc.). The overall development o
the UI tool is performed in line with the business framework of the proposed concept, as presented above with the
definition of the energy marketplace. A component-based application development is followed in order to address the
different functionalities as specified above. Screenshots from the Business App for the prosumers are presented in the
following figure (Fig. 5).

Figure 5

Energy Application for Prosumers/ Consumers

A key component of the proposed business concept is the alignment to demand data with generation/ storage
capabilities in business premises. Thus, the web application for the end users is defined as a tool to support the
demonstration and further evaluation of innovative self-consumption schemas.
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Following the definition of the main dynamics for the proposed framework, the extended evaluation takes place in
four large scale pilot sites. Validation will be performed in the cooperative microgrid of SomEnergia in Spain. SomEnergia
is Spain´s largest renewable energy cooperative with over 31,000 members. The cooperative was founded at the end of 2010
and has achieved phenomenal growth since then. It currently grows with a rate of about 1,500 new customers per month.
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SomEnergia currently provide 44,000 households and small businesses – 13,000 of which are commercial customers, not
members - with renewable electricity and we expect to surpass the 50,000-customer milestone within 2019. At the
surrounding of the small village of Heeten in Netherlands, the cooperative Endona is having a solar project with 5,000 solar
panels. Moreover, it has obtained exemption from the legally regulated electricity tariffs as aforementioned in order to freely
conduct research experiments. Therefore, the installation of smart equipment for demand side management seems a great
opportunity for the local community; thus, the evaluation of the proposed framework. In Austria, the overall framework
will be tested in a local microgrid ni Gussing, the most innovative small grid in Europe. Finally, in Sorea, France, a pilot
testbed will be established in order to further evaluate the impact of regional RES and local flexible demand under a
coordinated management framework
A total number of 100 users have been selected for the evaluation of the proposed framework. Activities to be
performed count for the installation and demonstration of smart equipment, definition of viable business models, validation
of the technical solution and then a 12-month period full evaluation of the proposed framework. Some screenshots from
the initial installations took place are presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6
Demonstration Activities for the Holistic DSM framework: (a) SomEnergia Demo Site, (b) ODE Demo
Site, (c) EV DSS Lab Demo Site
It is evident that the evaluation of the proposed framework will try to engage end customers and business stakeholers
(DSOs, aggregators, retailers etc..) and will integrate different types of device types (EVs, RES, Batteries, CHP units,
building premises) along with their flexibility capacity in order to ensure the prompt validation in actual conditions. The
overall evaluation process will span in the whole range of activities as specified above: end users contractual, business
market participation, actual management of flexibility, settlement and remuneration.
CONCLUSIONS AND KEY REMARKS

The energy management process in buildings heavily relies on three interrelated factors: building characteristics,
business and operational processes & occupants’ preferences. In this paper we have presented a holistic flexibility
management framework that incorporates the heterogeneous factors in a unified framework. This is the user centered
demand flexibility management framework that presents the ability for integration of different data sources in real time and
further management on the basis of the organizational specific characteristics in order to extract accurate demand flexibility
profiles. Along with the presentation of the overall methodology and the modeling of the main system components, the
business perspective for the stakeholders and the initial validation activities are presented.
Our plans for future work consist in the validation of the proposed framework over a long period of time followed by
appropriate optimizations: a) evaluation of the proposed framework in different energy communities focusing on business
cases and demonstration scenarios b) further expansion of the framework to address additional load types and incorporate
additional energy services and analytics features in the platform. Furthermore, our future plans include the development of
an enriched visualization toolkit that will complement the existing features as supported by the current version of the
different apps.
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DR
EV
VPP
RES
DSS
DER
MPC
HVAC
VTES
DHW
G2V
V2G
DSS
DSM
DR
DSO
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=
=
=
=
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=

Demand Response
Electric Vehicles
Virtual Power Plant
Renewable Energy Sources
Decision Support System
Distributed Energy Resource
Model Predictive Control
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning
Virtual Thermal Energy Source
Domestic Hot Water
Grid to Vehicles
Vehicle to Grid
Decision Support System
Demand Side Management
Demand Response
Distribution System Operator
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ABSTRACT

Nature has developed high-performance structures and materials over billions of years of evolution and has always been a valuable source of
inspiration for architectural, mechanical, hydrodynamic, optical and electrical design solutions as well as for advanced material technology.
Biomimicry is currently driving a paradigm shift in design and material science through drawing inspiration from nature's concepts and design
principles. “Biomimetics” or “bionics” are terms introduced in the 1960s by leading figures such as Otto Schmidt and Jack E. Steele to refer to
the science of designing systems with some functions inspired from nature. With regards to energy efficiency, biomimetics has been an important
source of knowledge, as nature always strives to minimize energy consumption while maximizing performance. There are several examples of
natural forms, such as spider webs, beehives and termite mounds, that have been studied by engineers and have led to biomimetic applications for
buildings. Current developments in CAD/CAE/CAM systems, have made it possible to both design biomimetically inspired structures and
systems, study their efficiency and their performance in relation to their form (FEM, CFD) even optimize the form for certain performance
criteria, such as thermal comfort, natural ventilation and daylighting, and eventually digitally manufacture these structure with the use numerically
controlled machinery such as CNC mills and 3D printers. This paper will present a series of natural structures, whose study and mimesis has
inspired the design of high-performance buildings, like the Eastgate Centre in Harare, Zimbabwe by architect Mick Pearce in collaboration with
Arup engineers , the Melbourne City Council House 2 by DesignInc Architects, the California Academy of Science by Renzo Piano or smaller
building components such as biomimetic building skins, shading systems and water collectors.

INTRODUCTION

Billions of years of evolution has led to the development of high-performance structures and materials in nature.
These biological systems can serve as valuable sources of inspiration for architectural, mechanical, hydrodynamic, optical
and electrical design solutions as well as for advanced material technology. Currently, a major paradigm shift is taking place
in design and material science as a result of biomimicry, which is the process of drawing inspiration from nature's concepts
and design principles and applying them in contemporary engineering challenges (Yang et al. 2018). Humans have drawn
inspiration from nature to design artifacts since the Stone Age. Cavemen weapons were designed after observation of the
teeth of carnivores. Chinese managed to create artificial silk 3000 years ago. Other important milestones in the history of
nature-inspired design are the flying machine of Leonardo Da Vinci and the Wright brothers who both copied the
anatomies of bat and bird wings in 1488 and 1903 respectively. More recently, Velcro inventor George de Mestral was
inspired by the the hooked seeds of the burdock plant in 1955 (Vincent et al. 2006). However, since then, research in
biomimicry and nature-inspired design has grown exponentially, as shown in Figure 1, while finding application in a variety
of disciplines like architecture, mechanical engineering, medicine, material science and others, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1
Growth of research in biomimicry according to Thomson Reuters Web of Knowledge database
(Sharma and Sarkar, 2019)

Figure 2

Research disciplines in biomimicry as per the Web of the Knowledge database (Sharma and Sarkar, 2019)

Otto Schmidt originally developed the term “Biomimetics” in 1957 for a device he built that imitated the electrical
action of a nerve as the cooperation of biology and technology with the goal to provide techical solutions (Sharma and
Sarkar 2019). The term “bionic” was then used by Jack E. Steele in 1960, referring to the science of designing systems with
some functions inspired from nature. The term biomimicry, however, had never been used until 1969, when it was coined
by Otto Schmidt as the philosophy and interdisciplinary design approach that uses nature as a model for social,
environmental and economic development (Sharma and Sarkar 2019). In 1974, the term “biomimicry” appeared in the
Webster's Dictionary with the following definition:
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“The study of the formation, structure, or function of biologically produced substances and materials (as enzymes or silk) and biological
mechanisms and processes (as protein synthesis or photosynthesis) especially for the purpose of synthesizing similar products by artificial
mechanisms which mimic natural ones” (Vincent et al. 2006).
Nevertheless, the term wasn't popularized until 1997 and the publication of Janine Benyus's book, titled “Biomimicry:
Innovation inspired by nature”. According to Benyus, biomimicry is “the new science that studies nature’s models and then imitates or
takes inspiration from these designs and processes to solve human problems” (Benyus 2002). Bio-inspired structures have the potential
to encourage a more sustainable architecture and construction addressing some of the most urgent problems that derive
from the climate crisis (Knippers, Nickel, and Speck 2016). The boundaries between all the aforementioned terms are not
clear and they often overlap. The following Venn diagram attempts to clarify the relation between all the above terms, as
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

Venn diagram of terms (Benyus, 2002)

At this point, it is important to point out that imitating or being inspired simply by natural forms, textures and colours
is not biomimicry. A design is truly biomimetic when it is informed by nature's science and not only by its appearance,
following a systematic method focused on function (Verma and Punekar 2017). The process of biomimicry should
examine the patterns and principles of an organism or an ecosystem which have been honed through billions of years of
evolution and apply these natural design solutions to contemporary design challenges and problems (El-Zeiny 2012).
Design that draws inspiration from nature solely on aesthetic terms is called “biomorphism”, a term coined by Geoffrey
Grigson in 1935 for his description of the modernist movements of surrealism and cubism (Grigson 1970).

BIOMIMICRY AS A SOLUTION

The Biomimicry Institute has identified ten patterns in design solutions that occur in nature that can be used as
lessons in contemporary design problems with deep and profound results in our society (Petersson 2017):
1. Nature uses only the energy it needs.
2. Nature recycles all materials.
3. Nature is resilient to disturbances.
4. Nature optimizes rather than maximizes.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Nature rewards cooperation.
Nature runs on information.
Nature uses chemistry and materials that are safe for living beings.
Nature builds using abundant resources, incorporating rare resources only sparingly.
Nature is locally attuned and responsive.
Nature uses shape to determine functionality.

However, applying these principles in the design process is not straighτforward and creates new challenges.
Architects, engineers and other scientists have struggled with processing all the biological information found in nature.
Understanding the underlying mechanisms and design paradigms that exist in nature and in biology and implementing them
in design problems can be a bewildering and daunting task for researchers from different disciplines. What is more, the
knowledge gap and new terminology makes the task of biomimetic design even more difficult (Nagel, Stone, and McAdams
2010). For these reasons specific methodological tools and processes have been designed that attempt to bridge this gap
and to facilitate the biomimetic design process. Some of the most commonly used tools and methods are documented
below:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

BidLab search tool is a biological term analysis tool for designers to find possible sources of natural inspiration for
a specific design problem. This tool includes WordNet, a lexical database for English language (Glier, McAdams,
and Linsey 2011).
IDEA-INSPIRE is a computer-based tool that gives the ability to researchers to interactively search and explore
customized databases of biological and engineering systems.11 This software uses SAPPhIRE: State-Action-PartPhenomenon-Input-oRgan-Effect, a causal description language that enables browsing of the databases and
conduct of complex searches (Fu et al. 2014).
BioTRIZ is another a tool used in biomimetic design to abstract useful design solutions from natural systems. The
problem is reformulated into contradiction and a list of biological systems is generated (Vincent et al. 2006).
Ontology for a bioinspired design uses a functional model that correlates design functions to biological systems
and strategies allowing designers to explore the system at a functional level (Yim et al. 2008).
Systematic reverse engineering of biological systems is another method for identifying design solution in nature
and transferring them to the engineering domain (Fayemi et al. 2017).
Biologically meaningful keywords is a retrieval algorithm to identify potential biologically meaningful keywords that
are more effective in searching biological text than corresponding engineering keywords (Cheong et al. 2011).
AskNature is an online database built by the Biomimiicry Institute that indexes biological solutions according to
their function (Lenau, Metze, and Hesselberg 2018) and classifies them according to the Biomimicry Taxonomy, a
hierarchy of functions and attributes that serves as the classification scheme of the database (Hooker and Smith
2016).
Engineering to biology thesaurus is a tool in which biological terms in the thesaurus are correlated to the
engineering domain based on a functional basis lexicon (Hooker and Smith 2016).
DANE (Design by Analogy to Nature Engine) is another software tool that gives access to researchers to a
multimedia design case library that contains structure-behavior-function models of engineering and natural systems
(Vattam et al. 2011).

BUILDINGS INSPIRED BY NATURE
Eastgate Centre in Zimbabwe

Among the seminal examples of biomimetic architecture is the Harare’s Eastgate Centre in Zimbabwe by architect
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Mick Pearce, shown in Figure 4, whose structure and function drew inspiration from the mound-building termites of
southern Africa. The design of the building was based on two models that explain the functionality and energy efficiency of
the termite mounds. The models, as shown in Figure 5, had been previously studied with regards to the air-conditioning
and thermoregulation (Lüscher 1961) and with regards to the stack effect that occurs in open-chimney mounds (Weir 1973).

Figure 4
Harare’s Eastgate Centre in Zimbabwe by architect Mick Pearce
(Image source: http://www.mickpearce.com/Eastgate.html)

Figure 5
Graphic representation of the two function models of the termite mounds, with capped or open chimney
(Turner and Soar 2008)
Based on the above, the open chimneys are exposed to higher wind velocities, and as Turner and Soar explain “A
Venturi flow then draws fresh air into the mound through the ground-level openings, then through the nest and finally out
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through the chimney” (Turner and Soar 2008). Based on that observation the Eastgate Centre, the tall stacks induce fresh
air into the building, while the heat produced by the occupants leads to a thermosiphon flow effect the lower spaces
upwards. The combination of the aforementioned principles lead to a relatively steady interior temperature, between 10 14° C, which considering the climate of Harare is a very efficient design accomplishement. This passive cooling system is a
sustainable alternative to air-conditioning and reduces the building’s energy consumption significantly. The function of gas
exchange in the termite mound is analogues to that of a lung, offering a new insight and valuable knowledge to architects
on how to explore and exploit wind energy.
The Council House 2 in Melbourne

The Council House 2 (CH2) in Melbourne, seen in Figure 6, is an iconic green building forming part of the properties
of Melbourne City Council. For the design of CH2, the team of architects comprising of Mick Pearce and DesignInc in
collaboration with City of Melbourne, considered that energy efficiency and sustainability should be among the main criteria
driving the design. The idea was to have spaces and systems interconnected and interrelated. Just as in natural systems, the
“limbs and organs” of the building are integrated, aiming to form a biological synergy, where building components are
analogous to leaf systems, roots, bronchias, stems and epidermis. Each of the systems controls factors such as shading,
ventilation, exchange of gases. Based on the work of Mick Pearce and understanding the simple physical principle that cold
air descends, while warm air ascends, the organizational diagram, as shown in Figure 7, explains the modus operandi of the
building.

Figure 6

Exterior views of the Council House 2 (CH2) in Melbourne (Paevere and Brown 2008)

The building uses many different means to control the temperature; for the thermal shielding of the windows the
design intent was to limit direct sun exposure on the north side of the building. However, the main strategy for natural
cooling is again based on the aforementioned biomimetic principles, enabling the opening of the upper part of the building
to the cold of the night for a period of five hours. This permits an exchange of the heat gained by the concrete (thermal
mass) with the cool air during the night, which will drastically improve the internal temperature of the building, until it
begins again to increase, when the building is again exposed to outside temperature during the day. This strategy for thermal
control is said to have reduced the building’s cooling requirements by 20%.
The building makes use of 100% fresh air, drawn in from outside, which is exhausted through passive means. The
shower towers on the façade of the building, recools the water that has been used in the phase change plant. The
evaporation from the fall cooles the remaining droplets of water before the water is again collected. The fresh air that is
drawn in through the shower towers is taken into the building. The design philosophy of the building aims to develop
“appropriate architectural responses that are a direct and honest expression of the biodynamic relationships that nature uses
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in her own designs” (Morris-Nunn 2007).

Figure 7
Organizational – functional diagrams of the Council House 2 (CH2) in Melbourne. (Image source:
https://rpc6yg.wordpress.com/page/2/)
The California Academy of Sciences

The California Academy of Sciences, a building originally founded in 1853 and having partially incurred sismic damage
by Loma Prieta earthquake has been selected as the last case study of this paper. Having as an aim to achieve highest level
of sustainability in terms of Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), renown architect Renzo Piano has
created a building “that is visuallynand functionally linked to its natural surroundings, metaphorically lifting up a piece of
the park and putting a building underneath” (Williams 2008). The building not only employs a series of energy-saving
materials, but the roof itself is an example of a holistic sustainable approach. The architect has collaborated with botanists
to ensure the design of a living roof with native California species and plants. At the same time, the mounds of the roof
with an inclination of about 60 degrees, achieve to draw cool air into the interior of the building, offering natural ventilation
to the exhibition halls and planetarium, through openings at the tops of the peaks, which produce a chimney effect
throughout the museum’s public spaces (Kociolek 2006). The extravagant roof design on one hand attracts wildlife with an
average of 1.7 million individual plants, on the other hand it maintains the building’s interior 6ºC cooler than any other
conventinal building material would. The roof is further complemented with with high-efficiency photovoltaics, which
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produce aprox. 5% of the energy needs for the building, as an additional feature in order to reach the goal of platinum
LEED rating.

Figure 8

The California Academy of Sciences (Williams 2008)

Figure 9

Conceptual diagram of the California Academy of Sciences (Kociolek 2006)

CONCLUSION

A series of biomimetic principles that can lead to energy efficiency in buildings has been presented in this paper
highlighting the aspects of performance-oriented design inspired by natural forms. The research in biomimicry is constantly
gaining ground with the development of tools and platforms that aid designers to find solutions to engineering problems.
Approaching the epoch of the Anthropocene, understanding that the human influence on land use, climate and ecosystems
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is substantial and threatening to the wellbeing of future generations, it is becoming urgent to avoid irreversible changes due
to the human impact on Earth's geology. It is a time for reflection, by considering the evolutionary development throught
millions of years and by observing the resulting structure of natural forms. Biomimetically inspired designs of buildings or
facades can build resilience against global climate change.
The complex structures found in nature surpass the technical capabilities of traditional design and construction
technologies and have obstructed advancements in biomimetic research and the application of biological design solutions in
contemporary design challenges. Unlike previous generations, contemporary engineers due to the recent advancements in
CAD/CAE/CAM are priviledged enough to be able to analyse animal architectures with the use of digital media for CAE,
like analysis or simulations, and have the means to fabricate intricate hierarchical structures with the use of digital media for
CAM.. Digital design systems have created new opportunities and enabled the construction of complex structures and
systems that couldn't have otherwise been achieved (Yang et al. 2018). It has also become possible to study their efficiency
and their performance (FEM, CFD) and optimize their form for certain performance criteria such as thermal comfort,
natural ventilation and daylighting. Ultimately, these structures can be manufactured with the use of numerically controlled
machines like CNC mills and 3D printing.
Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies like fused deposition modelling (FDM), selective layer sintering (SLS),
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) and others have proved to be successful in the construction of structural building
elements (Galjaard et al. 2015). In nature, the information that guides the building process is stored in the DNA of the
biological systems. Similarly the code that dictates the production steps in AM is stored in the form of digital file formats
like .stl, .obj, etc (Unruh 2018). Biomimetic design combined with 3D printing is a significant step towards sustainability
since it can produce lightweight designs through more efficient matter distribution and as a result, reduce energy
consumption in production, transfer, usage and end of life-cycle (Petersson 2017). Another advantage of this integration is
the possibility for monomateriality, where entire products and systems can be built from a single material (McCullar et al.
2016).
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ABSTRACT

Hospitals, as large consumers of energy, need to achieve great reductions in energy consumptions and CO2 emissions for existing as well as
new buildings to fulfill upcoming requirements for the European Union Directive on nearly Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB).
Hospitals have a continuous electricity, heating and cooling energy demand because thermal comfort, air quality levels and specialised services
for the patients have to be guaranteed without interruptions to avoid discomfort, and to folloew the strict hospital hygiene and infection prevention
requirements during the entire year. As a result, hospitals present a great potential for energy and cost savings because the simultaneous demand of
energy uses for the entire year allows several actions for energy efficiency improvement to be studied and planned. Although specific attention is given
to energy reduction compared to other buildings types the successful implementation of energy saving measures stayed behind in hospitals. Also, in
hospitals, less data about energy consumption and building services operation is available.
In this paper, data from the current situation of Greek Hospitals are being presented to analyze and determine the hospitals’ energy
consumption and energy costs. The expected outputs are to produce benchmarks and design guidelines for ZenH (Zero energy Hospitals), to
improve the technical capacity of professional groups and government officials towards the Zero Energy Buildings notion and to describe models for
upgrading hospital buildings into ZEB.

INTRODUCTION

Reducing energy consumption in buildings and increasing renewable production are key goals of European policies to
achieve a sustainable and competitive low-carbon economy by 2020 and beyond. Non-residential buildings constitute a
heterogeneity sector characterized by high energy consumption and various building types, sizes and energy characteristics
over Europe. Non-residential buildings account on average for 25% energy consumption of the total European building
stock, representing a heterogeneous sector compared with the residential
Large buildings, such as hospitals, consume a lot of energy since the different services (for example space heating and
cooling, ventilation system, lighting, refrigerators, etc.). In particular, hospitals have continuous electricity, heating and
cooling energy demand because of thermal comfort, air quality levels and specialised services for the patients. As a result,
hospitals present a great potential for energy and cost savings because the simultaneous demand of energy uses for the
entire year (Biglia et al, 2017).
Worldwide, about 6% of the total energy consumption in the buildings sector is represented by energy usage in
medical centers. Studies from REHVA showed that only 25%-40% of the energy use by academic hospitals is for
appliances and medical equipment. The rest is for building services related to realize the required indoor conditions (Travis,
2017).
U.S. hospitals on average, consume 729 kWh/m²-yr, ranging from 347 kWh/m²-yr to 1.420 kWh/m²-yr. The 60% to
75% of the typical US hospital’s energy goes to ventilation, heating, and cooling by HVAC. For comparison, typical office
buildings use 246 kWh/m²-yr on average, and international examples use about 50% less energy than typical U.S. hospitals
(Travis, 2017).
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In a Spanish hospital, the average annual energy consumption for standard operating conditions is 270 kWh/m2,
9,990 kWh/worker and 34,610 kWh/bed (González et al, 2018).
In Germany, hospitals on average consume around 6,000 kWh of electricity and 29,000 kWh of heat per bed per year
which corresponds to the annual heating requirement of two single-family houses. This means a hospital in Germany could
easily spend 500,000 € per year in energy. Depending on their date of construction and their size, it is estimated that around
40% of electricity and 32% of heat could be saved, depending on the condition of the existing facilities, which in some
cases do require some renovation. Also, the generation of heat per bed per year in German hospitals required an energy
input of 17,000,000 MWh (González et al, 2018).
According to an older publication of 1994 (Santamouris et al, 1994), in Greece the annual average total energy
consumption in hospitals was 407 kWh/m2. For hospitals, 12.8% was consumed for artificial lighting, 0.8% for cooling,
13% for other electrical consuming uses, while the remaining 73.4% was consumed for space heating, of which 6% is for
electrical heating. The calculated energy consumption under several simulated interventions in the audited buildings, it
appeared that it was possible to reach a 20% energy conservation. This could be achieved by using alternative cooling
systems, advanced fluorescent lighting and by improving the efficiency of the heating production and distribution system.
The energy conservation can even exceed 50% by using advanced energy systems. Nowadays, these amounts can be
improved much more in order to achieve the target for nZEB hospitals in Greece.
Also, the energy consumption in a Greek Hospital in Grevena has been analysed in another research (Bakaimis and
Papanikolaou, 2017). On an average basis during the years 2008-2012, 1,461GWh were consumed annualy. The average
monthly values were 121.8MWh. In winter, there is increaced energy consumption, as the hospital is located at the coldest
zone of the country, and also due to the use of extra electric heaters and high lighting needs. The lowest consumption
occurs in spring and autumn which is explained by the reduced heating and cooling needs durind these periods and thus,
absence of AC use, good ambient light and no use of electric heaters.
In this paper, the energy data from Greek Hospitals are presented, in order to analyze and determine the hospitals’
operation characteristic about energy consumption and energy costs. The energy data and the Total Surface of the Hospitals
(gross floor area) comes from Ministry of Health of Greece.
METHODOLOGY

Hospitals consume lot of energy due to continuous 24hour operation (lighting, heating, air condition,), the big surface
of the buildings, the needs for hot water, the need for thermal comfort, the sterilization supplies and the energy consuming
machines and equipment.This research focuses primarily on existing energy data of hospitals in Greece. An analytical
estimation and thorough assessment of the existing data is presented with the aim to contribute in the assessment of the
current energy efficiency behavior of hospitals.
For the energy data Analysis, the division of hospitals according to the National Health System of Greece is followed.
The territory is divided into the following seven Health Regions, HR, (Law 4052/2012) (Fig. 1):
• 1st HR of Attica,
• 2nd HR of Piraeus and Aegean,
• 3rd HR of Macedonia,
• 4th HR of Macedonia and Thrace,
• 5th HR of Thessaly and Central Greece,
• 6th HR of Peloponnese, Ionian Islands, Epirus and Western Greece
• 7th HR of Crete.
In table 1 the division into Climatic Zones according to KENAK (Greek Regulation for the Energy Efficiency of
Buildings) is shown and illustrated in figure 1.
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Climatic Zone

Zone Α
Zone Β
Zone C
Zone D

Table 1: Analysis of the Climatic Zones of Greece
County

Heraklion, Chania, Rethymnon, Lassithi, Cyclades, Dodecanese, Samos, Messinia,
Laconia, Argolis, Zakynthos, Kefalonia, Ithaca
Corinthia, Ilia, Achaia, Aitoloakarnania, Fthiotida, Fokida, Viotia, Attica, Evia,
Magnesia, Sporades, Lesvos, Chios, Corfu, Lefkada, Thesprotia, Preveza, Arta
Arkadia, Evrytania, Ioannina, Larissa, Karditsa, Trikala, Pieria, Imathia, Pella,
Thessaloniki, Kilkis, Halkidiki, Serres, Kavala, Drama, Thassos, Samothraki,
Xanthi, Rodopi, Evros
Grevena, Kozani, Kastoria, Florina

Figure 1: (a) The Climatic Zones (KENAK) and (b) The Health Regions of Greece
The data of hospitals’ energy consumption and data of the annual cost of energy consumption for the 1st and 2nd HR
is from years 2008-2009 and for the 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th και 7th HR is from the year 2016.
The energy data analysis below is focused on the total energy consumption of hospitals, on the energy consumption
per m2, on the primary energy consumption and on the energy cost. Also, data regarding hospitals’ coverage area, the
available fuel in each HR and the weather conditions in each HR are referred, which contribute to the analysis of energy
data. The analysis is concentrated in energy consumption and cost data and not to the energy efficiency behaviour of
hospitals’ operation systems and shelter.
The name of each hospital is described by an abbreviation. It consists by a an alphabet letter alignment (a, b, c, etc) for
each Hospital building (Hosp), the Health Region (1HR, 2 HR etc) and the Climatic Zone (CZ) where the hospital is
located. For example, the abbreviation bHosp_1HR_bCZ stands for the b Hospital building, in the 1st Health Region, in
the B Climatic Zone of Greece.
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ANALYSIS OF HOSPITALS ENERGY DATA

In the 1st HR (Fig. 2) the most energy-intensive hospital building is the fHosp_1HR_bCZ, due to its large coverage
surface (80,800m2). The energy demand for this hospital is high both for electricity (14,581,000kWh) and for natural gas
(10,364,360kWh) and oil (1,012,661kWh)). On the other hand, the gHosp_1HR_bCZ hospital has increased energy
requirements per m2 of surface, particularly as regards the use of natural gas (351.1 kWh/m2). The high demand for natural
gas, which is used in heating systems, can be attributed to construction problems in the building shell and to the lack of
satisfactory thermal insulation. The increased electricity energy requirements in fHosp_1HR_bCZ is due to the large
number of medical incidents, the high cooling demands during summer and probably due to the mechanical and other
systems which are used. So, further investigation is needed regarding the energy of appliances, the heating/cooling systems,
the shelter of the buildings and the use of RES in order to reduce the energy needs, save and produce energy.
In Figure 3 the primary energy consumption per m2 for each hospital is observed. Also, the horizontal line indicates
the maximum primary energy use for existing nZEB in tertiary sector in Greece (90 kWh/m2) according to Greek
standards. The average deviation from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is about 79.9%.

Figure 2: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 1st HR

Figure 3: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
In the 2nd HR (Fig. 4), the energy consumption of electricity and natural gas and the energy consumption per m2 are
maximum for eHosp_2HR_bCZ. The average deviation from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is
about 86.4% (Fig. 5)
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Figure 4: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 2nd HR

Figure 5: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
In the 3rd HR (Fig 6), the dHosp_3HR_cCZ Hospital has the highest energy consumption, natural gas (17,419,843
kWh) and electricity (15,000,000 kWh), due to the large extent surface it occupies (74,358m2). In this Health Region
important factors that affect the energy consumption and cost of the hospitals are, among others, the total covered surface
of the hospital, the available energy sources (some hospitals are located in cities near to power plant, energy policy, cost)
and the extremely weather conditions during winter. So, the jHosp_3HR_dCZ hospital has high energy consumption per
m2, and the fHosp_3HR_cCZ and the gHosp_3HR_cCZ hospitals (located in cities where prevailed cold weather
conditions) has increased energy cost due to oil use during winter. The average deviation from the desired target value for
nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is about 83.5% (Fig. 6)

Figure 6: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 3rd HR
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Figure 7: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
In 4th HR (Fig. 8), as in 3rd HR, the prevailing adverse weather conditions during the winter, the type of fuel for the
heating systems and the medical coverage area of the hospital affect energy consumption of hospitals’ operation. The
aHospi_4HR_cCZ Hospital (58,677 m2) and the mHospi_4HR_cCZ Hospital (93,544 m2) (large surface covering) are
characterized by the maximum energy consumption, especially for natural gas use. The nHospi_4HR_CZ,
gHospi_4HR_cCZ, kHospi_4HR_cCZ Hospitals, which are located in areas with heavy winter, have increased energy
consumption per m2. The average deviation from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is about 82.5%
(Fig. 9)

Figure 8: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 4th HR

Figure 9: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
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In the 5th HR (Fig. 10) the bHosp_5HR_cCZ Hospital has the maximum total surface (90,000 m2) energy
consumption. Nevertheless, the total consumption per m2 are maximum in fHosp_5HR_bCZ and mHosp_5HR_bCZ
hospitals. The average deviation from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is about 82.5% (Fig. 11)

Figure 10: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 5th HR

Figure 11: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
In the 6th HR (Fig. 12), there are areas with rough climatic conditions in winter than other cities in the 6th HR with
more benign climates. Some of these areas classified in A climatic Zone and others in C Climatic Zone. The highest energy
consumption and cost is observed in fHosp_6HR_cCZ Hospital (76,732 m2, Climatic Zone C), where the energy demands
are covered by oil and electricity. The average deviation from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is
about 81.2% (Fig. 13)
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Figure 12: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 6th HR

Figure 13: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
In the 7th HR (Fig. 14), the aHosp_7HR_aCZ Hospital has the maximum surface (69,969m2). Also, in
aHosp_7HR_aCZ the maximum electricity consumption (11,188,000 kWh) and the maximum total consumption per m2
(390.43 kWh/m2) are observed. On the other hand, the eHosp_7HR_aCZ Hospital has the maximum oil consumption per
m2 of heating surface (303.25 kWh/m2) and the maximum total consumption per m2 of heating surface (367.26 kWh/m2).
The average deviation from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals in the 1st HR is about 78.4% (Fig. 15)

Figure 14: Energy Consumption (kWh) for each hospital in 7th HR
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Figure 15: Primary Energy Consumption per m2
ANALYSIS OF HR’S ENERGY DATA

Regarding the energy consumption in each HR, the 6th HR has the maximum electricity consumption, the 4th HR has
the maximum natural gas consumption, the 6th HR has the maximum oil consumption and the 3rd HS is the only HR
where district heating is used (Fig. 16). The maximum surface coverage of hospitals is observed in 4th HR. Also, the 4th
HR has the maximum cost for electricity and natural gas use and the 6th HR has the maximum cost for oil use (Fig. 17).
The maximum total consumption is observed in the 4th HR (Fig. 18).

Figure 16: Percentage of Total Energy Consumption for each HR, on the PanHellenic Total Annual Energy
Consumption

Figure 17: Percentage of Total Annual Energy Cost for each HR, on the PanHellenic Total Annual Energy Cost
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Figure 18: Total Energy Consumption for each HR
CONCLUSION

In all hospitals buildings, the primary energy consumption per m2 declines from the European target for existing
nZEB in tertiary sector (the maximum primary energy use must be 90 kWh/m2 according to Greek standards). The
deviation of the primary energy consumption per m2 of each hospital from the desired target value for nZEB Hospitals, is
about 81.8%, (from 61.3% in hHosp_1HR_bCZ Hospital to 96.7% in iHosp_3HR_cCZ Hospital). This marks the great
challenge for interventions to improve the energy efficiency behavior of buildings and their upgrading into nZEBHospitals.
Important factors that affect the energy consumption and cost of the hospitals are, among others, the total covered
surface of the hospital, the available energy sources (some hospitals are located in cities near to power plant), the prevailed
extremely weather conditions during winter in some areas or the increased cooling needs during summer in others.
So, there is a need for imperative interventions in hospitals, regarding the energy of appliances, the heating/cooling
systems, the shelter of the buildings and the use of RES in order to reduce the energy needs, save/produce energy and
upgrade them into nZEB Hospitals.
Further research will be conducted to investigate important factors that affect energy consumption, saving and
production, such as thermal insulation, heating and cooling systems, appliances, window frames, Renewable Energy Sources
use etc for Hospitals’ operation.
Concluding, the energy efficiency of hospital buildings and their upgrading into nZEB Hospitals help to reduce costs,
contributing to a better economic management of the hospital, to improve indoor thermal conditions and to a better care
for the environment.
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ABSTRACT

This article reports results referring to graphene based nano-platelets functionalization to improve the thermal properties of organic based
Phase Changing Materials (PCM). Over the last years the use of PCMs have being appointed as a suitable way for developing thermal energy
storage solutions based on the materials frozen/melting latent heat. Nevertheless the low thermal conductivity of theses material, in particular of the
organic based PCMs, it is a drawback and represents a limitation to the application of these solutions on real-life energy systems. The aim of the
present work is to improve the thermal conductivity of the PCMs while preserving the specific and latent heat value. Several types of graphene nanoparticles (GNP) in various concentrations were employed to enhance the thermal conductivity of wax-based PCMs. A modified enthalpy-based
water bath method was used to evaluate the thermal properties of the pure PCMs and the PCMs enhanced by the graphene nano-platelets.
Furthermore detailed CFD simulations of the heat transfer process on a simple coil heat exchanger were performed to assess the influence of the
enhancement of the thermal properties of the PCM over the solidification/melting process for several operating conditions. The results show that both
dimension and shape of the GNP are important factors for the thermal properties, which were found to be significantly improved. It was found that
the addition of only 1% weight of GNP with high aspect ratio is sufficient for doubling the thermal conductivity of several common PCMs. The
present results provide an efficient and easy way for improving the thermal properties of PCMs, suitable for thermal storage applications.
INTRODUCTION

Heat stored in the solid-liquid phase transition in phase-change materials is one of the most preferred forms for energy
storage, due to the large latent heat and negligible temperature and volumetric changes associated with the phase transition.
Paraffin wax in particular has attracted attention because of its low cost, stability and chemical inertness (Xia et al, 2010).
However, paraffin wax, in common with many phase change materials, has low thermal conductivity, which inhibits quick
heat transfer and thus limits its use as an energy storage material.
In order to overcome the thermal conductivity problem, common in many phase change materials, a number of different
nanoparticle suspensions have been explored such as carbon-based nanostructures (nanofibers, nanoplatelets, graphite
nanoparticles, graphene flakes and carbon nanotubes), metallic (Ag, Al, Cu, Fe) and metal oxides (Al2O3, CuO, Fe3O4, TiO2)
nanoparticles. It was found that in general, carbon based nanostructures and carbon nanotubes exhibit by far greater
enhancement of thermal conductivity in comparison to metallic/metal oxide nanoparticles (for comprehensive, recent reviews
see Khodadadi et al. 2013, Kibria et al. 2015).
In the last decade or so extensive research has been focused on the study of the thermal properties of nanofluids, defined
as fluids with nanoparticle suspensions. Nanofluids with suspensions of metallic or nonmetallic solid nanoparticles with sizes
between 1 and 100 nm from materials with higher conductivity than the base fluid exhibited higher thermal conductivity in
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comparison with the equivalent macro-particle suspensions (Bashirnezhad et al, 2015, Keblinski et al. 2008, Özerinc et al,
2010, Mushed et al. 2005). These enhancement effects can be large in relatively low particle volume or mass fractions making
nanofluids attractive from a cost effect point of view as well. Typically, the thermal conductivity of the composite material
was found to depend on the thermal conductivities of the constituent materials, the concentration of the diluted phase, as
well as size and shape of the dispersed particles. In particular, a non-linear dependence on concentration was observed in the
limit of low concentration. Thermal conduction was found to improve with decreasing particle size, although non linearly
and non consistently (Yu et al, 2008), presumably because the smaller particles would have a larger surface to volume area,
thus enabling better heat conduction. A number of theoretical studies have suggested that the reduced particle size induces
mechanisms in the suspension that could account for the increased thermal conductivity such as, the Brownian motion of
the nanoparticles, liquid layering at the liquid/particle interface and the effect of nanoparticle clustering (Keblinski et al 2002).
In particular, the effect of clustering was found to be important. Effective medium theories that take into account the
clustering effects give better agreement with experimental values of thermal conductivity (Prasher et al. 2006, Gharagozloo
et al 2008, Bonnet et al. 2007). The effective volume of a cluster is considered much larger than the volume of the particles
due to the lower packing fraction (ratio of the volume of the solid particles in the cluster to the total volume of the cluster)
of the cluster (Murshed et al 2008). Heat transfer is assumed to be faster within such clusters and thus the volume fraction of
the highly conductive phase, now taken to be the cluster rather than the solid particles, is also larger. Experiments have shown
that indeed nanoparticles may not stay dispersed for long, forming as well as clusters, linear chain configurations, and fractal
shaped aggregates (Kim et al 2007, Murshed et al 2005, Zhu et al 2006). In addition, longer aspect ratio particles such as
nanofibers, carbon nanotubes, or nanowires were found to enhance thermal conductivity even further (Timofeeva et al, 2009,
Deng et al 2007, Cherkasova et al 2008, Xie et al 2008). A number of studies show that when spherical and cylindrical particle
shapes are compared, the cylinders show an increased thermal conductivity over the spheres for the same volume fraction
and particle volume. It was hypothesized that the longer aspect ratio particles can form a mesh that spans throughout the
fluid and thus conducts heat throughout the fluid (Yu et al 2008, Timofeeva et al 2009). Evidence of percolation in carbon
nanotubes/polymer composites have been reported by Bonnet et al 2007, Kim et al 2013 and Shehzad et al 2014.
With respect to change phase materials, quite a few studies have been reported in the literature involving a number of
different higher conductive additives and those pertaining to paraffin wax are summarized below. Graphite nano-fibres with
diameters of 2-1000 nm and lengths up to 100 μm with a thermal conductivity of around 880 W/mK, mixed with paraffin
(melting temperature of 56oC and thermal conductivity of 0.25 W/mK) were reported to increase the thermal conductivity
up to 180% at an 8% wt fraction. A simultaneous decrease in the latent heat of fusion from 271.6 J/g from pure paraffin to
242.7 J/g for the 8% wt NP enhanced paraffin was also observed (Warzoha et al, 2012). Carbon nanostructures have even
higher thermal conductivities in certain directions as high as 3000 W/mK and are therefore very attractive as additives for
phase change storage materials. Zeng et al (2008) have used multi-walled nanotubes with an outer diameter of 10-30 nm and
length of 5-15 μm with 1-tetradecanol (TD) as the PCM (with melting temperature of 35oC), with mass fractions up to 5%.
They observed a linear enhancement of the thermal conductivity of to up to 30% with negligible change in the heat of fusion.
Li (2013) studied the thermal conductivity of nano-graphite/paraffin composites with graphite particles with diameters of 35
nm. They found greatly increased thermal conductivities of 0.3650 W/mK for mass fraction of 1% up to a value of 0.9362
W/mK for 10% mass fraction. At the same time the latent heat was reduced from 209.33 J/g for pure paraffin to 202.6 J/g
and to 181.81 J/g for 1% and 10% mass fraction of graphite nanoparticles respectively.
Research in the Drzal group has shown that exfoliated graphite nanoplatelets with diameter of 15 μm, thickness of less
than 10 nm and BET surface area of around 30 m2/g, when mixed with paraffin (n-docosane, with melting temperature 5357oC) with mass fraction up to 7% xGnP-15, increase the thermal conductivity linearly to a value of 0.8 W/mK. In addition,
they reported negligible changes in the latent heat fusion with the addition of up to 7% mass fraction of graphite nanoplatelets.
The xGnPs were found to maintain the layered structure similar to natural graphite flake (Kin and Drzal 2009).
In this work we have chosen to work with exfoliated expanded graphite nanoplatelets of differing sizes, aspect ratios
and surface area similar in concept to those used by the Darzl group. The nanoplatelets have an in-plane and out-of-plane
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thermal conductivity of 3000 and 6 W/mK respectively. They were chosen because of their superior thermal conductivity,
comparable to that of carbon nanotubes, at a much less cost and thus feasible for applications. They also come with high
dimensional aspect ratios and that can be tailored to different sizes. We report here on the measured thermal conductivities
of the composites materials, as well as the specific heats and heats of fusion as a function of mass fraction up to 6%.
Composites of paraffin and graphite nanoplatelets with diameters in the 1-15 μm range and thicknesses in the 6-15 nm range
were prepared. For 6% weight fraction with the 15μm diameter nanoplatelets the thermal conductivity of the composite is
found to be 0.78 W/mK representing ~250% increase on the pure paraffin thermal conductivity measured at 0.22 W/mK.
We have found that the thermal conductivity is enhanced at even lower weight fraction though, with the addition of 1%
weight fraction of nanoplatelets of 15μm diameter (k=0.44 W/mK, ~100% increase). In addition, the heat of fusion has been
found to reduce up to 10% when increasing weight fraction, but to remain very close to the pure value, within 2%, for low
weight fractions. Some preliminary efforts were undertaken to compare our findings in thermal conductivity with theoretical
predictions within the effective medium approach.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials

The study was developed for a Paraffin wax with melting temperature of 53oC and graphite nanoplatelets xGnP available
on the market were used. The graphite nanoplatelets are ultrathin particles of graphite that can also be thought of as short
stacks of graphene sheets made with thickness ranging from a few nanometers and diameters ranging a few the microns. In
this report we present data for three different types of nanoplatelets: Grade M with thickness of 6-8 nm and diameter of 5
μm (M5) and diameter of 15 μm (M15) and typical surface area of 120 to 150 m2/g, grade H with thickness of 15 nm and
diameter of 5 μm (H5) and typical surface area of 50 to 80 m2/g. Finally we also report on nanoplatelets (grade C) that
typically consist of aggregates of sub-micron platelets having particle diameter of less than two microns and typical thickness
of a few nanometers (C750) with surface area of 750 m2/g.
NP enhanced PCM preparation

Paraffin wax was melted at 70oC and the nanoplatelets were added to the liquid paraffin under stirring at 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4
and 6 % wt. The liquid composite was magnetically stirred for 30 min.
When discussing the thermal properties of the enhanced phase change material, in the literature, both weight (mass) and
volume fractions are used. In order to facilitate comparisons, the conversion between the volume and mass fractions for a
two-component system is given below:
𝜙𝑣𝑜𝑙 = 𝜙

𝜙𝑤𝑡 𝜌𝑚

1

𝑤𝑡 𝜌𝑚 +(1−𝜙𝑤𝑡 𝜌𝑑 )

with ρm=914 kg/m3 and ρd=2200 kg/m3 are the densities of the paraffin matrix and the dispersed component and φ vol nad
φwt denote the volume and mass fractions, respectively.
Measurements of the thermal properties

For the thermal conductivity measurement we used a modified enthalpy-based water bath method, described in detail
elsewhere (Lagaris et al, in press). Contrary to the T-History method, we use only one cylindrical tube having length of 25 cm
and external diameter and thickness of 1.2 cm and 3 mm, respectively. The tube was a of Borosilicate glass having thermal
conductivity of 1.2 W/(mK) at 90oC and a density of 2.23 g/cm3, while the specific heat (not provided from the producer)
was evaluated as a weighted average of the specific heat of its constituents, i.e. 81% SiO2, 13% B2O3, 4% Na2O+K2O and
2% Al2O3. Two NTC 5 mm thermistors of 14 kOhms were used for the temperature measurements, one at the center of the
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tube containing the PCM composite and the second one attached at the tube’s external surface. The temperature acquisition
was obtained by means of the MCC USB Data Acquisition card. The tube with the PCM was initially equilibrated in a water
bath at a certain temperature (well above the melting point), to subsequently being immersed into a cold water bath with a
constant temperature at 10oC. Taking into account the geometry of the tube, i.e. that its length is approximately 20 times
longer than its diameter, we may assume that we are dealing with 1-Dimensional transient heat conduction problem in
cylindrical coordinates. By non linear minimization procedure the thermal conductivity can be evaluated by adjusting the
numerical predictions with the experimental data (Lagaris et al, in press).
The specific heat capacity and heat of fusion were measured by the Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(MDSC) method. MDSC differs from the standard DSC in that it uses two simultaneous heating rates- a linear heating rate
that provides information similar to standard DSC, and a sinusoidal or modulated heating rate that permits the simultaneous
measurement of the sample’s heat capacity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured thermal conductivities as a function of weight fraction of the various graphite nanoplatelets can be seen
in Figure 1. There is an overall increase in the thermal conductivity upon the nanoplatelets additions, although the effect is
not linear and it is different for each particular type of nanoparticle. The largest increase can be seen to occur for the M15
sample in the low weight fraction regime up to 1% and at 6% weight fraction. The thermal conductivity is increased 100% to
the value of 0.44 W/mK from the 0.22 W/mK for pure paraffin for 1% weight fraction (~0.4% volume fraction) and almost
250% at 6% weight fraction (~2.6% volume fraction). The thermal conductivity does not increase linearly. The increase
observed though is similar to that found in the literature for a similar sized graphite nano-platelet of 15 μm diameter (Xia et
al, 2010, Kim and Drzal, 2009). Samples M5 and M15 differ only in the diameter, sample H5 has the same diameter as M5
but smaller overall surface area. Samples with M5 also show significant increase in the thermal conductivity of the order of
60% to 100% for weight fractions between 2 and 6% (~0.8% and 2.5% volume fraction). The composite with C750, the
nanoplatelets with the smaller size, more spherical shape and the larger surface area has less effect on the thermal conductivity
than the rest, a small increase of ~13%, rather constant for the whole range studied. At the higher end studied, 6% weight
fraction (~2.5% volume fraction) for samples M5 and H5, the enhancement is leveling off or reduced in contrast to M15 in
which the thermal conductivity is greatly enhanced.

Figure 1 Thermal conductivity of paraffin wax with graphite nanopaletelets as a function of weight fraction with different
sizes, aspect ratios and surface area: (squares, M15) d=15 μm and t=6-8 nm, Surface Area=120-150 m2/g; (rombus, Μ5)
d=5μm and t=6-8 nm, Surface Area=120-150 m2/g; (crosses, H5) d=5μm t=15 nm, Surface Area=50-80 m2/g); (triangle
C750) d<2 μm, thickness a few nm and surface area=750 m2/g.
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In Figure 2 the heat of fusion is shown as a function of the weight fraction for the different nanoplatelets. It can be
seen that for the small weight fraction of 1% that the thermal conductivity, in the case of samples M15, has increased 100%,
the heat of fusion has only been reduced slightly (~2%). The heat of fusion is gradually reduced with the increase of weight
fraction to about 10% for a 6% weight fraction. Similar trend is seen for the samples with C750 nanoplatelets. The M5
nanoplatelets seem to leave the heat of fusion largely unaffected up to 6% weight fraction.

Figure 2 Heat of fusion as a function of weight fraction of (a) (squares, M15) diameter=15 μm thickness=6-8 nm, Surface
Area=120-150 m2/g, (b) (Μ5) diameter=5 μm thickness=6-8nm, Surface Area=120-150 m2/g, (c) (triangles C750) d<2 μm,
thickness a few nm and surface area=750 m2/g.
Similarly, the specific heat capacitance Cp (Figure 3) shows negligible change as a function of weight fraction for the
liquid phase for the M15 at the 1% weight fraction.

Figure 3 Specific heat capacitance as a function of weight fraction of (a) liquid at 70oC and (b) solid at 20oC. Squares: M15,
Rhombus: Μ5, Triangles: C750.
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In the solid phase the respective change is of the order of 2% at the 1% weight concentration, increasing to 14% at the
maximum weight fraction studied.
CFD SIMULATIONS

CFD simulations of the heat transfer process on a fin and tube exchanger (HE) were developed to assess the influence
of the enhancement of the thermal properties of the PCM over the solidification/melting process. The simulations were
developed for a HE with copper tubes and aluminium fins with a single circuit six meters long. The tubes have 8.6 mm of
internal diameter and an external diameter of 10 mm and are distributed in a square arrangement with the distance between
the tube centers being 52.5 mm. The fin pitch is 10 mm and fin thickness is 0.3 mm. The PCM is placed around the tubes
and the fins, water is the heat transfer fluid (HTF) and circulates through the tubes. The simulations were performed for a
solidification/melting cycle of A53 and A53+1%NP, for a constant flow rate of the HTF 2.8 l/min, during the solidification
the water inlet temperature was set at 47.2oC (five degrees below A53 solidus temperature) and then set to 58.6oC over the
melting process (five degrees above A53 liquidus temperature). The simulations were initialized with the PCM fully melted at
a uniform temperature of 55oC. The water flow is fully turbulent, the average velocity of the HTF inside the tubes is 0.8 m/s,
the correspondent Re number is approximately 10000. The numerical simulations were developed by a commercial software,
the code solves the mass, momentum and energy transport equations for constant density. The turbulence was modelled by
the two equations k-epsilon standard model and the energy equation is solved in the form of total enthalpy. The thermal
properties of copper, aluminium, HTF and the PCMs considered in the CFD calculations are presented in Table 1. The
simulations convergence criterion was 10-6 for the residuals of the mass, momentum, and turbulence equations and 10-12 for
the solution of the energy equation.
Table 1. Material Properties

Property
ρ [kg/m3]
Cp [J/kgK]
k [W/mK]
μ [kg/m.s]
Latent heat [kJ/kg]
Solidus Temperature [oC]
Liquidus Temperature [oC]

HTF
992.6
4182
0.60
6.6 E-4
-

A53
800
2300
0.22
7.0 E-3
195
52.2
53.6

A53 + 1% NP
805
2335
0.44
7.0 E-3
192
52.2
53.6

Copper
8978
381
387.6
-

Aluminium
2719
871
202.4
-

Figure 4 shows the time progress of the PCM liquid mass fraction and the heat transfer rate for the HTF over the
solidification/melting cycle of A53 and A53+1%NP and Figure 5 presents the heat transfer rate to the HTF over the
solidification and the melting process for both simulations. Despite the high density of tubes and fins of the HE arrangement
the CFD results clearly show the advantages of enhancing the A53 thermal conductivity. The heat transfer rate is higher along
the entire solidification/melting cycle for the enhanced A53 comparatively to simple A53 and both process (solidification and
melting) are faster.
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Figure 4 a) Time evolution of the PCM liquid mass fraction over a solidification/melting cycle of A53 and A53+1%NP.
b) Time evolution of the heat transfer rate over a solidification/melting cycle of A53 and A53+1%NP.

Figure 5 a) Heat transfer rate over the solidification process of A53 and A53+1%NP. b) Heat transfer rate over the
melting process of A53 and A53+1%NP.
CONCLUSION

In conclusion, nanoplatelets of expanded graphite mixed in paraffin were found to increase the thermal conductivity at
relative low weight concentration; 1% and 6% weight fraction of the M15 type, 15 µm in diameter and 6-8 nm thick graphite
nanoparticles, increased the thermal conductivity by 100% to 250% respectively. At the same time the heat of fusion was only
slightly reduced from 2-10% for the 1 and 6% weight fraction respectively. CFD simulations predict better thermal
performances for the nano-composite material compared to the pure PCM. We believe that the present results provide an
efficient and easy way for improving the thermal properties of PCMs, suitable for thermal storage applications.
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ABSTRACT

This article gives an overview of the main results of the H2020 project, TESSe2b. The main objective of the project is to design, develop and
demonstrate a modular and low cost system of thermal storage technology based on solar collectors and efficient heat pumps for heating, cooling and
hot water production (DHW) contributing to the increase the share of renewables and to the flexibility of the electricity grid. The TESSe2b
system consists of a set of thermal energy storage tanks based on phase change materials (PCM). Storage tanks with heat exchangers immersed in
PCM were developed for heating, cooling and DWH.
Through CFD simulations and laboratory tests, the best geometries and the most appropriate PCMs were selected, which ensure an adequate heat
transfer rate and a quantity of stored energy that guarantees the optimal utilization of the solar thermal energy for heating and DHW
preparation, as well as the production of cooling by geothermal heat pumps, with maximum energy efficiency and reduced operating costs. In order
to increase the efficiency of geothermal heat pumps, PCMs were also introduced in boreholes heat exchangers.
The solution is being demonstrated in three demo sites (Austria, Cyprus and Spain), where the solution is being validated and its energy
performance assessed.
Preliminary results show that the solution works quite well and that the objectives proposed at the beginning of the project will be achieved.
INTRODUCTION

The energy use in buildings has been estimated to be approximately 40% of EU total energy consumption
(“Buildings”, 2015). The Energy Performance of Buildings Directive (EPBD) requires that all new buildings will have nearly
zero-energy by the end of 2020, indicating that the low amount of energy that these buildings will require comes mostly
from renewable energy sources (RES) (E.U., 2012). In addition, RES adoption is crucial if Europe is to achieve ambitious
energy and emission reduction targets. However, even though this need has been already identified, the uptake of RES in
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buildings for domestic heating and hot water is still very limited with a proportion under 1%. Due to this fact, there is a
compelling need of encouraging energy efficiency in buildings, enhance green technologies and promote advance thermal
energy storage solutions with the view to reduce radically energy consumption and minimize CO 2 emissions.
Energy storage not only reduces the mismatch between supply and demand but also improves the performance and
reliability of energy systems and plays an important role in conserving the energy (Dincer and Rosen, 2011; Monodraught
Ltd, 2011). It leads to saving premium fuels and makes the system more cost effective by reducing the wastage of energy
and capital cost. For example, storage would improve the performance of a power generation plant by load levelling and
higher efficiency would lead to energy conservation and lesser generation cost.
There are three types of thermal energy storage process; sensible heat storage, thermochemical storage and latent heat
storage (Baylin, 1979). Sensible heat storage is the most developed technology and there is a variety of low-cost materials
available, however it has the lowest storage capacity that significantly increases the system size. Thermochemical storage has
the highest storage capacity, but the problems of complicated reactors needed for specific chemical reactions, weak
long-term durability (reversibility) and chemical stability restricts its application (Ding and Riffat, 2012).
One of the most efficient methods to store thermal energy is Latent Heat Storage (LHTES). LHTES process can be
very attractive due to the advantages of (i) high energy storage density and (ii) integration of PCM that sustain the
temperature almost constant during the phase change (Abhat, 1983).
Several materials can be used as PCMs. A common way to distinguish PCMs is by dividing them into organic,
inorganic and eutectic PCMs (Rathod and Banerjee, 2013).Organic phase change materials are in general chemically stable,
melt and freeze repeatedly without phase segregation and consequent degradation of their latent heat of fusion, selfnucleation means they crystallize do not suffer from supercooling, are non-corrosive, are non-toxic and have a high latent
heat of fusion. Inorganic PCMs in general have a rather high heat of fusion, good thermal conductivity, are cheap and nonflammable. However, most of them are corrosive to most metals, undergo supercooling and undergo phase decomposition.
Most common inorganic PCMs are hydrated salts (Farid et al., 2004). A problem that has been addressed throughout the
available literature is the low thermal conductivity for many promising PCMs (around 0.15–0.2 (W/m.K) for organic PCMs
and around 0.5 W/(m K) for inorganic salts). Low thermal conductivity reduces the rate of heat absorption or heat release
throughout the PCM, i.e. reducing the effectiveness at which it can store and release thermal energy. This may lead to a
system which does not fully utilize the full latent heat storage of PCM materials. Recently, graphite based PCM systems and
metal foams have been getting increased attention. One solution that has been investigated includes adding of a material
with a high thermal conductivity to the PCM. A material that has been investigated for this purpose is various carbon-based
nano-fillers. Though the results are varying, the increase in thermal conductivity has increased between 65 and 336% in
such studies (Babaei et al., 2013; Evola et al., 2013; Fan and Khodadadi, 2011; Ji et al., 2012).
TESSe2b project will enable the optimal use of renewable energy and provide one of the most advantageous solutions
for correcting the mismatch that often occurs between the supply and demand of energy in residential buildings. The target
of TESSe2b is to design, develop, validate and demonstrate a modular and low cost thermal storage technology based on
solar collectors and highly efficient heat pumps for heating, cooling and domestic hot water (DHW) production.
The idea is to develop advanced compact integrated PCM TES tanks exploiting RES (solar and geothermal) in an
efficient manner coupled with enhanced PCM borehole heat exchangers (BHEs) that will take advantage of the
increased underground thermal storage and maximize the efficiency of the ground coupled heat pumps (GCHP), and
be controlled by smart model-based control system. The TES tanks developed within TESSe2b project will be
integrated with different PCM materials; paraffins and salt-hydrates, while in both of them a highly efficient heat
exchanger will be included. Even if the concept of phase change thermal stores has been demonstrated, TESSe2b project
discriminates itself through incorporating: PCM materials innovation; advanced energy management; enhanced PCM BHEs
and compact modular design of thermal storage tank. In the last year of the project, the TESSe2b system has been
demonstrated and validated on a real scale in three houses, Austria, Cyprus and Spain, with the objective of covering
different climates conditions.
The TESSe2b project is a European project, funded at € 4.3 million under the Horizon 2020 program, which began in
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October 2015 and lasts 4 years. The consortium consists of five higher education institutions, one research center and three
SME and a non-profit organization, from 8 countries, Portugal, Greece, Cyprus, Spain, Austria, Germany and the United
Kingdom. The project is coordinated by the Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal, Portugal.
DESCRIPTION OF OVERALL SYSTEM

The TESSe2b solution integrates compact Thermal Energy Storage (TES) PCM Tanks with solar collectors and highly
efficient geothermal heat pumps with enhanced PCM borehole heat exchangers (BHEs). To optimize the energetic and
economic performance of the entire system, TESSe2b solution is managed by an advanced energy smart self-learning
control system specially developed for this application.
TESSe2b solution has TES tanks that store energy at three different levels, according to the specific application. The
cold storage tanks for residential space cooling, the hot storage tanks for residential space heating and a TES tank that
operate at a high temperature to produce DHW. The system layout (Figure 1) exemplifies the general structure of the
TESSe2b solution implemented in the Spanish demo site, with the solar collectors, one DHW tank (DHW_PCM), four Hot
TES tanks (HTES), two Cold TES tanks (CTES) and the geothermal heat pump with PCM enhanced BHEs. Each demo
site has a customized solution for its specific needs, as will all the buildings fitted with the TESSe2b solution.

Figure 1

TESSe2b system layout (Sapnish demo site)
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PCM tanks

Solutions of tanks and their immersed exchangers were studied for two types of PCMs, paraffins and hydrated salts.
For both types of PCMs the most suitable solutions for each type of tank (HTES, CTES and DHW_PCM) were selected.
In Table 1 it is showed the selected PMCs.
Table 1. Phase Change Materials for HTES, CTES & DHW

PCM*
A44
A9
A53
S44
S10

Fase Change Temp. (ºC)
44
9
53
44
10

Aplication
HTES
CTES
DHW_PCM
HTES
CTES

S58
58
DHW_PCM
* PCMs references based in Phase Change Material Products Ltd.

Type
Naturally derived blend of alkanes
Naturally derived blend of alkanes
Refined paraffin wax blend
Salt hydrate with nucleating agents.
Salt hydrate with salt-based freeze
point depressants and
nucleating agents.
Salt hydrate.

The TESSe2b tanks were designed in a compact and modular manner for an easy integration into the buildings. The
tanks design was done according to the European standards and supported by computational Finite Element Analysis
(FEA).
Two tank geometries were designed due to the limitations of hydrated salts. Due to the phase separation effect taking
place in salt hydrates over the melting/solidification process it was defined that the height of the Heat Exchanger (HE),
for salt hydrates application should not exceed 50 mm to minimize the phase separation issue. For that case, it was
necessary to use multiple tanks interconnecting to increase volume (height than area). Figure 2 shows one of this tank
during the test phase in a laboratory.
A second problem that it was necessary to solve was the corrosion issue related with the HE metals that are in
contact with salt hydrates. It was found that AlN is an effective and thin protective coating against corrosive salt
hydrates, whit no negative impact in the heat transfer conditions.

Figure 2

PCM tanks, salt hydrates (HTES, CTESs and DHW_PCM)

For the paraffins the final design consists in a polypropylene tank reinforced by five horizontal ribs and three steel
bars (Figure 3). Inside each tank, there are high performance tubes and fins HE designed to achieve the required heat
transfer rate between the PCM and the heat carrier fluid during the TES tanks operation (charge/discharge process). The
HE design was supported by CFD simulations (Ansys/Fluent software) and laboratorial experimental tests. The modular
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design of the tanks allows easily fit the total energy storage capacity of the system to each building, selecting the appropriate
number of tanks. The internal volume of each tank is approximately 180 L (PCM plus HE).
As far as the material is concerned for the tanks polypropylene (PP) was selected as the best option. PP is
affected after being in warm contact with the organic PCM tested. For that purpose, an epoxy-based product was
tested as a possible protective coating. No effect occurred on the hardness properties and mass uptake of samples
using epoxy-based product coating (Chalkia et al., 2018).
In order to increase the thermal performance the paraffins, nano-platelets of expanded graphite mixed in
paraffin were found to increase the thermal conductivity at relative low weight concentration. It was demonstrated
that for the PCM A53, a 1% and 6% weight fraction of adequate shape, 15μm in diameter and 6-8nm thick graphite
nano-particles, increased the thermal conductivity by 100% to 250% respectively. At the same time the heat of fusion
was only slightly reduced from 2-10% for the 1% and 6% weight fractions respectively. It was also demonstrated that,
upon addition of graphite nano-platelets in other paraffins, the general trend is similar and therefore it could be
useable for the many applications. However, it was found that for the optimized HE geometry developed in the
present project the thermal conductivity of the PCMs is important, although not the critical thermal propertie. Thus it
was decided to use the paraffins without the addition of nanoparticles.

Figure 3

PCM tanks, paraffins (HTES, CTESs and DHW_PCM)

PCM Enhanced BHEs for Ground Source Heat Pump

Another innovation of TESSe2b project is the development of a BHE that can also be used for the storage of thermal
energy, thus supporting the system in order to increase its performance in the heating and cooling mode. During the
operation of the heat pump in the heating mode, the temperature of the heat carrier fluid within the BHE will decrease, and
during the cooling it will increase. As the heat transfer in the ground is mainly conductive and its thermal diffusivity is low,
this leads to a much slower ground thermal response than the heat pump requirements, resulting in thermal waves being
transmitted into the ground, which penalize the performance of GSHP systems. Adding PCMs into the boreholes is
regarded as an effective mean to store thermal energy in the BHEs and improves the performance of GSHP systems. The
thermal energy stored into the PCMs will smooth the ground thermal wave generated by the GSHP operation and enhance
the SPF (seasonal performance factor) of the system. Depending on the PCM phase change temperature this can be applied
to the heating or cooling mode.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the PCMs on the BHEs, based in numerical simulations where it is possible to observe, in
the heating mode, a smoothing of the fluid temperature during the heating peaks.
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Figure 4

Expected impact of the implementation of PCMs into the boreholes over the heating season (green line)

The PCMs used in the BHE are paraffins and the selected phase change temperature took into account the ground
temperature at each location of the demo sites and the most critical mode of operation, heating or cooling. For Austria and
Spain the most critical mode is the heating mode and the phase change temperature considered was 9 ºC for Austria (A9)
and 12 ºC for Spain (A12). For Cyprus the critical mode is the cooling and the phase change temperature considered was 28
ºC (A28).
Smart Control System

To optimize the entire system, due to its complexity, it was developed a self-learning management system that will use
an algorithm combining a prototype model, a user profile database, weather forecasting and multi-variable controls. This
adapts the system operation to the building user schedule and with weather forecasting to take maximum advantage of
available energy that is or is going to be stored while taking advantage of lower energy tarif fs during night time. The control
system will be managed based on the input of an array of sensors and actuators that will automatically change the system
mode of operation according to the needs of the building.
DEMO SITES

Aiming to evaluate the system’s integration into building space, a demonstration and on-site monitoring evaluation of
TESSe2b solution is being held in three pilot sites (Austria, Cyprus and Spain) to assess its impact in different climate
conditions, and provide evidence about its overall technical and economic feasibility. Table 2 show the characteristics of
each demo site. To design the installation it was used a building energy simulation software, Design Builder. The values in
the table represent the real installation except the heating and cooling needs that are based in the simulation results.
Figure 5 shows the pictures of the demo sites, corresponding to the three single family houses.
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Table 2. Demo site characteristics

DEMOSITE
AREA (m2)
Heating capacity (kW)
Cooling capacity (kW)
Heating annual needs (kW/m2)*
Cooling annual needs (kW/m2)*
Solar collectors area (m2)
HTES tanks
CTES tanks
DHW_PCM tank
Borehole he nº
Depth (m)
Total Length (m)
* Estimated by numerical simulation

Figure 5

AUSTRIA
321
13,0
(free-cooling)
55,1
8,67
13,6
4
1
4
75
300

CYPRUS
221
26,3
18,6
45,3
69,9
23,5
3
3
1
8
90
720

SPAIN
138
12,2
12,6
63,9
6,85
23,5
4
2
1
2+2
90
180+180

Demo sites, single family houses, Austria, Cyprus and Spain, respectivelly

RESULTS

Since the analysis of demo site monitoring results is still at an early stage, most of the results presented in this chapter
are based on the energy numerical simulation of buildings and their systems. Table 3 shows the preliminary results from
numerical simulations for the TESSe2b system in the three demo sites.
Table 3. Demo site results predicted by numerical simulations

DEMOSITE
Solar Fraction Heating (%)
Solar Fraction Heating + DHW (%)
Heating needs shifted day to night (total - solar)
(%)
Cooling needs shifted day to night (%)

AUSTRIA
7
15,8
41,6

CYPRUS
30,5
42,3
44,8

SPAIN
21,8
37,1
0

(free-cooling)

30,3

95,3

Table 3 shows that solar heating fractions range from 7% for Austria to 30.5% for Cyprus. The low value for Austria
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is due to the low solar radiation on site and also the smallest solar collector area which has been reduced from 23.5 m2, of
predicted to 13.6 m2 due to limited space on the roof. If DHW production is also included, the solar fraction varies
between 15,8% for Austria and 42,3% for Cyprus. Another important result is the contribution to the flexibility of the
electricity grid and the possibility to take advantage of low electricity tariffs in accordance with existing tariff schemes. The
heating needs that can be moved from the day, high electricity tariff, to be produced at night, low electrical tariff
correspond to 41,6% for Austria and 44,8% for Cyprus. Due to the specific characteristics of the thermal envelope of the
house in Spain and its climate there was no impact on this. Similar effect can be observed for cooling, corresponding at
30,3% for Cyprus and 95,3% for Spain.
After the monitoring process, with the results obtained, these results predicted by simulation can be validated or
corrected, as the case may be, obtaining the real performance of the system.
Other important results regarding the performance of PCM tanks are related to the amount of energy stored and the
energy transfer rate (heating or cooling capacity). Table 4 shows the main characteristics of the PCM tanks obtained in
laboratory tests.
Table 4. Characteristics of the PCM tanks (HTES, CTES and DHW_PCM)

DEMOSITE
AREA (m2)
Number of HTES tanks
Total energy stored (heating) (kWh)
Average TES capacity (heating) (kW)
Number of CTES tanks
Total energy stored (cooling) (kWh)
Average TES capacity (cooling) (kW)
Number of DHW_PCM tanks
Total energy stored (DHW) (kWh)
Supply water temperature (ºC)

AUSTRIA
321
4
29,2
18,0
1
6,2
40-50

CYPRUS
221
3
21,9
13,5
3
14,5
31,5
1
6,2
40-50

SPAIN
138
4
29,2
18,0
2
9,5
21,0
1
6,2
40-50

The number of HTES tanks and consequently the amount of stored energy were selected taking into account the
availability of solar radiation, the heating needs and their costs. The CTES tanks and the amount of stored energy were
selected were selected taking into account the change in cold production from day to night and the related costs.
The heating capacity for Austria and for Spain is higher that the installed capacity of the respective heat pumps. This
means that as long as the PCM tanks have stored energy, they are able to cover all needs even at peak times without any
help from the heat pump. For Cyprus the HTES capacity is 13,5 kW while the installed capacity for heating is 26,3 kW
(table 2). However the higher heating capacity installed is only due the needed cooling capacity from the heat pump. The
design heating capacity is only 17 kW. Even so, the capacity is superior to the tanks. This means that if the tanks are
warming up they may need the heat pump support to cover their needs at some peak hours per year. For cooling it is
possible to observe that the CTES are able to cover all cooling needs, in terms of capacity even during the peak hours.
CONCLUSIONS

In the TESSe2b project, a system based on latent thermal energy storage was developed, using two renewable energy
sources, solar and geothermal, contributing to the increase of energy efficiency and the share of RES in the heating, cooling
and DHW production in residential buildings.
Several technological advances have been made, namely, design a compact modular TES tanks including a high
performance HE immersed in PCMs, a new nano-composite enhanced paraffin PCM (NEPCM) with a significant increase
of the thermal conductivity, development of a protective thin film coating against the corrosivity of salt-hydrates to the heat
exchanger (HE), enhanced PCM borehole heat exchangers and the development of a smart model-based control system.
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Numerical simulations and experimental tests performed show promising results. At the moment the System is being
validated and demonstrated on three demo sites and it is expected that the monitoring results will soon show the real values
of increasing energy efficiency, increasing the share of renewable energy sources, lowering energy tariff and increasing the
contribution for the flexibility of the electricity grid. For more information can be consulted the project website
(tesse2b.eu).
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ABSTRACT

Energy Utilities are under intense political and policy pressure to take appropriate measures to reduce the energy use by their customers.
Member States have put in place legislated instruments that either subsidize utilities/customers for effective energy efficiency (EE) measures or
penalize them when they fail to meet energy reduction goals. Apart from political and regulatory factors threatening utility business models and
revenues, more significant threats come from the fast growth of the energy-efficient products and services market. Faced with these realities, business
as usual is no longer an option for most energy utilities. To cope with this discontinuity, utilities should need to seek and benefit from new revenue
sources in emerging energy-related businesses as well as to formulate new business models as modern energy-related service-oriented companies: they
should benefit from selling less energy but more energy services to their residential and tertiary customers.
Towards this direction, we propose in this paper a holistic energy management framework focusing on the discovery, quantification and
revelation of energy-savvy behaviours for all building types, aiming to convey meaningful energy-use feedback to occupants and engage them into a
continuous process of learning and improvement. Behavioural engagement approaches, personalized comfort preserving energy services and building
automation consist of the different pillars of a unified energy management concept as defined and presented in this paper. From a business
perspective and towards addressing utility needs to adapt to the new energy services landscape, the overall framework engages energy utilities and
enables the deep transformation and re-orientation of their business models towards selling less energy and more services. The delivery of energy
services to consumers using an Energy-as-a-Service channel is the main business objective of the proposed concept.
INTRODUCTION

Utilities are under intense political and policy pressure to take appropriate measures to reduce the energy use by their
customers. Member States have put in place legislated instruments that either subsidize utilities/customers for effective
energy efficiency (EE) measures or penalize them when they fail to meet energy reduction goals. Apart from political and
regulatory factors threatening utility business models and revenues, more significant threats come from the fast growth of
the energy-efficient products and services market. New players from within and outside the industry are changing the sector
landscape. According to a recent McKinsey report [McKinsey, 2012], if existing energy efficiency technologies were to be
fully deployed by 2020, a new home could consume about 90 percent less energy. If such savings are realized, energy
utilities will be hit with lower revenues and profits and margins could fall by 30%. Even in less aggressive deployment
scenarios, margins would still drop significantly— by close to 10%. The biggest threat for utilities comes from outside the
industry. In a survey conducted by IDC Energy Insights and Capgemini with European utility executives in spring 2015
[IDC Energy Insights, 2015], two out of three European utility executives indicated nonutility companies as the most
serious contenders to their business model. Nonutility companies — including consumer electronics manufacturers, and
telecommunication companies — have brands with better consumer appeal, stronger ability to extract value from data, and
deeper relationships with customers. They also enjoy more customer trust (and much better net promoter scores) and are
digitally more mature. Consumer empowerment is equally important via the proliferation of IT interfaces and multiplication
of communication means. Their expectations for borderless everything-anytime-anywhere, humancentric interaction are
profoundly redefining the nature of services.
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Faced with these realities, business as usual is no longer an option for most energy utilities. To cope with this
discontinuity, utilities need to seek and benefit from new revenue sources in emerging energy-related businesses as well as
to formulate new business models to complete a successful paradigm shift from their traditional business to modern energy
related service-oriented companies. EU utilities must transition from undifferentiated commodity providers and make
energy efficiency a profit centre. They need to capture the value generated by innovations in energy-efficient products and
services to establish a foothold in what promises to be a crowded market. They must diversify away from shrinking markets
(energy sales) and build an activity portfolio in new areas of sustainable growth. It is in utilities’ best interest to go beyond
generation and delivery of units of energy: they should benefit from selling less energy but more energy services to their
residential and tertiary customers. This will only be achieved through a deep business model transformation characterized
by: strong investments to avoid penalties by implementing EE measures (e.g. advanced metering infrastructures,
development of “smart” applications, subsidies to end-consumers for the purchase of EE-enabling equipment), significant
internal evolution to face the new paradigm shift (new services to fight against competition, new skills), along with market
strategy re-orientation and establishment of customer-centric operational excellence.
There is clear evidence that ICT can play a critical role in enabling this transformation towards consumer active
participation in future Internet of Grid business models. Several experiments and studies conducted around the globe [Raaij
et al, 1983] [Abreu et al., 2012], have concluded that consumer feedback (especially personalized and human-centric)
supported by sophisticated ICT applications and intelligent controls can effectively alter consumer behaviour and empower
them to achieve significant benefits through energy and cost savings. Penetration of relevant solutions to the market has
been progressively increasing (in the form of smart energy and smart home solutions), creating huge opportunities for the
different business actors, including the traditional utilities. However, such tools are evidently underachieving in their energy
efficiency targets due to the fact that most of them provide indirect feedback (not real-time) based on mere energy data that
is difficult for consumers to understand and act upon. Even when energy consumption is broken down across devices and
real-time information and interaction are enabled, main drawbacks prohibit to unleash the huge energy efficiency potential
in buildings; (i) the inability to address, present and clarify the real constructs of energy behaviour focusing only at vertical
aspects and (iii) the absence of real personalization features. The biggest challenge to sustainably change behaviours is
providing personalized information relevant to individual consumer circumstances, behavioural patterns/ activities and
comfort preferences towards gradually and discretely suggesting modifications over energy-related behaviours and
ultimately leading to more energy efficient and sustainable lifestyles.
To address the identified shortcomings, we propose in the following section a universal behavioural change
framework focusing on the discovery, quantification and revelation of energy-savvy behaviours activities for all building
types, aiming to convey meaningful energy-use feedback to occupants and engage them into a continuous process of
learning and improvement. This novel behaviour change approach is based on well-known behavioural and sociological
models [Verhallen et al., 1983] [Pierce et al., 2010] and behavioural change theories [Burger et al., 2015] [Linda et al.,2015]
[Costa et al., 2013], complemented with light-weight human-centric intelligent control features that apply supportive control
actions over HVAC and lighting to further minimize energy wastes, while maintaining occupants within acceptable comfort
boundaries and preserving a healthy and safe indoor environment. From a business case perspective and towards addressing
utility needs to adapt to the new energy services landscape we focus on the deep transformation and re-orientation of
energy utilities and retailer’s business models towards selling less energy and more services. The definition of appropriate
and novel service-oriented business models follows the definition of integrated and tailor-made bundles/ packages of
services offered by utilities addressing different customer groups and combining energy supply and various energy
efficiency services. In addition, the evaluation approach for the proposed framework is presented while in the last section
we report the main conclusions and the future steps of the work.
A UTILITY ORIENTED HOLISTIC ENERGY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

We propose a consumer-oriented universal behavioural change framework that focuses on the discovery,
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quantification and revelation of energy-savvy behaviours& activities to convey meaningful energy-use feedback to users to
motivate and engage them into a continuous process of learning and improvement. It is an innovative human-centric
behaviour change framework along with standardized operational rating and certification methods, facilitated by an open
and trustworthy ICT ecosystem integrated into the building through low-cost, off-the-shelf sensors. The overall framework
is further complemented and enriched with light-weight, human-centric, automated control features that consider occupant
thermal and visual comfort profiles and supportively control HVAC and lights so as to further minimize energy waste,
while always keeping occupants within acceptable comfort boundaries and preserving a healthy and safe indoor
environment. We adopt the Internet of Things/Services principles to establish the Universal and Holistic Energy Behaviour
Change Framework while five innovative modules comprise the constituents of the proposed concept namely: (1) The
Sensing and Data Management Layer, (2) The Energy Behaviour Profiling Layer, (3 )The Benchmarking and Energy Waste
Determination Layer, (4) The Systemic & Enhanced Building Performance Rating Layer and (5) The End-User Application
Layer as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1

A holistic Energy Management Framework

A brief presentation of the different layers of the architecture follows.
At the bottom level of the System (Sensing and Data Management Layer) collects all necessary building
information through smart meters, gateways and sensors deployed for monitoring ambient/ hygienic conditions and energy
consumption data. Live information streams captured from low-cost low-power off-the-shelf meters (plugs, clamps) and
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sensors, to be continuously processed and analysed by an intelligent infusion engine. Building gateways accommodate
secure access to all major types of off-the-shelf sensors through standardized communication protocols. This layer
establishes an easy to install (discrete wireless installations), non-intrusive, flexible & scalable, secure and low-cost building
network that does not pose special requirements to new entrants (i.e. consumers that wish to engage in the future). The
Sensing and Data Management Layer also integrates data from external sources (weather data, energy pricing data,
consumer demographics) enabling their utilization from the Energy Behaviour Profiling and the Benchmarking and Energy
Waste Determination Layers.
The Energy Behaviour Profiling layer comprises the heart of the System and includes a group of services and
modules that feed all other layers and applications. The Energy Behaviour Profiling Framework continuously read sensing
and energy measurement data from the Sensing and Data Management Layer to transform raw energy data into accurate,
intuitive and context-aware Behavioural Profiles. The usage patterns captured from real-time energy analytics (e.g. device
specific load profiles) and automatically coupled to business skeleton and household activities types, generate contextaware, personalized and normalized energy profile constructs, which we define as Context Aware Flexibility Profiles. These
enhanced and integrated profiles incorporate all personalized and contextual (environmental, temporal) aspects of (energy
related) behaviour. Such Energy Behaviour Profiles (activity-based) are dynamic constructs that are continuously updated
based on real-time energy data to further serve the design and development of personalized business services for the end
customers.
The Benchmarking and Energy Waste Determination Layer in parallel to the Energy Behaviour Profiling layer
generates objective and normalized performance indicators for comparative analysis among energy consumers with similar
characteristics and behaviours. This requires to take into account socio-demographic characteristics (geographical location
& climate conditions, occupancy density, lifestyle issues, etc.) as well as energy related building characteristics (age,
envelope, size, number and type of rooms, appliances, energy mix, etc.) and to apply well proven normalization
methodologies (drawn mainly from Building Energy Rating as well as Operational Rating standardized methodologies). The
enriched and normalized Activity-Based Energy Behaviour Profiles reveal major energy related activity patterns (most often
of habitual and unconscious nature) and allow for systematic classification of consumers into clusters of consistent
behaviour as well as the formulation of descriptive norms - behavioural profile patterns that can be used as points of
reference for specific classes. Such consumer clusters are the basis for all benchmarking and normative-comparative
feedback features. Benchmarking is a critical element to determine energy wastes per activity. Energy consumers engaging
in similar behaviours are benchmarked against similar top-performing peers. This benchmarking and comparison enable
automatic detection of behavioural outliers and wasteful behaviours, main input for the definition of personalized energy
efficiency guidance and recommendation; to initiate appropriate triggers and alerts to reveal unsustainable behaviours and
refreezing energy saving ones.
At the business layer of the platform, the Systemic and Enhanced Building Performance Rating Layer
establishes a robust framework of energy performance indicators on various spatio-temporal levels and a macroscopic and
systemic view on building energy performance. By incorporating Energy Performance Metrics into the various Activity
Models, we establish a higher granularity Building Energy Performance Rating approach whereby overall building
performance broken down and further allocated to specific activities and spaces. This system components enables the
robust, trustworthy and timely assessment of Building Energy Performance while incorporating further drill-in features to
better understand energy behaviours and receive normative/ comparative feedback through the inclusion of dedicated
applications. The normalization process for eDECs generation mitigates asymmetries caused by different building
characteristics (envelope, insulation, window types), or climate/micro-climate conditions and occupancy and ensures a fair
performance benchmarking among consumers with similar behaviours and characteristics.
Moreover, the End-User Application Layer set the front-end layer for the customers and the business stakeholders,
responsible for the visualization of energy and business-related information to the different actors. A series of several
applications are defined as micro modules of the platform to address the different project needs. The enhanced Display
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Energy Certificates (eDECs) constitute the main point of reference and interaction with individual consumers and the focal
point of the behavioural engagement process, while subsequently forming the basis of the universal and human-centric
energy behaviour change approach. eDECs incorporate additional applications and services to allow energy consumers to
further drill in to their energy behaviour constructs, understand energy waste sources, compare themselves against peers
and ultimately, receive appropriate, personalized and tailor-made feedback and guidance towards improving their overall
energy performance. More specifically:
- The Activity Clock to use behavioural profiles to visualise behaviours in terms of time of occurrence, duration, the
activities involved and the energy use magnitude. Users have a quick but comprehensive snapshot of their daily
activities, breaking down the day into activity-filled timeslots and revealing their impact on overall energy footprint
using colour-coding to highlight the energy hungry activities. Direct, personalized, normative and comparative feedback
on individual behaviour energy footprints - an extra feature of the Activity Clock interactive interface - should trigger
occupants to prioritize according to impact on energy use and to rank themselves among peers.
- The Activity Dashboard to provide multiple analytical functions, ranging from ranking energy related activities based
on deviation from selected peer norms to revealing the ones with the greatest energy savings potential, and from
measurable individual behavioural change comparisons to behaviour change targets monitoring. Dashboards enable
drilling into specific activities at variable spatio-temporal granularity for further insights on energy-related specificities
of the activity energy performance (appliances and loads that define the energy profile of the activity, consumer-centric
energy usage information).
- Remote Control and Activities Scheduling: to complement the recommendation process and enable consumers to
remotely accept and authorize automatic, recommended energy conserving actions for individual appliances and
equipment through intuitive remote-control mobile interfaces. The application also enables them to schedule the
execution of selected activities based on tailor-made recommendations (transformed in rules) for eliminating energy
waste and improving energy footprint.
- Human-Centric HVAC and Lights Automation: Based on the Context-Aware Flexibility Profiles resulting from the
Energy Behaviour Profiling Layer, the Human-Centric Automation Module intelligently adjusts lights and HVAC
according to individual consumer visual and thermal comfort preferences to conserve energy. To further enhance
sustainable behaviour change and awareness, automated actions are followed by discrete notifications (through user
mobile devices) informing them about the alteration in lights or HVAC operation and the benefits of the corrective
control actions.
- Pilot Site Monitoring Application for Utilities: A variety of services is offered to utilities participating in the project
pilot activities addressing specific needs for the coordination of the behavioural change system, and more specifically in
their tasks of continuous analysis of consumer behavioural dynamics, configuration, planning and roll-out of efficient
behavioural change strategies, continuous impact & performance evaluation as well as necessary re-design and
corrective actions.
We presented above the different features supported by the holistic energy management framework. Special focus on the
different business applications provided to enhance the active participation of end customers in energy efficiency schemas.
Towards this direction, the identification of the best fitted business models for Utilities and the details about the business
services offered by the different tools are presented in the following section.
NEW BUSINESS MODELS AND SERVICES FOR UTILITIES

Along with the definition of the technological framework the energy management, it is of high interest to define, formulate
and validate novel business models towards placing consumers at the heart of new services provided by utilities, the
cleanweb community or other energy actors. In this context, consumers should monetize their data and flexibility by
providing access to interested stakeholders via bilateral agreements for the provision of value-added services; to facilitate
the operation of an open energy market, where consumers are free to select between different energy utilities and service
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providers as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Toward Utilities business transformation

The new business model pillars for utilities include:
The extended “Utility as an ESCO” business model that allows utilities to balance and hedge losses from energy savings
(reduced energy sales) through a novel energy efficiency services portfolio on the basis of the Human-Centric Energy
Behaviour Change Framework. The new service-oriented business model should build upon a baseline offering including
energy use analytics and tailor-made guidance for improving energy behaviours and overall energy performance. It may be
further enhanced with human-centric intelligent controls and automation, along with certification features following a tiered
pricing policy (in an attempt to also monetize human comfort, health and security aspects and follow the current building
automation and IoT trends that are expected to soon dominate the smart home and office markets). More specifically, the
retailers should construct new services as an ESCO role by providing a bundled energy services oriented to the
building energy certificate approval or doing energy audits according to the ISO 50001 by following the approach of
near-zero buildings. By providing software as a service to its client base it could be monitored activities, processes and
building performance from the consumer side, and also to control and monitor in real-time their energy consumption,
as totalization in the whole building, by process/activity and appliances. Another business model of interest for Utility
as an ESCO is the Comfort Preserving Energy Efficiency business model that pretends that ESCOs act as a
multipurpose developer, financer, operator and administrator of energy systems based on contracts to preserve, at
first, comfort boundaries of users, as well as being a keeper of building energy performance requirements.
It is evident that these business models should offer an integrated and cost-effective service bundle that delivers both
attractive (energy-relevant) payback periods as well as significant intangible (but still valuable) benefits to urban building
environments (e.g. comfort, productivity, security, indoor air quality preservation, etc.).
On the other side, the “Utility as Aggregator” business model enable retailers/utilities to counterbalance losses from
energy savings (less energy sold) by bidding consumer flexibility in energy markets (through accumulation/aggregation of
their clientele’s demand flexibility). This business model should further benefit consumers through their participation in
Implicit Demand Response Programmes, while allowing retailers to increase their revenues through the oxymoron of
motivating their clients to consume less energy. More specifically, business models in the field of demand aggregation
spanning at: (a) DSO costs minimization offering explicit means and value-added information to implement DR
mechanisms that should be provided by the retailers due to dynamic costs applied for DSOs. It aimed at minimizing total
energy consumption to minimize user’s energy bill for this dynamic cost. Moreover, retailers leverage this flexibility for
trading this “commodity” in both wholesale and balancing markets to ensure on power quality provision and network
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reliability. Under an economical point of view, this last may be translated for avoiding to face new infrastructure investment
for network reinforcement and capacity increase. (b) community VPPs in order to perform changes in the consumption
pattern (negawatts or time shifting) according on what market is going to be traded the aggregated flexibility through a realtime remote load control. (c) dynamic retailer pricing based on regulation forcing for dynamic pricing. Consequently,
derived optimal load management at prosumer’s side for a win-win situation for both retailer and customers. Through
this new service retailers push or encourage consumers to move on consumption at certain periods of time to benefit
both two under an economical perspective. This business model implements effectively implicit DR mechanisms. (d)
supply/demand imbalance management on the way to increase self consumption at local level and thus ensure the
active transformation of consumers to prosumers.
The delivery of energy services to consumers using an Energy-as-a-Service channel through a easily-installed infrastructure
enables a scalable and easily replicable business model for utilities with minimal requirements on ICT development and
support, which is critical given the severe lack know-how and business acumen of most energy utilities in the ICT domain.
EVALUATION AND DEMONSTRATION ACTIVITIES

The proposed Energy Management System will be extensively validated in real-life conditions by a large and diverse
population of residential and commercial consumers in five dispersed geographical areas (customers of energy utilities from
Greece, France, Poland, Germany and Spain) for a period of 12 months. The impact of project behavioural and
technological innovations should be comprehensively evaluated and quantified in terms of energy savings, targeting the
achievement of a minimum of 30% (on average) reduction in energy consumption.

Figure 3

Pilot Buildings for the evaluation process

Special remark about the installation performed at the different demo sites to ensure the applicability of the proposed
framework and further evaluation of the different business services. HVAC controllers, dimmable lights, Multisensors and
multiprotocol gateways as shown in Figure 3 have been installed to ensure the reliable and uninterrupted demonstration of
the integrated solution.

Figure 4

WSN Equipment installation for the evaluation process
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Along with the installation of the ICT solution, the engagement of consumers in the demonstration and evaluation activities
is a focal point of the validation process. For that reason, we take special provisions and “invest” in consumer engagement
and relevance, by establishing a concrete approach based on key (social) marketing models like the AIDA model (attention
interest, desire, action) and Defra’s 4E model (enable, encourage, engage, exemplify), characterized by the following
principles/ aspects:
- Delivering user-centric and co-designed innovations using User-Driven Innovation Methodology and Agile
Development Process supported by the establishment of the Living Lab. Its activities enable feedback obtainment
from the end-users and targeted beneficiaries throughout the project duration (through targeted actions including
stakeholder workshops, focus groups, door-to-door visits and quick online surveys, among others) to optimize all
project developments and fit them to their real needs and requirements. This allow for directly addressing existing
market gaps and delivering a bundle of solutions and services that add value and make sense for end-users.
- Supporting consumers in figuring out the best option for their unique situation: Personalization is a first priority of the
proposed framework; definition of personalized energy efficiency strategies at the consumer level, considering not only
energy end-uses and energy shedding/ shifting opportunities, but also comfort and IEQ requirements of each occupant
in the built environment.
- Enhancing Intrinsic Motivation and Engagement through the provision of understandable and actionable information,
while avoiding being intrusive; provision of personalized, meaningful, actionable, timely, measurable and human-centric
information for energy efficiency triggering and optimization. Information conveyed through various communication
channels, e.g. in-home displays, mobile devices, leveraging the multimodal interaction capabilities provided by these
devices, like sounds, vibration.
Retaining self-control for the users by providing intuitive interfaces for remote control of loads; easy-to-use features in
consumer-centric language, to allow consumers of all motivational perspectives to choose the best strategies for
themselves.
Enhanced Data Privacy and Protection by establishing the necessary authentication mechanisms, to ensure end user
data protection and privacy, non-repudiation of building assets, as well as, safeguard ownership and data sharing
requirements of consumers towards making sure that they are the ones keep control over the data that are made
available to the different actors involved in the energy efficiency value chain.
Along with the evaluation of the framework from the customer view point, the validation activities will assess (against
techno-economic feasibility criteria) alternative future business models for energy utilities (Utility as an ESCO, Utility as an
Aggregator) and corresponding go-to-market strategies (equipment funding/ subsidies, service pricing policies, basic and
advanced service packages, etc.) in order to define the optimal route for commercialization and achieving a payback period
for utilities of less than 4 years (given that infrastructure costs are absorbed by utilities through subsidies to energy
consumers who only have to pay for the services offered).
CONCLUSIONS

We presented above a holistic energy management framework for utilities and the analysis is twofold, to address the
technical requirements required for the establishment of a holistic energy management framework for customers and
further define the business principles that ensure the transformation of the technical framework to a market ready tool. The
technical focus is at the design of innovative applications and services for revealing, changing and re-freezing sustainable
energy behaviours through accurate behavioural profiling, benchmarking, energy waste quantification and root cause
definition, intelligent control, human-centric automation and energy performance certification. The end-user
applications/services utilize various communication channels and devices to deliver multi-modal, personalized, ambient
services that discretely track and guide occupants to recognize and reshape their behaviours via an optimal balance between
awareness, timely guidance and intrusion, while ensuring preservation of comfort and indoor air quality. From the business
viewpoint, we define and experiment with and validate first-of-a-kind business models for future-looking retailers that
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transform them from commodity providers and make energy efficiency as the profit center.
As a next step of the work, the consolidated evaluation has to take place for providing individual, aggregated and
comparative assessments of pilot results, considering user acceptance and engagement, behavioural change, energy
efficiency and overall ICT ecosystem performance, along with its cost-efficiency (savings vs costs). Evaluation should be
performed in progressive phases following the distinct steps of the pilot roll-out phase and will involve all stakeholders of
the Living Lab framework covering: technical assessment, impact analysis including the assessment and quantification of
societal benefits, such as number of new jobs created, growth of SMEs, consumer security and privacy, etc and end user
acceptance, based on the feedback collected in the Living Lab activities and through the dedicated questionnaires. In
addition, scaling up and replication activities will be performed to ensure the marketization of the proposed framework in
the current and future energy markets. As a future work, the focus should be at the “Security and Safety” aspects on how to
respond to outside and especially inside threat vectors, the sustainability of the framework and the human interface on all
levels from the “dumb” user to the highly-trained professional.
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NOMENCLATURE

EE
=
EU
=
ICT
=
HVAC =
eDECs =
ESCO =
AIDA =
WSN =
VPP
=
IEQ
=
DSO =
DR
=
DEFRA =
IEQ
=
SME =

Energy Efficiency
European Union
Information and Communication Technologies
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
enhanced Display Energy Certificates
Energy Service Company
Attention interest, Desire, Action
Wireless Sensor Network
Virtual Power Plant
Indoor Environmental Quality
Distribution System Operator
Demand Response
Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs
Indoor Environmental Quality
Small Medium Enterprise
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ABSTRACT

This paper reports a CFD study developed under the SCORES project with the aim of optimizing the geometry of a latent thermal energy
storage prototype (LTESP) to be applied on a hybrid thermal storage technology. Detailed numerical simulation of the melting and solidification
process of a Phase Change Material (PCMs) was developed to study the heat transfer rate and the total time of charge and discharge process of
different LTESP geometrical configurations. The optimization process was done considering several indicators such as: compactness of the system,
energy storage capacity, heat transfer rate capacity, charge-discharge cycling time and PCM medium maximum temperature achieved during the
charge process. The first CFD results have showed that introducing aluminum fins inside the PCM mass is an effective and inexpensive solution to
enhance the thermal performance of the LTESP reducing the charging/discharging cycle time, increasing the average heat transfer rate and reducing
the maximum temperature inside the PCM medium over the charge process.
This work was financially supported by the SCORES project that has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 766464. This article reflects only the authors’ view and the European Commission is not
responsible for any use that may be made of the information it contains.
INTRODUCTION

Due to the rising of energy efficiency needs in buildings, several new solutions have been applied to minimize the energy
consumption. One studied solution is the incorporation of Phase Change Materials (PCM) in thermal storage solutions
(Abduljalil et al, 2012). The present study is focused mainly on CFD simulations to support Thermal Energy Storage (TES)
storage with PCM incorporation in a specific heating equipment developed under SCORES project. The main aim of the
SCORES project (SCORES, 2017) is to develop and demonstrate a building energy system including new compact hybrid
storage technologies that optimizes supply, storage and demand of electricity and heat in residential buildings, increasing selfconsumption of local renewable energy in residential buildings at the lowest cost and deferring investments in the energy grid.
SCORES is coordinated by TNO and the project consortium consists of twelve partners from seven European countries.
SCORES combine and optimize the multi-energy generation, storage and consumption of local renewable energy
sources (electricity and heat) and grid supply, optimizing self-consumption of renewable energy and defering investments in
the energy grid, towards a zero-energy building goal. This hybrid energy system promotes a better use of available energy
sources in two ways, at the local level increases the self-consumption of local renewable generation and at the global (energy
grid) level introduces new sources of flexibility for the grids. At local level, increasing the local renewable energy generation
in buildings with a high share of local consumption bridges the gap between supply and demand for both electricity and heat,
considering that renewable energy is in principle abundant, but variably available, in order 1) not to inject useless electricity
(or inject as little as possible) to the grid when the demand is low and 2) not to lose energy (electricity or heat) that cannot be
consumed. For this purpose SCORES developed and demonstrated local storage technologies for electricity and heat at short
(hours-days) and long (weeks-months) time scales. At global level, SCORES will also increase the storage capacity of the grid
as it enables home-owners to offer storage of energy in their homes (behind the meter) to the grid operator in order to provide
an additional source of grid-flexibility (e.g. the seamless exchange of energy in different forms). This will delay / decrease
investments in the energy grids otherwise required for increasing power capacity reserves, by grid interconnection or
reinforcement and by storage of electricity before the meter.
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PCM FOR AMBIENT HEATING AND COOLING

In SCORES, three system configurations are established to represent the full range of use cases in the Northern (NE)
and Southern (SE) European climatic zones. A NE residential building connected with a heat grid and using hot water for
space heating, a SE residential building using (renewable) electricity for space heating and a NE residential building without
a heat grid using solar energy for space heating. For the SE residential building using renewable electricity for space heating,
the house is equipped with a combined PVT collector, generating local renewable energy that supplies the water-water heat
pump with heat and electricity. The demonstration system includes PCM based thermal storage in individual electric heaters,
as an additional storage technology in the hybrid system (Figure 1). The use of PCM’s for thermal storage with a phase
transition around 100°C reduces the thermal losses compared to classic solutions. The usage of electric driven heating with
intraday PCM heat storage can improve the efficiency of current electric heat storage systems. Research was performed related
with heat loss reduction, volume reduction, mass reduction and reduction of the environmental impact of the storage solution
all across its lifecycle. Alternatively, PCM storage in conjunction with an electric air-source heat pump has the potential to
support domestic energy demand reduction whilst at the same time minimizing supply challenges for the electricity utilities if
at an appropriate cost. For thermal comfort, the usage of advanced (PCM) materials coupled with an intelligent control
strategy can improve the overall efficiency of the system (SCORES).

Figure 1. Southern Europe demosite configuration. (SCORES, 2017)
A prototype of an efficient heat storage core using a new composite material associating a bio-sourced PCM with and
an efficient heat exchanger is being developed. The use of PCM in a heat storage unit will contribute to two objectives in
heating systems, it will balance the electric demand for typical residential houses, decreasing the electricity consumption during
peak hours (Maaraqui, S, 2013). The heat pump can operate outside peak hours charging the PCM heat storage. During peak
hours the heat pump can be switched off or decrease its electrical consumption, the PCM will provide the missing energy
during that period. It will increase the effective use of solar energy from the PV or PVT collectors. During the sunny hours
the heat pump can charge the PCM heat storage and the PCM can provide this energy during periods with low ambient
temperature. Also if an air to air heat pump is used, the heat pump can extract useful heat at outside temperature down to
−15 °C, but its efficiency (electrical consumption) is strongly reduced at low temperatures. This air to air heat pump
technology can improve the overall efficiency of an electric heater with PCM storage.
In order to reach the benefits described above in SCORES, organic bio-sourced PCM’s have been studied, taking into
account the melting temperature, latent heat, heat capacity, thermal conductivity and other important thermal characteristics.
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ELECTRIC HEATER WITH PCM’S

Eletric heather with PCM’s (EHP) is an appliance which aim is to provide heat for room heating. The appliance is
directly positioned in the room intended to be heated up. It adjusts its heat output to bring the right amount of energy to
maintain the requested temperature by the inhabitants. This appliance also has the ability to store energy as heat in the socalled heat storage core. The stored heat is used later to heat up the room, according to the inhabitant’s temperature settings.
Charging process of the storage is controlled by the BEMS to optimize the self-consumption at the building scale (Leblanc,
2017).

Figure 2 - Information and energy flux through the EHP (adapted Leblanc, 2017)
In order to achieve the more compact / reliable / efficient energy storage, various PCMs were investigated, supplied
and tested. Storage performance of the PCMs were particularly studied in order to estimate the volume that is necessary to
store 4kWh of heat. This is crucial as the compacity of the storage systems studied in the SCORES project is limited. PCMs
from the hydrated salts and melted salts were not chosen due to the constrains they bring regarding their corrosiveness. For
reliability, availability and performance reasons, Erythritol was chosen. As PCM provides the heat storage capacity to EHP
while it is in liquid state, it needs to be encapsulated. The drawback of sugar-based PCMs is their solid / liquid volume
expansion of approximatively 10%. A dedicated encapsulation media had to be developed that could resist this volume
expansion and not leak after several cycles. As PCMs are poor heat conductive materials, this encapsulation also had to help
lead thermal energy in and out of the PCM during charging and discharging phases, this study was performed by ANSYS
Fluent.
In order to optimize the aluminum profiles in terms of thermal conductivity to drive heat in and out of the encapsulated
PCM, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) numerical simulations were performed using diferent cases:
- PCM charging with different geometries and electrical power
- PCM discharging with different air speed flows
The output data of these simulation activities were:
- Aluminum profile geometry optimization, which lead to define the final produced version;
- Minimum electrical power required for storage core fast charging without locally over-heating the PCM;
- Minimum air speed flow rate for sufficient heat dissipation during the discharge phase to bring the required heat flux
into the room.
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CFD SIMULATIONS

For the heat exchanger core several profiles were tested and simulated using CFD software Ansys Fluent. This simulation
was made for the charging process (heat transfer from source to PCM) and for the discharging process (heat transfer from
PCM to ambient air). These simulations were made for the two types of ambient confort heater devices: the Electric heater
with PCM (EHP) and the Air to Air Heat Pump with PCM (AAHP), but this paper will address only present results for EHP.
The models used were the Ansys/Fluent melting/solidification model, solving the Energy transport and the momentum
transport equation.
EHP CFD SIMULUTIONS - CHARGING PROCESS

For the EHP heat exchanger core three profiles were tested and simulated using CFD. Geometry 1 was a core with
PCM A118 with and without Aluminum foam (95% porous), geometry 2 is a cilindrical aluminum profile with PCM A118
and geometry 3 is a recatgular aluminum profile with PCM A118. The main characteristics of the EHP CFD simulated cores
are shown on figure 3, figure 8 and figure 11.
Type 1 tested geometry –PCM A118 with and without Aluminum foam (95%porosity)

2

33.

1
12 3 – Geometry1 core design and CFD mesh with boundary conditions
Figure
Several simulations were performed and tested for geometry 1. Some CFD simulation results for geometry 1 on charging
process are shown in figure 4 to figure 5.

Figure 4 – Geometry 1 charge CFD temperature evolution (charging - A118 only).
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Figure 5 – Geometry 1 charge CFD Comparison between A118 only and A118 with 95% porosity AF (temperature).

Figure 4 shows that it is possible to have, at around 180 minutes, to have the PCM completely melted. From figure 5 it
is possible to conclude that the introduction of the aluminium foam with 95% porosity reduces the maximum surface
temperature from 600ºC to 260ºC.
Type 2 tested geometry –Cilindrical aluminum profile with PCM A118

Figure 6 – Geometry 2 core design portion simulated.
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Figure 7 – Geometry 2 CFD portion simulated with charge boundary conditions.

Figure 8 – Geometry 2 charge CFD temperature evolution.
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Figure 6 shows the geometry 2 core design portion simulated, and figure 7 shows the geometry 2 CFD portion simulated
with charge boundary conditions. Based on the results shown on figure 8 it is shown that the maximum reached temperature
inside the PCM is close to 300ºC, and we conclude that for geometry 2 it is necessary 2 hours to have the PCM completely
melted.
Type 3 tested geometry – rectangular aluminum profile with PCM A118

Figure 9 – Geometry 3 core design and CFD portion simulated with charge boundary conditions

Figure 10 – Geometry 3 charge CFD temperature evolution results.
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Figure 9 shows the geometry 3 core design portion simulated, and the geometry 3 CFD portion simulated with charge
boundary conditions.

Figure 11 – Geometry 3 charge CFD evolution over time for PCM temperature.
From results shown on figure 10 and figure 11 it is possible to conclude that the maximum temperature reached on the
PCM with the selected charging conditios stays below 190ºC and it is necessary 110 minutes to have the PCM completely
melted with this geometry. Figure 11 shows a more detailed evolution over time for charging the PCM from three starting
points. One to charge after the PCM was discharged with the 0.1 m/s inlet velocity, another from the discharged PCM with
2.5 m/s inlet velocity and the third was charged considering that the PCM was completely drained of energy and was actually
at room ambient temperature (the worst-case scenario). Observing the graphics, it is possible to see that with these charging
conditions, the mass of the PCM can change phasem completely in all cases in just over 2 hours. This geometry was the one
with the most promising results to be applied to the EHP.
EHP CFD SIMULUTIONS - DISCHARGING PROCESS

For the selected geometry 3, CFD simulations for the discharging process were also developed. figure 12 and figure 13
show the results for the discharging process (geometry 3) for 2.5 m/s and 0.1 m/s air velocities.

Figure 12 – Geometry 3 CFD temperature evolution, discharge with air velocity v=2.5m/s.
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Figure 20 – Geometry 3 CFD evolution over time for PCM flux power and liquid fraction temperature (discharging)

Figure 13 – Geometry 3 CFD evolution over time for PCM flux power and liquid fraction temperature (discharging)
When discharging geometry 3, three discharge conditions were selected, 0.1, 1 and 2.5 m/s, all at 20 ºC, these inlet
conditions were meant to set a general operational range for the geometry and the system centered on it. Based on the results
shown on figures 16 to 20 it is possible to conclude that for geometry 3 and considering the discarging process, with an air
velocity of 0.1 m/s provides a long discharge time, albeit with a low and near constant discharging heat flux and high outlet
temperature. On the other hand, for inlet with 2.5 m/s we can see a much sharper decline in both the heat flux and outlet
temperature in a significantly shorter time span. These differences in operation and similarities between the cases with 2.5
and 1 m/s inlet velocity are associated with the Reynolds number value and its respective turbulence influence in the heat
transfer process, as Reynolds wise the two higher speed cases have much similar values than the case with 0.1 m/s.

CONCLUSIONS

The effect of using PCMs on the core of an Ambiente Eletric Heater (EHP) was analyzed in CFD numerical simulation
of the melting and solidification process of a Phase Change Materials (PCM) presented to study the heat transfer rate and the
total time of charge and discharge process of different core geometries configurations.
The optimization process was done considering several indicators such as: compactness of the system, energy storage
capacity, heat transfer rate capacity, charge-discharge cycling time and PCM medium maximum temperature achieved during
the charge process in order to prevent material degradation. It was observable that the charging power was adequate when
used with the geometry 3, effectively charging the PCM in slightly more than 2 hour, a sensible window of time to charge the
PCM in. A range of operation for the discharging of the system was simulated encompassing typical values of insuflation
velocities for domestic applications, providing a reasonable frame for how the system would operate under such conditions
with emphasis in simulating the worst-case scenarios safeguarding a good operation. CFD results have showed that the
introduction of a specific PCM (A118) was an effective and inexpensive solution to enhance the thermal performance of the
LTESP reducing the charging/discharging cycle time, increasing the average heat transfer rate and reducing the maximum
temperature inside the PCM medium over the charge process.
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ABSTRACT

According to the International Energy Agency, buildings are responsible for 32% of the world’s energy consumption. Taking into account
that almost 70% of the world population projected to live in urban areas by 2050, the main challenge is to convert the building for “energy
consumers” to become “energy producers”. To that end, the maximization of RES penetration into the building infrastructure is of high
importance. Compared to other renewable and sustainable energy generation technologies, solar technology is rapidly-growing due to the fact that
the solar energy is abundant and thus extended research has been carried out on this topic targeting mainly in the new BIPV technology for
enhancing solar panels integration in the building opaque surfaces.
However, as also stated in the literature, one of the main parameters that affect the performance of a solar panel is the cell temperature,
pointing out the need of cooling technics. In that direction and especially in building-integrated PV applications, the heat dissipating from the
PV panels can be utilized to improve the overall energy conversion of such BIPV applications. It is stated that PV panels could benefit from
cell temperature reduction and increase their electrical power by at least 3%, reaching an overall energy conversion efficiency of more than 40%.
This paper describes the operational performance results and the affected parameters of a 15 KWp grid-connected BIPV system applied
on the roof of the building that hosts the School of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering of NTUA at Zografou Campus in Athens, Greece
after a complete year of monitoring and based on IEC 61724 Standard. The evaluation of the results showed up to 20% reduction on electrical
performance ration due to temperature effect, which can be overcome by applying a hybrid photovoltaic-thermal (PV-T) solution, which can
result on an overall efficiencies of 70% or higher, depending on the conditions.
On this direction the technological solutions of H2020 PVadapt research project are presented in which a novel a Heat Mat / PV
module component will be developed, aiming to a PV output increase and longevity through maintaining operating temperature at 25°C. The
Heat Mat will be a system with dual function: firstly, when attached to the back panel of a photovoltaic module it will harvest the thermal
energy of the solar cells, leading to the reduction of PV temperature that will increase performance and length of life. This research will result in
maximizing the penetration of new BIPV/T and micro-CHP technologies leading to more efficient and low-cost holistic systems with shorter
payback periods.
INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, the energy consumption has been increased by approximately 58% (Enerdata, 2018). Both
residential and commercial sectors are responsible for the consumption of 40% of U.S. and Europe total energy.
Moreover, buildings are responsible for 36% of GHG emissions (E.C. 2016). For a more sustainable future, due to global
warming and the exhaustion of fossil resources, research is conducted in order to create energy production systems more
efficient and environmentally friendly (J. Twidell and T. Weir 2015). Today 55% of the world’s population lives in urban
areas, a proportion that is expected to increase to almost 70% by 2050 (Kiss et al. 2015).
It is more than obvious that a sustainable future cannot be achieved without transforming the urban environment
by applying powerful energy production technologies based on renewables. Currently, more that 18% of the global energy
consumption is delivered from renewable energy sources. To that end, modern BIPV and BIPV/T technologies consist
the core for urban sustainability. Photovoltaic solar thermal hybrid system considered as CHP systems since they produce
both electricity and heat from one energy source (solar) (Kolanowski 2011). A distributed generation using renewable
energy can be a solution in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to increase the supply security (Pepermans et
al. 2005).
One of the main challenges is the development of solutions able to induce reduction of total energy consumption
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and to achieve the greatest possible integration of renewable energy systems into the building envelope. The use of
renewable energy sources as part of the building envelope could potentially provide a promising solution, transforming
buildings from “energy consumers” to “energy producers”. For the PV technology in particular, the introduction of a PV
panel that is not just the mean for producing energy but also a building element with enhanced properties, can become a
smart, multifunctional and cost effective solution not only for new constructions but also for the retrofitting of old, even
traditional buildings.
In this aspect, The “Construct PV” FP7 European research project aspired to confront all the technical and
architectural barriers of PV technology with a holistic approach of Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV), by installing
PVs for energy harvesting in the opaque surfaces of a building. The developed PV module introduces modern wire
bonding and heterojunction technologies that lead to increase in active area and minimization of shading losses. As a
result, the new PV panels achieve a higher efficiency of up to 7% when comparing with conventional solar panels (Peppas
et al., 2017). For the evaluation of the new PV panel, a rooftop demo grid-connected BIPV system of 15 KWp has been
installed in the roof of the building that hosts the School of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering of NTUA at Zografou
Campus in Athens, Greece. The performance evaluation of the new PV modules has been done according to IEC 61724
Standard. Based on the results, it is more that evident that cell temperature significantly affects performance and the
overall conversion efficiency of PV panels. More specifically, during summer, the cell temperature reached a maximum
of 78oC leading to a performance degradation of up to 15% (Peppas et al., 2018).
Thus, PV cell cooling techniques will not only increase PV’s efficiency but also will exploit the thermal content that
is generated. On this direction, solar-thermal collectors can be combined with photovoltaic (PV) modules to produce
hybrid PV-thermal (PV-T) collectors. These can deliver both heat and electricity simultaneously from the same installed
area and at a higher overall efficiency compared to individual solar-thermal and PV panels installed separately. Hybrid
PV-T technology provides a particularly promising solution when roof space is limited or when heat and electricity are
required at the same time.
DESCRIPTION OF THE BIPV INSTALLATION AND THE MONITORING SYSTEM

The rooftop demo site is a grid-connected system, thus, the renewable energy generated by the solar panels is fed,
under proper conditions, to the local utility grid. A grid-connected BIPV system mainly consists of solar panels, inverters
and all the necessary grid connection equipment.
Developed panel technical specifications and electrical layout

In the installed BIPV system, the majority of solar panels are the “Construct PV” panels (Figure 1), which are
prototypes developed within the framework of the research program: glass-glass panels coupled with bituminous back
cover for waterproofing, having the ability to be used both as building and as roofing materials. Commercial thin-film
panels are used only in one area of the demo-site (Figure 2, Area 8) due to specific shape requirements of the architectural
design. Regarding the technical characteristics of the prototype photovoltaic panels, the new panels consist of
monocrystalline solar cells, with rated power of 48 Wp, open circuit voltage (Voc) of 6.5 V, short circuit current (Isc) of
9.39 A and rated efficiency of 12.3%.
The total dimensions of each “Construct PV”
panel are 950 mm (Length) x 420 mm (Width) x 10 mm
(Thickness), resulting in an active area of 884 mm
(Length) x 365 mm (Width). The panels developed can
be used as structural building components creating a
finishing top roof layer fulfilling water tightness
requirements. It has to be noted that the installation
procedure identified resulted in an ease and short-time
process from non high experienced personnel, leading to
Figure 1. The “Construct PV” module.
severe reduction of installation costs.
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As one of the main technological ConstructPV objectives was to simulate the majority of roof inclinations
throughout Europe as well as to demonstrate the effective combination between system’s performance and architectural
integration, Therefore, the inclinations and the configuration of the BIPV system have been chosen accordingly, taking
also into consideration technical aspects such as seismic and wind loads as well as legislative aspects such as national
guidelines and protocols.
The total nominal rating of the PV plant is 15 KWp and is comprised of 303 PV panels (298 new panels and 5
commercial thin-film photovoltaic shingles) with bituminous base, achieving an active area of almost 97.5 m2 as presented
in Figure 2.

Module type

Area 8

Area 7

Area 6

Area 5

Area 4

Area 3

Area 2

Area 1

Number of “Construct PV” panels

-

23

48

59

30

16

64

58

Number of commercial panels
Inclination (degrees)
Area power capacity (KW)

5
curved
0.34

13
1.1

16
2.3

19
2.83

25
1.44

22
0.77

25
3.1

30
2.8

Figure 2. NTUA BIPV system topology and positions of monitoring infrastructure.
Two types of commercial inverters are used in the installed BIPV system: The 1-phase SMA SB 2.5-1 VL-40 inverter for
the Areas 3 to 8 and the 3-phase inverter for Areas 1 and 2. The inverters convert the DC current to AC current and
provide the renewable energy production to the local utility grid through automatically synchronization to the voltage and
frequency of the utility grid.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The performance evaluation analysis of the demo BIPV system is performed in accordance to the International
Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power System (IEA PVPS) program and follows the guidelines of IEC standard 61724 for
the calculation of daily global irradiation, array/final/reference yields, array/system efficiencies, and performance ratio.
NTUA has identified all the necessary monitoring parameters and monitoring procedures to be applied for the
performance evaluation of the BIPV system according to the above standard (Table 1). These parameters include a
variety of data, ranging from meteorological – such as ambient temperature, irradiance, wind speed, etc. – up to electrical
and other BIPV-related data – such as module temperature, electrical characteristics, energy yield, etc. (Wittkopf et al.,
2012).
Table 1. Performance Evaluation Parameters according to IEC 61724

Parameter
Symbol
Array Yield (*)
YA
System Energy Yield (**)
YF
Reference Yield (***)
Yr
Performance Ratio of Array (****)
PRA
(*) YA: the daily array energy output EA (DC) per KW of installed PV array.
(**) YF: the daily net energy output EF (AC) per kW of installed PV array.
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(***)Yr: the ratio of total daily in-plane irradiance by the modules to the reference in-plane irradiance.
(****) PRA: the overall effect of losses on the array’s rated output due to array temperature, incomplete utilization of
the irradiation, and system component inefficiencies or failures and it is defined as the ratio of final yield to the
reference yield.
Four independent monitoring systems (weather station, pyranometers, thermocouples, inverters) were integrated in
a single intelligent online data analytic system designed and developed by NTUA. In total, more than 140 meteorological
and electrical measuring points are real-time synchronized and logged with 5-min time step. On this study, selective
periods within 2018 and 2019 are analyzed in order to evaluate the performance of the whole rooftop BIPV system.
Photovoltaic Array Performance (PR A)

Figure 3 illustrates the monthly variation of the array performance ratio in relation to the BIPV system’s different
inclinations. The overall performance ratio per month for the whole installation is about 0.80 indicating a high
performance and efficiency of the BIPV system. More specifically, Area 3, which also has the most suitable inclination
for Greece (CRES, 2009), reaches a maximum of 0.87 during January 2018, whereas the minimum value of 0.736 appears
during July 2018 for Area 2. As can be concluded, a BIPV system performs better during winter period rather than
summer period, indicating the fact the temperature is a major factor of system’s performance.

Figure 3. Monthly average PR of the different areas of the BIPV installation.
Effect of PV Cell Temperature

The important role of the operating temperature in relation to the electrical efficiency of a PV module found to be
a critical parameter that affects negatively the performance of the module. More specific the correlation of PRA and cell
temperature in Area 3 of the BIPV system for selected solar radiations 585 W/m2 and 916 W/m2 is presented in Figure
4. The optimum performance for cell temperature at 25oC (Fuentes et al., 2018) reached 0.95, when a minimum value of
0.80 at 70oC cell temperature was observed (maximum operating temperature measured was 79.6oC), which proves the
exploitation potential of Solar-thermal collectors.
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Figure 4. Effect of Cell Temperature.
The degradation rate of the demo rooftop BIPV installation is presented in Figure 5, which showed a mean 4%
decrease of the PRA values in all areas.

Figure 5. Degradation rate.
The overall energy flow of the Area 3 of the BIPV system in illustrated in Figure 6. presenting the electricity
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delivered in the AC side (81%) analyzing also the related losses within each production stage. The specific energy delivered
to the grid for the aforementioned period was 1108.5 KWh/KWp, leading to an average monthly specific energy yield of
158.3 KWh/KWp. It is worth mentioned that according to bibliography the monthly specific energy production in Attica
area is expected to be about 125 KWh/KWp (Protogeropoulos et al., 2010).

Figure 6. Energy flow of the BIPV system.
EXPLOITATION OF THERMAL ENERGY THROUGH PV-T SOLAR-COLLECTORS

As already presented, temperature can be considered as one of the major parameters that affect both the
performance and the reliability of a BIPV system. In this framework, the H2020 PVadapt European research program
will exploit a turn-key prefabricated and multifunctional BIPV system harvesting both thermal and electrical solar energy.
On the technology proposed a Heat Mat (HM) element will be attached to the back cover of the PV panel and will recover
the heat generated by the solar panels (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Multifunctional BIPV building block proposed by PVadapt project.
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There are four main pillars comprising the activities of this specific project. The first pillar is the delivery of a PV/T
component active energy component comprised of a sheet of flat heat pipes (Heat Mat-HM) in a PV module. The second
is the delivery of a prefabricated structural panel with multiple passive functions (thermal, resilience, stability,
waterproofing among others). The third is the delivery of a Smart Envelope System, achieving critical functions such as
load prediction and shifting and predictive maintenance. The fourth is producing an environmentally and financially viable
result.
However, combining functional building elements with solar energy technologies leads to the BIPV market comprising a
wide array of products with corresponding variations in price range. PVadapt project focuses on providing a costeffective, smart, sustainable BIPV, whereas the crucial factors leading to price reduction are related to:
i)
Prefabrication of BIPV components, which can reduce not only on-site work and waste, but also the costs of
the components, in conjunction with the selection of appropriate materials. Prefabrication will also lead to
substantially faster installation times for refurbishment, and even more so for new construction.
ii)
Modularity as a design philosophy, which can facilitate the work of architects and engineers and enable them to
meet and exceed the expectations of the end-user. A modular BIPV component is designed to be customizable
by design, to fit specific requirements without increasing costs. Likewise, a PV module can be similarly adapted
to specific applications, often at lower costs through the replacement of components such as glass with metal
foils.
iii)
Circularity, which can also be a driver to reduce costs. PV waste in Europe alone is expected to increase up to
33,000 tons in 2020, to about 133,000 tons in 2030 and to 9.5 million tons in 2050. Closing the loop in solar
energy life cycle would allow for repairing, reusing, refurbishing or recycling of components to produce new
installations, reducing the costs and averting of PV and Construction and Demolition Waste (CDW).
iv)
Smartness: Apart from improving energy efficiency and reducing energy costs, through smart-house systems
the consumer has a clear picture of the energy profile of his building and can adjust his behaviour accordingly.
It makes sense, that any innovation in BIPVs is coupled with smartness, benefiting the consumer on a micro
scale and society on a macro scale.
CONCLUSIONS

Studies predict cities will house over 80% of population by 2050, with global energy use in building doubling or
even tripling by then. Currently, cities account for over 70% of global energy used and 40-50% of worldwide GHG
emissions. It is thus difficult to envision a sustainable future without transforming the urban environment using powerful
renewable energy technologies. To that end, the utilization of BIPVs makes perfect sense in the urban environment.
Building integration of photovoltaics replaces traditional elements (windows, cladding, roofs or accessories) with a
functional component able to generate energy.
The data resulted by monitoring of a novel BIPV’s installed at the demo-site located at NTUA (Zografos Campus)
indicated the important role of the operating temperature in relation to the electrical efficiency of a PV module. Operating
temperature affects negatively the performance of the module; more precisely, 70oC cell temperature resulted in the
reduction of the system’s PRA by 20% compared to the optimum operating cell temperature of 25oC. It definitely proves
the exploitation potential of solar-thermal collectors and the importance of innovative BIPV that will be delivered by
PVadapt project. The BIPV system provided by PVadapt project represents an additional opportunity for increasing the
global presence of the European BIPV industry, on the condition that BIPV costs are significantly reduced, providing
high performance and reliability systems at prices below € 200/m2 in terms of building components, or below € 2/Wp in
the language of the energy industry. Furthermore, PVadapt BIPV is coupled with smartness, benefiting the consumer on
a micro scale and society on a macro scale.
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays there is an increasing need for energy savings in the building sector. Windows still constitute a weak point in the building envelope due
to thermal losses from the interior to the exterior as well as overheating of the interior due to excessive incident solar radiation. Two advanced
glazing types that are used in order to improve overall building energy performance are thermochromic (TC) and electrochromic (EC) windows.
Due to their ability to dynamically alter solar and visible light transmittance and reflectance according to the window’s temperature or an applied
voltage respectively, these glazing systems are able to reduce solar heat gains and consequently cooling loads when the environmental conditions
exceed those required for occupant thermal comfort.
The present study includes an energy and techno-economic analysis of a virtual six storey office building with a total floor area of 2604 m2 and an
external glazing area of 892 m2 in total. The application of EC and TC glazing systems with the simultaneous installation of an energy efficient
thermal system that consists of a heat pump combined with solar collectors leads to a significant reduction of the building’s total energy use. The
evaluation of the glazing and thermal systems is achieved through a dynamic energy simulation using software available on the market. The technoeconomic analysis is performed using the method of the Payback Period, while taking into account all the costs involved.
The results of the energy simulation showed that the application of the thermochromic and electrochromic windows improved the building’s energy
efficiency by reducing the total annual HVAC loads by 4% and 6% respectively. Regarding the building’s thermal systems, the combination of
the heat pump and the solar collectors led to a reduction of 86% in the total primary energy use.
INTRODUCTION

The energy saving issue is one of the most pressing problems that concern the global community. Many international
organisations predict that if current energy policies are continued, global energy use will be doubled by the year 2025 and
tripled by 2050 (compared to the results for the year 2003), with a constant raise in the second half of the century
(Christopoulou Stella, 2010). Therefore, and while taking into account the increasing environmental problems, various
energy saving methods are applied. A significant portion of these technics focus on the construction and operation of the
building sector since buildings are considered responsible for approximately 40% of the total energy use and 36% of the
total CO2 emissions in the EU (Sheila J. Hayter et al., 2011). The most effective way of reducing a building’s energy use is
through an energy efficient design of the building envelope and by upgrading or replacing its energy systems.
Windows constitute an integral element of the building envelope, as they offer natural light and ventilation, as well as a
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view to the building’s external environment. However, in terms of energy efficiency, windows are considered a weak part of
the building envelope, as approximately 60% of the total energy loss derives from conduction, convection and radiation
through the windows, leading to an increase in energy use for heating or cooling (Runqi Liang et al., 2018). Consequently,
there is a need for advanced glazing technologies that will exploit the elements of the external environment to an optimum
level, with the aim of improving living and thermal comfort conditions for the building’s occupants, such as smart windows.
Smart windows are able to dynamically control the amount of solar radiation transmitted through them. A smart
window can be manufactured from chromogenic materials, that have the ability of altering their optical properties in a
precise and reversible way in response to an external stimulus. The most interesting applications of chromogenic materials
in fenestration products are thermochromic and electrochromic windows.
Thermochromic (TC) windows are able to alter their solar and visible light transmittance and reflectance according to
the temperature of the thermochromic layer (Kaitlin Allen et al., 2017). When the temperature exceeds a critical value that is
characterized as the Transition Temperature (TT), a phase change and altering of the material’s crystalline structure takes
place, resulting to a change from a transparent to a translucent state. In its coloured state the window is able to scatter
incident solar radiation, especially in the Near Infrared Region (NIR) that is mainly responsible for heat transfer. As a result,
unwanted solar heat gains and overheating during the warmer days of the year are reduced. The most well-known
thermochromic material is vanadium dioxide (VO2), with a transition temperature of 68 oC (Manfredi Saeli et al., 2010). An
investigation of the performance of typical VO2 glazing applied in an office room showed 10.2-19.9% cumulative cooling
load reduction compared to standard clear glazing (Hong Ye et al., 2013). For applications in fenestration, a low value of
transition temperature that reduces solar heat gains, a high visible transmittance that is achieved through thin coatings and
an ability to regulate significantly NIR transmittance in their coloured state are considered to be the most desirable
properties for thermochromic materials. However, a low transition temperature is not always beneficial, as it can lead to the
colouring of the window during winter months and an increase in heating loads (Runqi Liang et al., 2018).
On the other hand, colouring of an electrochromic (EC) material occurs with the application of an external electric
field through oxidation (loss of electrons) and reduction (gain of electrons). With an electric potential difference of
approximately 3-5 Volts DC electrochromic windows can reversibly alter their visible and NIR transmittance, in order to
reduce the building’s cooling loads. An investigation of the energy performance of double EC windows compared to
commercial static double windows showed annual energy savings of 4% for Minneapolis, MN, 10% for Washington, D.C.,
and 20% for the city of Phoenix, AZ (Neil L. Sbar et al., 2012). In contrast to thermochromic glazing, electrochromic
windows can be automatically controlled through data selected from thermal and lighting sensors, according to lighting and
HVAC desired set points to optimize energy efficiency.
In recent years, many and significant efforts have been made to improve energy savings in the building sector and
ensure comfort conditions for the residents. This can be achieved by the installation of energy-efficient energy systems,
which requires excellent quality of the relevant equipment and its installation, as well as the related technical studies. An
interesting thermal system application is the combination of a heat pump with solar collectors, since this system can take
advantage of solar radiation without consuming electrical energy for the operation of the heat pump.
The present study aims to examine the energy savings that can be achieved in a virtual office building through the
application of advanced glazing types, such as thermochromic and electrochromic windows in comparison to conventional
glazing systems, as well as the primary energy savings that can be accomplished with the use of a solar-assisted heat pump
compared to a conventional oil boiler. A techno-economic analysis for the cases above is also included.
DESCRIPTION OF THE BUILDING

The examined virtual building is a non-residential six storey building (office building) with a usable floor area of 2604
while the roof area is 544 m2. The building possesses 223 windows, as well as a glass door on the southern façade, with
a window opening area of 892 m2 and a Gross Window to Wall Ratio (WWR) of 55%. The virtual building’s architecture
was based on the “Urban Glass House”, a modern glass building in New York. The building’s internal thermal loads and Um2 ,
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factors for the walls, ceilings, roofs and the floor were set according to the Greek Regulation for the Energy Efficiency of
Buildings (KENAK). The building is divided into five thermal zones in total according to their orientation. The building
model and distribution of thermal zones are shown in Figure 1. The U-values for the various surfaces of the building
envelope are shown in Table 1.

Figure 1 (a) The geometry of the building (b) The distribution of the thermal zones

Surfaces
External walls
Internal walls
Floor
Ceilings
Roofs

Table 1. The U-Factor Values of The Building Envelope Surfaces
U-factor [W/m2 K]
0.45
2.69
0.40
2.71
0.40

Description of the examined window systems

The performance of a double thermochromic and a double electrochromic window is calculated and compared to that
of a conventional double window. Center-of-glass thermal and optical properties for the simulated windows are described
in Table 2. Both the electrochromic and the thermochromic window are modelled with two possible states, a fully
bleached and a fully tinted one. The transition temperature for the thermochromic window is considered to be 28 oC.
Table 2. Center-Of-Glass Thermal and Optical Properties for The Simulated Windows
Window
U-factor [W/m2 K]
SHGC
τvis
Double clear
2.50
0.70
0.787
Double TC (clear state)
1.60
0.50
0.600
Double TC (tinted state)
1.60
0.10
0.300
Double EC (clear state)
1.63
0.47
0.621
Double EC (tinted state)
1.63
0.17
0.212
METHODOLOGY

The energy efficiency of the building was assessed based on the total annual energy needs for the building’s heating
and cooling systems. The application of the TC and EC glazing systems and their effects on the energy use were calculated
with software available on the market, which calculates the energy use of the building by solving the heat transfer equation,
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assuming one-dimensional heat flow through the walls.
Electrochromic glazing control method

The transition of an electrochromic window from its clear to its coloured state can be achieved through many
different control methods that rely on the occupants’ preferences, incident solar radiation, outdoor or indoor temperature,
lighting level, the building’s occupation schedule, time of the day or season. As approximately 12 min are needed for
transitioning to the coloured state and 8 min are needed for the reverse process, a high time constant must be used for the
windows’ control in order to avoid unwanted changes. The most suitable method for controlling electrochromic windows is
considered to be through incident solar radiation intensity (Paulo Tavares et al., 2016). In the present study, the critical
value of incident solar radiation that triggers the windows’ transition to their translucent state was set at 500 W/m2 in order
to achieve a balance between reducing cooling loads and ensuring visual comfort.
During the winter months the sun’s lower path across the sky can result to high values of incident solar radiation,
which can lead to an unwanted colouring of the electrochromic windows, thus decreasing the solar heat gains that can be
achieved and increasing the building’s heating needs. Therefore, in the case of the electrochromic windows, a schedule that
allows their transition to their tinted state only during the cooling period was created, in order to optimize their operation.
Daylighting control

Natural daylight has an important effect on a building’s energy use since it determines the necessary amount of
artificial lighting that is required in order to ensure visual comfort. In this model daylighting reference points were set in the
middle of each thermal zone, at a default elevation of 0.8 m from the floor in order to assess the natural daylight intensity
and regulate the levels of artificial lighting accordingly.
Energy systems control

For the energy simulation, in order to calculate the building’s annual heating and cooling needs, an ideal thermal and
cooling system were used. The HVAC systems are controlled through a thermostat and supply the necessary heating or
cooling energy in order to maintain the interior temperature to the desired set point. The temperature set point for the
HVAC systems was considered 20 oC for the winter period and 26 oC for the summer period. According to KENAK the
heating period for the building sector is considered to be from the 1st of November until the 15th of April and the cooling
period is between the 15th of May and 15th of September. According to the occupancy schedule used to model the building,
the HVAC systems were set to operate between 08:00 and 22:00.
The thermal system simulation

The current study examines two different cases for the building’s thermal needs: a thermal system with a conventional
oil boiler and a high efficiency thermal system with a solar-assisted heat pump. This comparative analysis is carried out in
order to choose the most appropriate thermal system to achieve minimum annual energy use. The thermal system
simulation is carried out using a weather file for the area of Philadelphia in Athens, with the assumption that the building
constitutes of one single thermal zone. Regarding the interior temperature control, the temperature of the building’s
thermal zone is controlled by a thermostat. When the temperature falls below 20 oC, the thermostat activates the thermal
system in order to maintain thermal comfort.
Oil boiler thermal system. The chosen oil boiler has a power of 55 kW. It operates with an efficiency of 80% and a
combustion efficiency of 100%. The heat losses during the system’s operation derive from unburnt combustion products,
transmitted radiation towards the external environment and the temperature and CO2 concentration of the exhaust gas.
Solar-assisted heat pump thermal system. In the solar collectors, water is heated with the help of solar radiation.
Subsequently, the heat from hot water exiting the solar collectors is transferred to the water of the storage tank through a
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heat exchanger. When the energy from the incident solar radiation on the collectors is not enough in order to raise the
water’s temperature in the storage tank to the necessary value for the operation of the fan coils, the air-water heat pump is
activated. The heat pump sends hot water to the tank, in order for it to be mixed with the colder water and to raise its
temperature to the set value.
The solar collectors, with a total area of 340 m2, are located on the building’s roof with an orientation towards the
South and a tilt angle of 43o. The characteristics of the solar collectors are described in Table 3. In addition, it is noted
that the storage tank capacity was chosen to be 3000 lt.

FRUL [W/
3.60

m2

K]

Table 3. The Characteristics of The Solar Collectors
FR(τα)n
FRUL/T [W/ m2 K2]
0.75
0.014

For the design of the solar system, the thermal efficiency of the system has to be calculated. This calculation was made
through the f-chart method, with the use of the following equations (I.F. Okafor and G. Akubue, 2012):
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The fraction f of the total heating load supplied by solar energy during the winter months is shown in Figure 2 as a
function of the total collector area.

Figure 2. The fraction of the total heating load supplied by solar energy during the winter months as a function of the total collector area

In order to achieve maximum heating energy supplied by the solar collectors, it was decided that the total solar
collector area should be 340 m2, as it is the maximum collector area that can be placed on the building’s roof without
shading problems due to the building itself or other solar collectors. The solar-assisted air-water heat pump has a thermal
power of 25 kW, an absorbed power of 7.1 kW and a COP value of 3.5.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The energy performance analysis is based on the comparison of energy needs for heating, cooling, and total HVAC
system thermal loads, as a sum of annual heating and cooling loads, between the reference case of a double window and the
cases of a double thermochromic and a double electrochromic window. The electrical energy used for artificial lighting in
each case is also taken into account.
Glazing systems simulation results

Annual heating loads. The annual heating loads for the three studied glazing systems are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Annual heating loads for the three different glazing types

According to the results of the energy simulation, the clear double windows outperform both the thermochromic and
the electrochromic windows in terms of annual heating loads. That is a result of the high SHGC value of 0.70 that
characterizes the clear double windows and leads to significant solar heat gains during the heating period, despite their also
higher U-factor. The electrochromic windows remain in their clear state throughout the heating period and therefore, their
higher by 2% heating needs are a result of their lower SHGC value. In the case of the thermochromic windows, a rise of
7% in heating loads compared to standard double windows is observed. This significant increase stems from the
combination of two factors: the thermochromic windows lower SHGC value compared to the clear double windows, as
well as their low transition temperature value of 28 oC. As a consequence, and because of the effect of the climatic
conditions in Greece, it was observed that the thermochromic layer temperature exceeded the transition value for a
significant number of hours, even during the winter months. This transition led to a further decrease in the SHGC and
reduced solar heat gains that were needed in order to ensure energy savings.
Annual cooling loads. During the cooling period, the results of the energy simulation, shown in Figure 4, were
significantly different.

Figure 4. Annual cooling loads for the three different glazing types
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According to the energy simulation, the lowest annual cooling loads (46.93 kWh/m2) were observed in the case of the
double thermochromic windows. This is a consequence of their lower U-factor and SHGC value compared to the standard
double windows. As a result, the application of the thermochromic windows leads to a 28% reduction in annual cooling
needs. In the case of the electrochromic windows the calculated reduction in cooling needs is 22%. The U-factor and
SHGC values for the electrochromic windows are quite similar to the ones for the thermochromic windows. Therefore, the
higher cooling needs in the case of the electrochromic windows are a result of the difference in the window control
strategies. The electrochromic windows change to their tinted state when the intensity of the incident solar radiation
surpasses 500 W/m2. In contrast, the thermochromic windows change to their tinted state when the temperature of the
thermochromic layer exceeds 28 oC, which is very common during the cooling period due to weather conditions in Athens.
As a result, the thermochromic windows remain in their tinted state for more hours daily and reduce to a greater extent
unwanted solar heat gain.
Total annual HVAC system loads. The total thermal loads for the HVAC systems are shown in Figure 5, as a
sum of the annual heating and cooling needs.

Figure 5. Total annual HVAC system loads for the three different glazing types

The results of the energy simulation indicate that the highest energy savings (by 6% compared to standard double
windows) concerning the total HVAC systems energy use are achieved in the case of the electrochromic glazing systems. In
the case of the thermochromic glazing systems a reduction of 4% in energy use is noticed. The application of
electrochromic windows results to a small increase in heating loads, but simultaneously leads to a significant reduction in
cooling needs, thus achieving the best annual performance. In contrast, even though the thermochromic windows lead to a
greater reduction in cooling loads, the benefits are countered by the increase in heating needs, since heating needs are
significantly higher than cooling needs for the particular building.
Artificial lighting loads. Since daylighting control is used in order to adjust the building’s artificial lighting needs to
the available natural lighting level it is also important to study the effects of the different glazing types on the lights
electricity consumption. The results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Annual artificial lighting electricity consumption for the three different glazing types
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As expected, both types of switchable glazing cause an increase in artificial lighting needs, since the glazing’s visible
transmittance is significantly reduced with the transition from the clear to their tinted state. Also, according to the values
presented in Table 2, even when all the windows are in their clear state, the clear double windows have a higher value of
visible transmittance in comparison to the other two glazing types. Thermochromic glazing leads to an increase by 8% in
annual lights electricity consumption, since the windows remain in their tinted state for many hours throughout the year,
even during the winter period. In the case of the electrochromic windows, since it is possible to hinder their colouring
during the heating period, the annual lighting loads are only increased by 4%.
Economic results. In order to select the appropriate glazing type, the energy performance and the initial cost of each
glazing system must be taken into account. The economic analysis showed that the thermochromic windows are
depreciated faster compared to the electrochromic ones. The results are shown in Table 4.

Glazing Type
Double clear
Double TC
Double EC

Table 4. Glazing systems economic results
Initial Cost [€]
Annual Savings [€]
35680
142720
2372
267600
3878

Payback Period [years]
60.2
69

The use of thermochromic or electrochromic windows will improve visual comfort conditions, while there will not be
a need for additional shading devices. Also, since this technology is relevantly new, an important reduction in its cost is
expected in the following years. Since these parameters were not considered during the economic analysis, the initial cost
and payback period values for both glazing types are relatively high.
Thermal system simulation results

Energy analysis results. In order to compare the simulation results, the annual energy uses were converted to
primary energy uses. The conversion coefficients for heating oil and electrical energy are 1.10 and 2.90 respectively. It is
noted that the simulation was carried out for the case of the double electrochromic windows, as it was discovered through
the energy simulation that they had the best annual performance in comparison to the other two glazing systems.

Figure 7. (a) Monthly primary energy use for the oil boiler and solar-assisted heat pump thermal systems (b) Annual primary energy use for
the oil boiler and solar-assisted heat pump thermal systems

According to the results for the two thermal systems shown in Figure 7, it is observed that with the installation of
the solar-assisted heat pump there is an 86% reduction in the annual primary energy use in comparison with the case of the
oil boiler. Consequently, when taking into account the energy efficiency of the two systems, the most appropriate option is
the solar-assisted air-water heat pump.
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Economic results. A techno-economic analysis of the application of the two different thermal systems in the
building was also carried out. Table 5 shows the initial cost and the annual operation cost for each of the two thermal
systems. The initial cost for both systems includes all the costs involved for the installation of the thermal systems,
including the cost for the fan coil units, the pumps etc. The annual savings and payback period for the installation of the
solar-assisted heat pump in comparison to the oil boiler system were also calculated.

Thermal
System
Oil boiler
Solar-assisted
heat pump

Table 5. Thermal systems economic results
Annual Operation
Annual
and
Initial Cost [€]
Savings
Maintenance
[€]
Cost [€]
33700
49269
-

46900

2084

47185

Payback
Period
[years]
0.99

The techno-economic analysis for the two different thermal systems showed that the initial cost for the solar-assisted
heat pump is higher compared to the case of the oil boiler. However, when comparing the two systems it is noted that in
the case of the heat pump there are sufficient annual savings of 47185 €, while the payback period is less than a year.
Consequently, the use of the solar-assisted heat pump is also beneficial on an economic level.
CONCLUSIONS

The present study carried out a comparison between three glazing options: conventional double glazing, double
thermochromic and double electrochromic glazing. In terms of total annual energy use by the building’s HVAC systems it
was discovered that the electrochromic glazing had the best performance and led to a 6% reduction of the annual thermal
loads. However, the economic analysis showed that the thermochromic windows are depreciated faster compared to the
electrochromic ones. Both types of switchable glazing resulted to an increase in annual heating needs due to their lower
SHGC value and in the case of the thermochromic windows also due to their low transition temperature that led to a
transition to their darker state even during the winter period. In the case of cooling loads, there was a 28% reduction with
the application of the thermochromic windows and a 22% reduction with the electrochromic windows. Lastly, electricity
consumption due to artificial lighting was also affected by the applied glazing systems. It was found that thermochromic
windows increased the need for artificial lighting by 8% in comparison to the double clear windows due to their transition
to their tinted state for many hours throughout the year. In contrast, because of the ability to block the operation of the
electrochromic windows during the winter months, the increase in annual lighting loads was 4% compared to the
conventional double windows.
The simulation of the thermal systems for the case of the double electrochromic glazing showed a large reduction (of
86%) in primary energy use due to the substitution of the oil boiler with a solar-assisted heat pump. In addition, the technoeconomic analysis showed that significant annual savings (of 47185 €) can be achieved with the use of the heat pump, while
the initial cost is depreciated in less than a year. Overall, it can be concluded that the use of the solar-assisted heat pump
leads to a significant improvement of the building’s energy performance and therefore, it should be preferred.
In future studies it would be interesting to simulate the same office building in different climates and latitudes in order
to map and compare its energy performance under different conditions.
NOMENCLATURE

f
X, Y

=
=

fraction of total heating load supplied by solar energy
dimensionless variables
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AC
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FR
Δτ
Ta
Tref
Ls
HT
N
(τα)
(τα)n

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

collector overall energy loss coefficient (W/m2 oC)
total solar collector area (m2)
collector heat exchanger efficiency factor
collector heat removal factor
total number of seconds in month
monthly average ambient temperature (oC)
empirical reference temperature (100 oC)
monthly total heating load for space heating (J)
monthly average daily radiation incident on collectors (J/m2)
number of days in the month
monthly average transmittance-absorptance product
normal transmittance-absorptance product
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ABSTRACT

As the world energy production shifts towards Renewable Energy Sources (RES), sophisticated control
algorithms are required in order to efficiently extract, store, and consume power from RES. Addressing the
difficulties that the intermittency of these sources is introducing to energy systems, can have a significant effect on
reducing the cost of operation for RES energy systems and transform them from supplementary to base line
solutions. When it comes to energy storage in the form of heat a proposed solution is Phase Change Materials
(PCMs). To study the operation of RES systems, a variety of test rigs are proposed but their drawback is that the
experiments are dependent on the environmental conditions in the testing area. Therefore, testing platforms that
emulate the environmental conditions can prove useful as they enable the researchers to test scenarios regardless of
the actual environmental conditions during tests. In this work a control algorithm for the efficient charging of PCM
energy storage tanks by Solar Collectors (SCs) is validated. The controller runs in real time, reads temperature in
various points of the system and controls the flow rate of the heat transfer fluid in order to achieve maximum power
extraction from the solar collectors. The solar collectors are emulated using a mathematical model and a real-time
emulation platform. The created model runs in real time and its output controls a mixing valve connected to a buffer
tank, to emulate various operating conditions of the solar collectors. The same control algorithm is used again to
charge the PCM tanks with the use of the solar collector emulation platform. By using this method, the operation of
SCs under various conditions was emulated and the effect in the charging of the PCM tanks was studied. If the
emulator platform proves to be able to closely emulate the SCs, it can be used to test the charging of PCM tanks,
without actual solar collectors installed, thus the tests will not depend on actual environmental conditions (solar
irradiance and temperature).
INTRODUCTION

PCM materials are gaining increased attention for solar thermal applications in general while latent heat storage
for domestic hot water production is the most widely used application for PCMs (Chandraki, 2017 ; Koukou, 2018).
Qiu et al reviewed the advantages and drawbacks of using PCMs for heat storage (Qiu, 2019). Furthermore, they
have attributed the issue of decreased discharging efficiency of latent thermal energy storage tanks to the property
of high thermal resistance that most PCM materials exhibit. To solve that problem researchers have investigated
various enhancement methods which are also analyzed in their work.
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Different control strategies can be employed for the efficient storage of solar heating energy. Flow control is
the most widely used method with two alternatives: on-off control and proportional flow control. Araujo et al created
a model for the study of both control strategies (Araujo, 2019) . They came up with results proving that on-off
control is more efficient for solar collectors with small effective area. On the contrary for solar collectors larger than
about 2m2 the proportional flow control strategy is more efficient as it increases solar fraction. The main function
of a control system for solar thermal application beyond adjusting the flow rate of the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF),
is to protect the system from overheating. More specifically, latent thermal storage tanks suffer from overheating
because PCMs degrade if heated beyond their fully charged limit. Furthermore, because PCMs self-ignite in relatively
low temperatures (some have self-ignition temperature rating as low as 100oC) the importance of overheating
prevention is significant (Bland, 2015). Elias et al have implemented a hybrid predictive algorithm for overheating
prevention of solar collectors (Elias, 2018). Their application is targeting solar thermal plants but their control
approach can be used for small solar collectors, too.
Because of the importance of control systems in solar heat storage applications and the additional control
requirements that latent heat storage platforms introduce, controller for solar thermal applications became
increasingly more complex. To study the behavior of these controllers, test rigs are needed. Peter et al have developed
a such testing rig that interfaces the control signals directly and by generating the appropriate signals, a number of
testing conditions are produced (Peter, 2018). Then the output decisions of the controller under evaluation are
measured and thus the behavior of the controller can be studied without the need of actual solar collector setup. In
TESSe2b project (TESSe2b webpage) a solution targeting residential buildings has been developed that incorporates
Thermal Energy Storage (TES) technology. The developed technology is based on solar collectors and highly
efficient heat pumps as well as on thermal energy storage tanks for heating (HTES), cooling (CTES) and domestic
hot water (DHW) production. It comprises solar thermal collectors, geothermal heat pump with vertical Borehole
Heat Exchangers, the TESSe2b TES tanks with immersed heat exchangers and additional components as circulating
pumps, control valves and the necessary sensors for control and monitoring. In this work results from the testing of
the control system algorithms for charging and discharging of the HTES PCM tank (Koukou, 2019) at laboratory
level are presented and discussed. A similar approach as the one above is used in this work but instead of interfacing
the control signals directly, a solar emulator is implemented which produces the same HTF conditions (temperature
difference) that an actual solar collector would exhibit under the same environmental conditions (solar irradiance
and ambient temperature).
EXPERIMENTAL RIG AND PROCEDURE

For the evaluation of the control algorithm a simple test case is considered, shown in Figure 1. Solar energy
from an array of flat plate solar collectors is to be stored in a PCM storage tank at low storage temperatures. The
stored energy is then directly supplied from the PCM tank to the heating end device that can be for example lowtemperature fan-coil units or underfloor heating. The charging and discharging of the PCM storage tank is regulated
by automatic controllers in order to efficiently store and use the solar energy at various conditions of solar availability
and heat demand. The HTF is circulated through the PCM tank with the aid of a controllable variable speed
circulation pump. In the real system to be implemented in the TESSe2b project (TESSe2b webpage), multiple PCM
tanks will be installed depending on the heating demand of the house and a geothermal heat pump will operate in
parallel in order to provide heating when solar energy is not available.

Figure 1 Solar collector – PCM tank test case
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There is also the option to store geothermal energy in the PCM tanks using the heat pump during a cheap electricity
tariff and avoiding use of the heat pump during the expensive electricity tariff. The properties of the developed PCM
tank are presented in Table 1.
Table 1: PCM HTES tank information

Heat exchanger dimensions
Heat exchanger hydraulic
connections
Inner plastic tank dimensions
Outer metal tank dimensions
Insulation - density
Heat storage medium
A44 PCM volume
PCM melting point
PCM freezing point
Density (liquid phase)
Density (solid phase)
Specific heat (liquid phase)
Specific heat (solid phase)

238.1x950x600mm (Width-W, Length-L, Height-H)
Charging: 12 circuits in parallel 6m long each
Discharging: 12 circuits in parallel 6m long each
300x1220x840mm (W, L, H) 10mm thickness
480x1400x1020mm (W, L, H) 1mm thickness
Expanded polyurethane 80mm thickness, 40kg/m³
A44 paraffin type phase change material
260lt (liquid phase)
317K
318.5K
0.754x103 kg/m3
0.912x103 kg/m3
1.8 kJ/kg K
2.4 kJ/kg K

For the discharging of the PCM tank, a variable speed circulator pump is also used to directly supply the
load heating end devices. A mixing valve can be used at the output of the PCM tank to lower the flow temperature
to the load if necessary. A number of temperature probes has been installed to measure the temperature of the HTF
and the PCM inside the tank. The mass flow rate of the two circuits is measured with the flow meters installed and
the solar radiation is measured by a weather station installed near the solar collectors. The type of sensors and
actuators used as well as their position are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Sensors and actuators used on the testing rig

Sensor name
RTD1
RTD2
RTD3
RTD4
RTD5
RTD6
RTD7
RTD8
VFR_S
VFR_L
Psolar
Pload
AV1

Type

Device type

Range

Position on the rig

Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature
Flow meter
Flow meter
Circulator

Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Pt1000 / Class A / 4-wire
Turbine
Turbine
Variable-speed / controlled
by external PWM signal
Variable-speed / controlled
by external PWM signal
3-way control valve with
controllable actuator

[0-150] oC
[0-150] oC
[0-150] oC
[0-100] oC
[0-100] oC
[0-100] oC
[0-100] oC
[0-100] oC
[0-2] m3/hr
[0-4] m3/hr
-

Solar collector outlet
PCM tank charging inlet
PCM tank charging outlet
PCM tank discharging inlet
PCM tank discharging outlet
Load inlet
PCM tank (PCM) temperature
PCM tank (PCM) temperature
Charging loop
Discharging loop
Charging loop

-

Discharging loop

0-100%
35sec

Solar collector emulation
system

Circulator
VALVE
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AV2

VALVE

3-way control valve with
controllable actuator

0-100%
35sec

Discharging loop

Using this setup, a set of charging and discharging experiments have been performed. For those experiments
the control algorithm has been used to control the flow rate of the HTF in the charging loop (by adjusting the
controllable circulator pump) so as to achieve maximum power extraction from the solar collectors. The control
algorithm used is a digital proportional-integral controller with anti-windup element. The controller uses the solar
collector outlet water temperature and PCM temperature as inputs and it generates the signal that controls the
Circulation Pump (CP) speed in order to achieve temperature differential between the Solar collectors and PCM tank
equal to the set-point. The set-point depends on the design characteristics of the solar collector and PCM tank and
for this work, the value used, is considered as input parameter and not further studied. The controller is implemented
in Matlab-Simulink® on a real-time dSpace MicroLabBox platform on which the analogue inputs from the sensors
are read and output signal for circulator pump is generated as pulsed-modulated signal (PWM). The transfer function
of the controller is:
𝑒 = ∆𝑇 ∗ − (𝑇 − 𝑇 ) (1)
( )
( )

=

∙

(2)

where: controller input, y: controller output, ∆T*: temperature difference reference, TSC: solar collector temperature,
T PCM: PCM tank temperature, Kp: controller proportional gain, Ki: controller integral gain, s: s transform variable.
The block diagram of the controller in Simulink is presented on Figure 2. A simple user interface has been built in
dSpace MicroLabBox in which all critical data for the experiments are shown in real time. Also, the user is able to
directly control the output signals and change the set-points in real time. The user interface is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2 Block diagram of the solar charging controller

Figure 3 User interface
REAL-TIME EMULATION OF SOLAR COLLECTORS
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In a real system, the HTF temperature at the outlet of a solar collector is not constant because a solar
collector is a constant power source dependent on solar irradiation. More specifically, for a given type of solar
collectors, the outlet temperature depends on the following variables (Koukou,2019): solar radiation, ambient air
temperature, inlet temperature of the solar collectors (≈ outlet temperature of HTES), flow rate in the solar loop.
For the needs of the setup, a mathematical model of a solar collector was implemented in real-time on the
dSpace® platform in order to dynamically calculate the outlet collector temperature during the experiments,
depending on the above variables and typical parameters for flat-plate solar collectors with the same properties with
those used in the experiments with real collectors. The calculated outlet collector temperature was given as a
reference to a custom temperature controller designed for the analog mixing valve AV1. This temperature controller
was developed in order to accurately control the temperature RTD2 at the inlet of the HTES that is the emulated
outlet collector temperature, by dynamically varying the position of the valve to mix the outlet and return (inlet) of
the buffer tank. Using this technique, the outlet of the mixing valve has the same temperature as calculated for the
outlet of a solar collector and thus the buffer tank and mixing valve pair, emulate the behavior of a solar collector.
3.1

Solar collector model

The mathematical model of the solar collector that was implemented in real-time is presented here. The
thermal power output of the solar collector can be defined as the product of its conversion efficiency and intensity
of solar irradiance.
𝑄̇ = 𝑛 ∗ 𝐸 ∗ 𝐴 (3)
Where: nK: Collector efficiency, QKN: Output thermal power of collector (W), E: Solar irradiance intensity (W⁄m2),
AK: Collector area (m2).
Depending on the type of solar collector and performance, the efficiency curve of a solar collector can be
determined using three parameters provided by the solar collector manufacturer and the temperature difference
between collector and ambient air (EN 12975-2 ):
) (

∗(

)

(4)
𝑛 = 𝑛 −
Where: n0: Zero-loss collector efficiency, α1: Basic heat loss coefficient (W/m2K), θK: Mean collector temperature
(K), θu: Ambient air temperature (K)
Thermal power of the solar collector is transferred to the HTF when circulation is active. The transferred
power can be determined by the following equation:
) (
)
∗(
𝑄̇ = 𝑛 −
∗ 𝐸 ∗ 𝐴 = 𝑚̇ ∗ 𝐶 ∗ (𝜃 − 𝜃 ) (5)
Where: θKO: Collector outlet temperature (K), θKI: Collector inlet temperature (K), m : HTF mass flow rate (kg⁄s),

Cp: heat capacity of HTF (J/kg K)
The mean collector temperature (θΚ) can be calculated as the mean of the outlet and inlet temperature:
∓

(6)
𝜃 =
Using the above equations, the outlet collector temperature can be calculated as a function of solar radiation,
inlet collector temperature, flow rate and ambient air temperature. Typical performance parameters for different
types of solar collectors are provided in Table 3. In the following tests the parameters for flat-plate, single glazing,
selective absorbers were used for the real-time model with a total collector area of 25m2. These parameters
correspond to the solar collector system that will be installed in one of TESSe2b demo sites (TESSe2b webpage).
The modified hydraulic circuit with and the model solar collector emulation platform can be seen in Figures 4 & 5.
Table 3 Typical performance parameters of various solar collector types (EN 12975-2)

Solar collector type

Zero loss collector
efficiency,

Basic heat loss coefficient
α1 (W/m2K)

Unglazed absorber
Flat-plate, single-glazing, non-selective absorber
Flat-plate, single-glazing, selective absorber

0.91
0.86
0.81

12.0
6.1
3.8
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Flat-plate, double-glazing, selective absorber
Vacuum tube

0.73
0.80

1.7
1.1

Figure 4 Modified hydraulic circuit with the emulation platform

Figure 5 Block diagram of the solar emulation algorithm in Simulink®
3.2 Experimental results of the real-time emulation of a solar collector model

Experiments were carried out on the test rig in order to test the performance of the solar collector emulation
system. Typical results are shown in Figure 6. This experiment is used for the evaluation of the charging controller.
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Figure 6 Real time emulation platform experimental results
For that, the PCM tank starts partially charged (mean PCM temperature of 42oC). At the start of the
experiment a low constant flow is applied by the circulating pump and the controller for the AV2 mixing valve is
inactive. During this time the temperature RTD2 does not follow the emulated collector output temperature
calculated by the collector model. At time 0.2 hours, the controller for the AV2 mixing valve is activated. After a
brief transient, the temperature RTD2 follows the reference value of the collector outlet temperature with a very
good accuracy. The valve position is dynamically adjusted by the controller to always follow the emulated collector
outlet temperature that is dependent on the solar radiation, flow rate, collector inlet temperature and ambient air
temperature. It must be noted that the flow rate in the solar loop does not depend on the position of the mixing
valve because the pressure drop characteristic of the hydraulic loop with fully-open (hot buffer tank connected) and
fully-closed (hot buffer tank by-passed) AV1 valve is very similar. Therefore, the flow rate depends only on the state
of the circulating pump that is regulated by the PCM tank charge controller.

CHARGING TEST WITH EMULATED SOLAR COLLECTORS
Charging control strategies with the solar collectors include constant flow charging with on-off regulation of
the flow rate and variable-flow charging which is the strategy used here. The results of the variable-flow charging
tests are presented in the following section. Figure 7 shows the emulated solar radiation, the emulated collector outlet
temperature, the measured inlet temperature of the HTES, the heat transfer rate with which the HTES is charged
and the PCM temperatures measured inside HTES heat exchanger. Figure 8 shows the PCM temperatures measured
with thermocouples at different locations inside the HTES. Figure 9 shows the reference and measured charging
temperature and the charging flow rate.
The charging is started if the PCM temperature is below the maximum shut-off temperature for the respective
HTES and if the collector outlet temperature is above the measured PCM temperature by a certain ΔΤ. In that case,
the shut-off temperature for the A44 HTES was selected at 52 °C. The flow rate is continuously varied by the charge
controller between a minimum value and a maximum value. The minimum flow used in the experiments was 4 l/min
and the maximum flow rate was 20 l/min. The charge controller varies the flow rate in order to maintain the collector
outlet at a certain temperature reference. This reference can be a constant value or calculated by other parameters.
In the presented test the reference temperature was defined as the measured PCM temperature plus a constant ΔΤ.
In other words, the controller varies the flow rate in order to keep the temperature difference between the collector
outlet and the PCM constant. A single Pt1000 RTD sensor for the PCM temperature was used by the controller,
RTD8 that was placed near the ‘load’-side of the HTES and provides a good indication that most of the PCM has
melted in the case of charging with solar collectors. A better indication of the PCM temperature can be seen in Figure
8. In this the values of several temperature sensors immersed in different positions in the PCM tank is are shown.
The optimal location of the PCM sensor(s) to accurately measure the average PCM temperature is yet to be defined.
The reference temperature RTD8REF is shown in Figure 7. At the beginning of the test the reference temperature
is set with a ΔΤ of 2 °C above the measured temperature RTD8. A proportional-integral controller is used to
minimize the difference between solar collector outlet and the reference temperature by continuously adapting the
flow rate. With this strategy, solar energy can be used to charge the HTES even at very low levels of solar radiation
that is important during cloudy days with low direct solar radiation. The charging starts with minimum flow rate
when the solar radiation is about 200 W/m2. The flow rate is continuously increased up to about 15 lit/min at time
0.6 Hours when the solar radiation reaches 340 W/m2 as shown in Figure 7. At this point the heat transfer rate
between the ‘solar collector’ and the HTES is about 5 kW. Shortly after 0.6 Hours the ΔΤ is manually increased from
2 °C to 6 °C in order to observe the response of the controller. This relatively large difference between the reference
and the measured RTD2 temperature is quickly compensated by the controller by automatically reducing the flow
until the solar collector outlet temperature increases towards the reference temperature. As the solar radiation
continuous to increase the flow rate is increased by the controller until the maximum flow rate of 20 l/min is reached.
After this point the reference temperature cannot be followed and the collector outlet temperature varies relatively
proportional to the solar radiation. The charging is automatically stopped when the PCM temperature reaches the
shut-off temperature of 52 °C.
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Figure 7 Charging test experimental results

Figure 8 PCM temperature inside the HTES tank

Figure 9 Charging temperatures (top) & HTF mass
flow rate (bottom)
The third graph of Figure 7 also shows the heat transfer rate delivered to the PCM tank by the solar collectors.
The heat transfer rate depends on the solar radiation and the circulator pump speed set by the controller. The
temperature of the PCM is slowly increasing as it absorbs heat. The temperature sensor immersed in the PCM for
the charging, shows higher temperature than the sensor immersed at the other side of the tank but this is due to bad
thermal conductivity of the PCM. To solve this problem, a number of temperature elements can be immersed in the
tank in a grid pattern and the average temperature of all sensors can be used as the mean PCM temperature (as
shown in Figure 8). When the temperature of the PCM reaches the shut-off value, the charging procedure
automatically stops. The PCM tank has reached full capacity and the controller completely stops the circulation
pump. The temperature at the outlet of the solar collectors, quickly climbs at this point because heat is no longer
absorbed by the PCM tank.
DISCHARGING AND SIMULTANEOUS CHARGING AND DISCHARGING TESTS

Further experiments were conducted to test the performance of the TESSe2b control system during
discharging as well as during simultaneous charging and discharging of the HTES PCM tank. The control objective
during discharging is to provide a constant temperature at the inlet of the load that is close to the nominal inlet
temperature of the terminal heating unit. This reference temperature must be kept constant irrespective of the heating
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load and thus irrespective of the total flow rate required by the heating load. Furthermore, the temperature must be
maintained as far as possible close to the reference value during significant variations in the PCM temperature inside
the HTES that can be a result of either charging or discharging actions. The results of the tests are provided in Figure
10 and Figure 11, in which the inlet temperature of the load is controlled by dynamically varying the opening of the
three-way analog mixing valve shown as AV2.

Figure 10 Experimental results for PCM tank
discharging.

Figure 11 Experimental results for PCM tank
discharging.

The reference temperature used in the tests was 40 °C that is a typical nominal inlet temperature for lowtemperature fan coils. The average flow rate in the load loop was about 8.33 l/min. Only at the beginning of the
charging procedure, for a brief period of 2 minutes during which the valve opening is below 30% a higher flow rate
of 10.8 l/min is observed due to the lower pressure drop in the piping when the HTES is by-passed. The inlet
temperature to the HTES varies between 26 °C and 30 °C due to the characteristic of the buffer tank-equipped with
a water chiller that was used to simulate the heating load. At the beginning of the charging procedure, the inlet
temperature of the load (RTD6 in Figure 10) is quickly increased from 26 °C to 40 °C within 5 minutes and it is kept
relatively constant near this value during the largest part of the discharging cycle. The heat transfer rate between the
HTES and the load varies between 8.5 kW at the initial phase of discharging down to 4.8 kW at the end of the
discharging. The outlet temperature of the HTES (RTD5 in in Figure 10) is 45 °C at the start of the discharging and
it gradually decreases. At time 0.2 Hours an extreme charging disturbance is manually introduced at the solar circuit
that reaches a peak of 38 kW (peak inlet temperature 69 °C and peak flow 25 l/min), in order to observe the response
of the discharging controller. Since the charging power is much larger than the discharging power the outlet
temperature of the HTES increases to 47.6 °C. During the charging disturbance some small oscillations in the load
inlet temperature are observed but the average temperature is successfully maintained at the reference temperature.
The oscillations can be due to the flow rate variation during the adjustment of the mixing valve position or due to
suboptimal settings of the discharging controller. Nevertheless, these oscillations are not significant and do not affect
the performance of the system. After the charging disturbance is stopped, the oscillations are removed and the
discharging continues at a relatively constant heat transfer rate of 6 kW. After about 1 Hour the mixing valve is fully
open and the load inlet temperature decrease below 40 °C due to the decrease in the PCM temperature. During the
whole duration of the test the total thermal energy transferred from the HTES to the load was 9.8 kWh and the total
thermal energy transferred from the emulated solar collector to the HTES was 4.8 kWh.
In Figure 11, the temperature at various positions inside the PCM tank is shown. The tank does not discharge
uniformly. This is due to high thermal resistance of the PCM material and the effect of local solidification near the
heat exchanger fins which further affects the heat transfer rate. Again, the significance of finding the optimal spot
for the installation of temperature sensor(s) in the tank is great for the estimation of the average PCM temperature
and therefore the state of charge of the tank.
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CONCLUSIONS

The control system algorithms for charging and discharging of a HTES PCM tank were tested under laboratory
conditions.
 The results validated the correct functionality of the control equipment and the fast and stable performance of
the control algorithms with real-time emulation of solar collectors and heating load.
 The emulation platform can successfully emulate the behavior of a real solar collector and thus can be used for
the testing of various charging algorithms for solar collectors without the need to install real solar collectors at
the testing location.
 Furthermore, because tests involving solar collectors depend on the solar irradiance on the test area and at the
time when the test take place, an emulation platform solves that problem by enabling the researcher to simulate
the irradiance conditions that they want to test.
 The system build is inexpensive because it only requires a buffer tank with heating elements installed and a
controllable mixing valve. The emulation algorithm is fairly simple and can be supported by a wide number of
platforms on the market.
The control algorithms will be developed further for the whole system and they will be optimized for the different
operating modes and scenarios (e.g. multiple HTES, DHWTES charging/discharging, charging with HP) before
they are tested under real operating conditions in the TESSe2b demo sites.
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ABSTRACT

Architectural designers are currently depending on a multitude of elaborate computational tools in order to explore, manipulate and
visualize the geometric form and the subsequent daylight properties of their building projects. However, if architecture can be perceived as the
manipulation of geometric form in direct relation to human activities and events that take place inside it, then it is evident that such design
parameters are not sufficiently represented in the currently available modeling software. Would it be possible to introduce the human activity
element in the aforementioned computational tools in a way that informs the design process and improves the daylight performance of the final
building product?
This research attempts to answer this question by introducing a new experimental design tool that enables the creation of parametric human
activity envelopes within three-dimensional digital models. The novel approach is that this tool enables the parametric interaction of these
components with the daylight levels of the actual building geometry and generates novel visual and data representations of how these lighting
conditions affect the intended human activity clusters in the designed spaces. Instead of evaluating typical 2D daylight performance diagrams of
empty spaces, the objective is to offer dynamic, animated, data-driven visualizations of how this daylight performance will affect the experience of
the human users of each space. Moreover, instead of getting this feedback from a building physics consultant at a later stage in the design process
(Schematic Design or even later), the proposed tool provides architects with the opportunity to acquire human activity-based daylight performance
diagrams from the earlier stages of the design timeline (Conceptual Design or earlier). Therefore, they are allowed to adjust and optimize their
design decisions accordingly in a more effective and efficient manner.
The ultimate goal is to improve the decision-making process of architects as well as their clients by enabling them to evaluate and iterate
their designs based not only on the building’s static daylight performance but also on the dynamic human spatial events that take place inside it. A
prototype implementation demonstrates the tool’s practical application through three design examples.
INTRODUCTION

Supported by widespread technological progress, computational design and lighting analysis tools have been gradually
becoming commonplace among architectural design practitioners. These tools have managed to analyze and visualize
algorithmic interpretations of important lighting design parameters in an efficient and productive manner. As a result,
extremely accurate digital geometric models are being utilized as the centerpieces of every stage of architectural design
development.
Nevertheless, as a human cognitive process that targets the improvement of physical space, architectural design is
inherently dependent on how the users of the space are moving, interacting and perceiving the designed space. This human
presence and interaction is usually absent within the 3D modeling software, where the actual design decisions usually take
place. The goal of the proposed tool is to take advantage of the increased computational resources that are currently
available and to offer an enhanced and flexible 3D representation of human activity data that could be integrated into
popular modeling software. By adding another layer of information into the digital 3D environment, the assumption is that
the designer’s point of view will be augmented and that novel ways of visualizing and understanding daylight performance
will emerge.
COMPUTATIONAL PRECEDENTS
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The first instance of computational analysis tools that were loosely related with human activity can be traced to
practical implementations of the theoretical ideas of Christopher Alexander and Bill Hillier. Alexander’s efforts had limited
success due to insufficient technical resources while Bill Hillier’s team was more successful in creating computer
applications (Axman, Spatialist) based on the space syntax theory. These tools have been quite popular among urban
planners and designers as they provide data analysis and simulation of road or path networks. More recently, various other
applications (Legion SpaceWorks) promise reliable simulation of human movements in urban contexts or in emergency
evacuation scenarios. All these software, albeit incredibly useful while evaluating urban design proposals, are focusing on
pedestrian traffic and are treating the users as human agents that move from point A to point B. What is missing from such
evaluations is the experiential quality of designed spaces: how the users of the space are moving, interacting and perceiving
the designed space and its daylight conditions.
THE NEW TOOL

In order to visualize the experiential aspect of architectural spaces the proposed tool relies on another visual language
that is suitable for representing human activities in space: the cinematic language. This language, largely built for narrative
films with characters in space, controls attributes such as framing, camera movement, sound effects as well as film editing,
and has been developed by various film-makers throughout the past century. The goal of the new tool is to take advantage
of the increased computational resources that are currently available and to introduce cinematic visual principles in order to
offer novel, human-centered visualizations of urban design proposals.
Modeling

This paper introduces a new type of digital tool that augments the existing three-dimensional digital modeling
software by implementing a mechanism for visualizing the human activity and events that might take place inside the
designed spaces. To facilitate its process, the software introduces a new parametric component that can be described as a
transparent, volumetric human activity envelope. This component is called Event Platform (Figure 1) and its goal is to
define interior spaces where people engage in certain static functional activities (living room, kitchen, dining area, etc.). The
designer can position these platforms within the digital 3D model and control them through a diverse set of parameters
(size, type of events, number of avatars, mobility of avatars between platforms, etc.). By utilizing established techniques
from other digital fields (character animation), the proposed tool enables the designer to create simple avatar sequences
with minimal hassle through the assistance of pre-established motion capture libraries.

Figure 1. Part of the user interface of the plugin within 3DS Max (left) and Event Platforms after the creation of the various events
(right).
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At the same time, the Event Platforms are not isolated entities but are able to be parametrically connected with each
other and with the actual geometric elements of the 3D model. By assigning connections between certain platforms, the
designer can establish how the human users can move between the platforms. Therefore, the passageways from each space
to the neighboring ones can be positioned in a parametric manner. At the same time, the architect can adjust the intended
opacity of individual borders of each platform to control the optical relationships among the different Event Platforms as
well as their visual connections with the environmental context.
Visualization

In order to adequately encapsulate the complexity of events and human activities in space, the proposed tool utilizes
the positioning of the avatars of the Event Platforms and creates various digital cameras around them by adhering to
established cinematic conventions. After creating a large number of cameras, a representative sample of the best shots is
algorithmically compiled into an animation matrix that shows up to 25 different frames. This human activity animation
matrix constitutes a new visualization mechanism that offers a fresh representational perspective during the design process
(Figure 2). At the same time, this animation matrix can display daylight performance values on top of the normal video
feed.

Figure 2. Animation matrix showing 9 cameras following the avatars in the urban fabric.

In addition to the animation feedback, the tool is capable of analyzing the frames of all the point-of-view cameras and
extracting useful data out of them. Apart from the visual imagery that they provide, the viewpoints of the avatars can
provide additional information that could be translated into useful diagrams (Figure 3). The digital tool can currently
monitor data about daylight experience (which daylight levels are visible to each avatar based on his movements within the
space), the contextual environment (how much environment is visible to each avatar), other avatars (how many of the other
avatars are visible to each avatar) and average spaciousness (the average distance of the first obstacle in front of every
avatar).
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Figure 3. A typical data diagram.

CONCLUSION

The design experimentation has demonstrated that the proposed plugin could have a quite positive impact during the
architectural design decision-making process. By operating both at the more abstract scale of functional areas and at the
more experiential scale of moving avatars, the Event Platforms manage to integrate human activity data into the 3D
geometric model. This additional information layer can prove beneficial both for modeling and for visualizing architectural
design projects. Although this tool is not strictly focused on daylight performance, its potential benefits within this field is
promising. The objective is to offer dynamic, animated, data-driven visualizations of how it will affect the experience of the
human users of each space.
As a modeling aid, the plug-in is able to quickly generate different Event Platform configurations. Most importantly,
the software encourages the designer to establish bidirectional connections between the Event Platforms and the
parameters of the physical elements. This results in an enhanced digital model that enables a much more comprehensive
understanding of its spatial relationships while constantly maintaining interactive flexibility.
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At the visualization level, the avatar-based cinematic animation matrix and the data diagrams demonstrate novel
representational features that are missing from existing visualization techniques. The experiential quality of the multiple
cinematic camera views as well as the quantitative data diagrams of the avatars’ positioning and point-of-view are not only
contributing to the augmented understanding of the human-enhanced model but are also suitable for the effortless
generation of presentation material for each project. Therefore, although this tool is originally intended to be used during
design development, an architectural designer may opt to use it strictly as a visualization tool after the design is concluded.
As it pertains to daylight performace, instead of getting this feedback from a building physics consultant at a later
stage in the design process (Schematic Design or even later), the proposed tool provides architects with the opportunity to
acquire human activity-based daylight performance diagrams from the earlier stages of the design timeline (Conceptual
Design or earlier). Therefore, they are allowed to adjust and optimize their design decisions accordingly in a more effective
and efficient manner.
The future development of the tool targets two areas of improvement. A certain potential point of emphasis is the
integration of VR export capabilities for the human activity animation matrix. Moreover, the data categories that are
depicted in the diagrams can be expanded to include more complex information about the human activities that take place
within the platforms.
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Notably, renovation of the existing building stock (where a significant fraction in the European Union (EU) is over 50 years old) offers a
huge potential towards successfully meeting the energy savings (80% reduction in primary energy consumption) and emissions reduction targets (8095% below 1990 levels) set with view to 2050, being also the only truly sustainable solution (with regards to the building sector) for the
realization of EU’s policy objectives. The realization of such ambitious targets requires a significant acceleration and growth of the EU renovation
market, at higher rates; through a radical shift of the Architecture, Engineering and Construction industry (AEC) away from traditional
practices and through its digital transformation by adaptation of Information Technology (IT) solutions and implementation of Building
Information Modelling (BIM). BIM is presently used by the AEC industry, mainly for new buildings, but several barriers need still to be
overcome for enhancing BIM implementation in renovation processes. Utilising BIM (properly extended and enriched) can offer large benefits to the
AEC renovation sector mainly by reducing critical mistakes, omissions and improving collaboration between stakeholders resulting in higher
quality outcomes with less costs and greater speed.
Within this context, we introduce an innovative BIM-based framework for efficient renovation in buildings comprising of tools supporting the
AEC actors and building’s stakeholders (owners and occupants). The developed platform will empower semantic interoperability among its own
tools, as well as with third-party Information and Communication Technology (ICT) tools; enabling seamless BIM creation and information
exchange among the AEC community in an effort to boost the rapid adoption of BIM in renovating of the existing EU building stock, resulting
in economical and quicker refurbishments achieved through efficient flow of information, decreased intervention working time, while improving
building performances, quality and comfort conditions for occupants. Along with this innovative data management framework, a set of tools
towards rapidly reconstructing semantically rich digital models of existing buildings, integrating data in order to perform advanced evaluations of
design options for renovations, incorporating energy consumption and occupants comfort data preferences in energy management tools is presented on
the way to provide added value energy services during the renovation and operational phase of the buildings. The overall framework is to be tested
in three demo sites and the initial activities are also reported in this paper.
INTRODUCTION

Following the global target of governments to tackle climate change, the EU has set the goal to achieve an 80%
reduction goal in primary energy consumption by 2050 (European Climate Foundation, 2010). A sustainable and powerful
way to achieve these goals, including also the target to reduce the European greenhouse gas emissions by 80-95% below
1990 levels by 2050, is by improving the energy efficiency of the built environment. Towards this direction, EU has set at
the top of its agenda the decarbonization of energy use in the European building stock, presently being the most significant
consumer of energy (within the EU), collectively accounting for 40% of the total consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions.
Renovation of the existing building stock offers a huge potential to reduce energy consumption towards successfully
meeting the energy savings and emissions reduction targets. As such, EU defined a set of measures forming the appropriate
conditions for long-term improvements in the energy performance of its building stock; such as the Energy Performance of
Building Directive, the Energy Efficiency Directive (EED) and the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) (SWD (2016) 24).
Supplementing this action, the Zero Energy Building (ZEB) and nearly Zero Energy Building (nZEB) targets, further
support and provide the means for an accurate implementation among the European Member States. In order to achieve
these ambitious targets, a scale-up of the EU renovation market is required at rates of over 3% (over the whole EU building
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stock) in contrast to the current annual rate of approximately 1%. Identifying this need, the Architecture, Engineering and
Construction (AEC) industry is currently being transformed by adopting IT solutions and utilising semantically enriched
digital models based on the implementation of BIM along the building’s lifecycle. Even though this digital transformation is
widely adopted by AEC stakeholders for new builds; this is not the case for the renovation industry. The AEC industry has
still several barriers to overcome for enhancing BIM implementation in the renovation industry, mainly due to the complex
nature of utilising BIM to digitally transform existing buildings (which is a time-consuming and costly process) and
seamlessly integrate semantic data that goes beyond geometric information, in order to perform advanced evaluations of
design options for renovations. Further barriers to be tacked are identified in BIM as a domain, which if properly addressed
can increase the productivity of all stakeholders involved in a building’s lifecycle. These barriers include time-consuming
collection of digital data (visible and hidden building elements), provision of digital access to the involved stakeholders,
automation issues, connectivity/collaboration among users and interoperability of data deriving from different sources and
among the various legacy systems used by the AEC operators.
To address these problems, we introduce a holistic BIM-based management framework, which, through its central
repository of information, namely the Common Data Environment (CDE), will provide methods and different connected
tools for overcoming obstacles encountered during the different stages of renovation processes (from field survey, initiation
and design to construction and management); developing guidelines for BIM implementation and providing an efficient and
user-friendly operational platform, taking into account end users’ needs and requirements. The overall architecture and
associated tools/services of the proposed framework is presented in the following section. In Section 3, the detailed internal
architecture and definition of the semantic BIM platform is presented, while, in Section 4 we present the evaluation
methodology for the proposed framework, preliminary demonstration activities performed in the pilot site along with the
end-user engagement to ensure a co-creation process for the whole design, development and demonstration period. Finally,
the last section presents the main conclusions and the steps for the future work.
A BIM-BASED MANAGEMENT PLATFORM AND THE ASSOCIATED SERVICES

To improve the renovation processes, it is a prerequisite to provide a holistic data management framework to all the
involved stakeholders in order to allow their communication and collaboration along the whole renovation process, from
field survey, initiation and design to construction. Towards this direction we introduce a Building Data Based Modelling
and Sharing Framework supporting the renovation industry incorporating a complete BIM-based management system along
with the energy related services and tools that will facilitate the renovation stakeholders to collaborate and interoperable
communicate, resulting in time savings while also improving building performances, quality and building occupants
comfort.
Overall, this integrated BIM management system consist of a variety of applications ensuring timely and uninterrupted
realisation of standardised renovation processes and smooth collaboration between the different stakeholders in a costefficient and timesaving manner It is thus supporting the renovation of the existing building stock by providing key
enablers in the most critical steps of the process, throughout a building’s lifecycle. Moreover, it enhances current BIMbased approaches ensuring seamless collaboration, interoperable communication and efficient data exchange among all
actors involved in the renovation industry. The proposed framework and the respective architecture contain three high level
functional layers which are further broken down to: (i) the Common Data Environment (CDE) used to store the data,
forming the core of the proposed BIM Management system, (ii) the CDE Services Interoperability layer supporting
exchange of data to different authoring applications related to the renovation/operation process and (iii) the CDE
Exchange Layer Services utilised to connect the Semantic Web to give access to the users about all necessary application
framework for file sharing, data repository, visualization, analysis and reporting. In Figure 1, the high-level overview is
presented, while the details of the main components of the proposed architecture are further analysed.
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Figure 1

The Linked Building Data Modelling and Sharing framework (BIM4EEB DoA, 2018)

At the heart of the system and in order to address the interoperability objective, the proposed framework will be
supported for semantic information search and retrieval by the centerpiece of the proposed BIM-Management system,
namely the Common Data Environment (CDE). The CDE will be acting as the core engine within the BIM management
system; it relies on semantic interoperability and will be used to link data generated at the building level, as well as create
relationships from other data repositories. The data will derive from internal and external sources (Regulations, Costs,
Climate, Life-cycle Assessment, open Data Repositories) and will be gathered from Internet of Things (IoT) data-stream
coming from sensors and environment and finally from GIS data as schematic representation, location, spatial reference,
including also urban regulations and city planning data. The CDE’s ultimate goal is to understand, correlate the semantics
of the various domain specific data models through ontological linking/mapping techniques and deliver bespoke, ondemand data models for end-user applications by instantiating & populating data models/formats with requested
information by means of semantic search and reasoning capabilities. For example, the BIM-assisted Energy refurbishment
assessment tool (described below) may require information about the specifications of a HVAC system, the size &
characteristics of the building where it is installed, the local climatic conditions and the system usage patterns in order to
incorporate it in the building’s energy refurbishment assessment. All this information elements will reside in separate
models, distributed across the legacy systems of various construction stakeholders. The CDE will be able to instantiate and
populate the data model by reasoning, using linked data structures and ontologies in order to find all this information about
the building under investigation. The details of this semantically enhanced modeling framework are presented in the
following section, providing more details about the linked data principles adopted in the framework.
On top of the core data management layer, the CDE Exchange Layer Services is provided to connect the Semantic Web
to give access to the users all necessary application framework spanning from file sharing, data repository, visualization,
analysis and reporting. Therefore, this is the generic layer for developers but mainly for data analysts to provide users with
web access to the CDE to apply innovative analytics and get quick insights about each building performance incorporating
in the analysis the different building dynamics, to share and visualize files and to implement frameworks and interfaces for
other services and applications that could be implemented during the building renovation phase and later on.
In the same way, the CDE Services Interoperability layer will be implemented to give life to the already developed
applications, acting that way as the real time interface and API layer to support the different business objectives in the
building environment. Associated with the role of this component, we highlight the different services and tools delivered to
enable the demonstration of the holistic platform. The main tools and services to be provided by the proposed platform
are:
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➢ Digital tool for fast mapping of buildings covering geometrical data and materials
This is a fundamental step of the renovation process, thus a userfriendly digital tool is developed to combine laser scanning with
Augmented Reality (AR) technology, designed to both speed up the
mapping process by accurate modelling of the main building elements
and to visualize the building (along with any hidden elements), aiding
the quality assurance processes. This tool will combine different
monitoring techniques for identification of the buildings geometric lay
out, installations and materials. Utilizing this tool during building
processes will ensure quality by visualizing and checking if the building
takes form as per the approved design. The tool will be connected to Figure 2 Example of Augmented reality view
the BIM model, both to upload information and retract updates when used to visualize. Therefore, this tool is act as the
data generator for the CDE and subsequently for the different business applications/services to follow.
➢ BIM-assisted Energy refurbishment assessment tool
Through the proposed framework a decision support software tool will be developed as part of the BIM management
system to evaluate various energy refurbishment scenarios during the renovation design selection phase. The tool will assist
in collecting the required input information from the sources according to the national requirements and processing it for
evaluating the renovation scenarios in a simulation software. This software will enable utilisation of extended and accurate
models for the simulation and analysis of the different aspects of building performance (e.g. acoustics, occupancy, comfort),
enabling more accurate assessment results, closer to the post-renovation performance assessment of buildings. In addition,
it will provide the means for evaluating alternative renovation scenarios, not only in terms of materials but also with regards
to the design and sizing of technical systems (such as HVAC), mainly to address energy behaviour profiles and users’
comfort preferences. The high -level architecture of the proposed BIM -assisted Energy refurbishment assessment tool is
presented in Figure 3.
➢ Human machine interface tool
One of the main innovations of the
proposed framework is the development and
integration of Occupants’ Context-Aware
Behaviour Modelling and Interfaces for BiDirectional Information, so as to address
occupant profiling and occupant’s behaviour as
a fundamental factor for the optimization of
energy performance of buildings. As such it
will enable more accurate predictions at the
renovation design phase, closer to the actual
performance achieved at the post-renovation
stage. The core part of the occupant profiling
tool will monitor and learn transparently the
operational and other occupant behavioural Figure 3 Schematic architecture of the refurbishment scenario tool
patterns (user preferences). Furthermore, the occupant profiling itself will transparently align the knowledge regarding
building operational patterns to the occupants considering the building’s use and will use this information in order to
predict basic operations. The Occupant Profiling Tool, will properly manage and train the Occupant comfort models and
utilize information streams from sensors/actuators, along with information provided through the interaction with the users
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in order to define dynamic and context-aware occupants’ profiles to be further exploited for simulation (and even more
control optimization) purposes, properly balancing energy performance with comfort and indoor quality requirements. The
Occupant Profiling Tool will be complemented with Ambient User Interfaces for the building occupants that will allow
individual occupants to continuously provide relevant information regarding preferences, daily schedules and control
patterns.
➢ Fast-tracking tool for renovation operations
The fast-tracking tool for renovation operations will provide 24/7 situational awareness of the statuses of the
renovation activities providing unprecedented transparency of the renovation process. By introducing additional scheduling
and procedural planning tools in the overall collaboration and communication framework between renovation stakeholders,
it offers advanced flexibility and adaptation to alternative renovation scenarios, ensuring time-efficiency. Hence, this will
allow scheduling of the site activities with shorter lead times thus, reducing the total construction duration, while it will be
possible to immediately take control of possible deviations in implementation. The reliable progress data will be available
also to the clients and building occupants with right timed guidance and safety instructions. In addition, a logbook module
will be applied to facilitate decision-making and asset management; enabling continuous updating of BIM-related
information and recording of as-built information and documentation, based also on inputs and feedback received by onsite workers and/or building owners and inhabitants.
The proposed BIM management system is composed by specific software and tools able to adapt to the complexity of
the construction process with specific reference to renovation activities, also dealing with energy performances. It consists
of a set of Application Programming Interface (API) and Services specifically developed to provide complete and
interoperable access to the data. It will be realised as a web platform and it will be used by all AEC stakeholders to connect
their tools and applications used and developed during a renovation project. It is evident that the potential for the
development of different building related applications on top of a centrally placed semantically enhanced data management
layer is high. Indicatively, we have presented four representative applications to complement the core part of the proposed
framework; applications to be thoroughly applied and tested in the demonstration environment defined for the platform.
A SEMANTICALLY ENHANCED BUILDING LINKED DATA FRAMEWORK

From the architecture definition, it is clear that the CDE layer consist of the heart of the BIM management system.
The CDE will act as the common repo to share BIM and GIS models, linked data and IoT streaming data from sensors and
will serve data to Tools, Applications and Services. Users have access to data with a rich set of functionalities as reporting
systems, viewers, data sharing and analysis tools. Hence, the CDE is defined as the data management system with data
repository, services, applications and interoperability capabilities to serve all activities performed from all involved AEC
stakeholders.
In order to deliver this complex functionality, the CDE utilizes a graph data model based on Resource Description
Framework (RDF)/Web Ontology Language (OWL) Metadata, with the developed ontologies to support the relationships
between data stored and linked in the CDE. The CDE handle the BIM models (2D/3D Models, Point Clouds, and
Analysis Models) and their representation as Linked Data. Moreover, extensions to address other building dynamics, e.g.
IoT data, occupants behaviour profiles, building acoustics, building energy systems are incorporated in the analysis,
harmonizing and orchestrating existing ontologies in the construction domain, while investigating intermodel and interontology relationships to address concepts that are currently absent from building-relevant ontologies (e.g. occupants’
comfort, occupancy, energy performance, workflow, process management etc..). Relationships and data are also structured
to manage the Level of Detail (LOD) in order to support different data analysis for the different renovation processes.
As a fundamental point of the platform, the Linked Data shared within the CDE will be managed developing high
levels of security and authorization features, versioning and high level of document management capabilities. BIM
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Authoring applications will access the CDE with a set of application services for interoperability that will be used to upload
data directly from application. The high-level overview of the CDE layer of the platform is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4

The Common Data Environment layer of BIM Management System (BIM4EEB DoA, 2018)

Some details about the different data layers defined in the figure are presented
•

BIM Models: Building information models which can be exported in the standard Industry Foundation Classes
(IFC) format from all major BIM tools, the ontology version of which is called ifcOWL. IFC has been successful
standard: it is supported by all major BIM tools and it has been adopted broadly in the BIM domain. It is already
pretty stable, being in development for over 20 years. It stands as the BIM Base ontology for the proposed
framework

•

Linked data: aiming to address aspects not fully covered from BIM models. As a first version, we aim to properly
configure and refine relevant ontologies referring to occupants’ behaviours and comfort, energy performance of
systems and components, and acoustics. Also, a workflow ontology for renovation processes, covering tasks,
subtasks, task precedencies, task object relations (to both information objects and physical objects defined in BIM
models), location breakdowns, reusable resources, and status events is required

•

IoT Data streams: referring to data coming from sensors deployment. Sensor model is a description of sensor
system including metadata about units of measurement, warning and alarm limits, linking to BIM models, and
positions of sensors. The interfaces to be used in addition of the sensor model to provide access both to real-time
values or streams, and sensor histories over time. Thus, some flexibility needs to be maintained in order to support
this extended functionality. This would favor the adoption of the Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (SSN) as the
basis of ontology work in this specific field of interest.

•

GIS Data: as the mathematical construction for representing geographic objects or surfaces as data. GIS data
model should not describe the content, properties and data structures but also the rules and relations between the
entities of the data model. In the field of linked GIS Data, the large-scale adoption of Linked Data (has started in
2006 and a number of the largest spatial datasets, like LinkedGeoData, already contain spatial information. A
considerable number of users and organizations contribute and work with structured geospatial data on the web.
The idea of large-scale collaborative spatial data management is one of the biggest challenges in the area of
intelligent information management: the exploitation of the Web as a platform for geospatial data integration as
well as for searching and querying for geographic information.
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We presented above, the basic principles for the different data models that will set the framework for the Common Data
Environment defined in the proposed solution. As a next step of the work is the extension of the existing work and
further harmonization of the different models towards setting the common data framework of BIM management platform.
EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK & END-USER ENGAGEMENT

Following the definition of the various layers of the proposed architecture and the detailed analysis of the common
data environment, the extended evaluation of this integrated BIM-Management system and associated tools will be
performed in three demonstration sites in Italy, Poland and Finland (see Figure 5). All of the selected pilot sites are
representative of the application target, including both social houses with fragile inhabitants and residential apartments;
constituting also typical examples of buildings in Northern, South and Central Europe; as such the proposed framework
will be evaluated under different construction technologies, processes and methods, as well as, different climatic, socioeconomic, cultural and behavioural contexts. In addition, the renovation activities performed in these pilot sites will be
compared to traditional renovation processes on buildings located in the surrounding areas which will be used as baseline,
allowing a direct comparison of the renovation duration and cost.
The Italian pilot site is located in Monza and is selected for its size and age, as a representative example of the
residential public housing in Italy. It is an 8-storey building, with 65 apartments, with a central heating and no previous
renovations or energy refurbishments. Tools for fast mapping and for fast tracking of the on-site activities will be applied
and different kind of sensors will be installed in the selected building, in order to tackle the energy consumptions, the
conditions of Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) and the comfort conditions of inhabitants. By applying the tool for HVAC-Design,
Operation and Efficiency Management, not only the decision-making process will be enhanced in the design stage, but also
the evaluation of as-built performances and their comparison with predicted one will be carried out. Eventually, an active
participation of inhabitants will validate the tools developed for monitoring the construction activities and the way buildings
are operated (e.g. through feedbacks on comfort conditions). The Polish pilot site is a residential building located in the
center of the Chorzow (near Katowice) Town, in the Silesian Region. The building was realised in 1902 and has 5 floors
with 1330 m2, with 12 apartments and 3 commercial areas. The Polish building will be used to provide building and user’s
profiles specification for the CDE interface development and validation. The building will demonstrate the application of
the BIM management system, together with the fast mapping tool and the sensors monitoring for the HVAC design,
operation and efficiency management tool. The Finnish pilot site is located in city of Tampere consisting of two 5-storey
residential buildings built in 1998. The buildings are owned by a private company owned by local municipalities such as City
of Tampere, City of Turku and other municipalities. The site includes 52 apartments with a total volume of 12700 m3, a
reinforced concrete technology for structures and district heating system. The pilot presents the most common building
type in Finland that proves a good replicability potential. The Finnish pilot site has been selected in order to control energy
consumption, indoor climate in existing residential building; perform economic evaluation; demonstrate simplified
information collection from existing residential building and use that information as input for BIM models. In addition a
BIM-based energy analysis for residential renovation projects will be demonstrated by combining BIM with ERP system to
provide BIM models that can be updated along the whole lifecycle of the building; additional demonstration activities
include the combination of specified Building Automation equipment with BIM models to enable close to real time indoor
climate and energy monitoring.
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Figure 5 Demonstration sites: (a) Italian pilot site (Monza), (b) Polish pilot site (Chorzow), (c) Finnish pilot site (Tampere)
Overall, activities to be performed in the preselected pilot sites, account for the installation and demonstration of
smart equipment and sensors, comparison of the renovation duration and cost with similar renovation interventions in
other buildings (used as baseline) located in the demonstration areas, validation of the technical solution and then full
evaluation period of the proposed framework. At all this pilot design and demonstration process, a User-Driven innovation
approach will be established. Within the proposed framework, end-users and main beneficiaries (AEC sector
representatives, building owners/residents, construction companies, contractors/workers, etc.) are collectively placed at the
center of all research, innovation, demonstration and communication activities performed, which adopts a user-driven
innovation approach towards addressing emerging end-user and market needs, critical for the successful framework
implementation. This user-driven innovation approach aims to involve renovation professionals, as well as buildings
residents and owners throughout all stages of the project lifecycle, as key enablers of the proposed innovation process,
towards encouraging active and collaborative contributions in the development of a BIM-based ICT system to accelerate
energy efficiency renovations across Europe. Agile ICT implementation methodologies in conjunction with continuous
validation and verification processes will be incorporated in the overall User-Driven Innovation Approach to manage crossfunctional teams and ensure the establishment of an effective BIM Management system using innovative, cross-disciplinary
integrated ICT solutions.
As part of this cocreation process, the end stakeholders have been participated in the requirements elicitation effort;
to get information directly from the proposed end-users of the system. Within this context, preliminary engagement
activities were performed among the pilot site stakeholders (i.e. building owners and inhabitants) in order to extract their
need and requirements. The extraction of the requirements was based on a “hybrid” engagement approach; driven by the
feedback received from online questionnaires circulated in the pilot sites of Italy, Poland and Finland, along with
engagement of the pilot site representatives in semi-structured interviews.

Figure 6

A user centric engagement methodology

A non-exhausting list of end-user’s requirements were extracted incorporating also some technical constrains. In
addition to the end user requirements, regulatory and legal barriers imposed in the different pilot sites were examined to
define the framework requirements by engaging the pilot site’s stakeholders in the semi-structured interviews. Therefore, a
holistic and user-oriented design and development concept is defined to ensure the delivery of applications and services that
best fit to end users’ needs and expectations.
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CONCLUSIONS

The major factors hampering productivity and causing significant cost and time overruns in renovation processes of
buildings are poor planning, lack of automation, insufficient communication, inadequate risk management and
unsophisticated supply chain practices. In this paper we address these factors by presenting a holistic BIM-based framework
providing advantages from an improved information management along building processes through the adoption of BIMbased approaches and tools in order to overcome barriers of traditional renovation processes, while addressing different
AEC stakeholders, as well as building’s end users (i.e. owners and inhabitants) needs and requirements. Along with the
presentation of the proposed framework and the associated toolkit, the architecture of the main system is presented,
The next steps of this work consist the evaluation of the proposed framework in three different European pilot sites
over a long period, followed by appropriate optimizations.
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ABSTRACT

The fossil fuel depletion along with the growing concerns on the environmental impact of conventional systems for residential heating and
cooling has turned attention towards renewable driven alternatives. Solar photovoltaic (PV) driven systems offer a viable solution, being in fact the
most competitive -both from energetic as well as economic viewpoint- amongst the solar driven systems for cooling/heating applications. This study
conducted year round simulations, with an hourly step, to evaluate the techno-economic performance of a coupled photovoltaic (PV)-vapor
compression cooling/heating system (VCC) on residential scale; weather data for a single city per European country from NREL’s database was
used. A reference 80 m² residential building was considered on all cases in order to focus on the direct effects of the system’s performance in
correspondence with the meteorological data of each location. As reference heating system was considered a 95% efficiency natural gas fired boiler,
while for the cooling case, single split air conditioning units were considered, with a seasonal COP of 3.28. The savings of the proposed PV-VCC
system were derived from the savings of the natural gas and the electricity of the reference systems, based on the national prices per case. The results
of the analysis showed that the system achieves its highest economic performance in the southern regions, thanks to the high solar availability
throughout the year, with a minimum payback period of less than 4 years reported for Portugal, considering a 19.9 m² gross PV area,
corresponding to a 3.3 kWp. The implementation of solar utilization technologies, on the other hand, results in very low exergy efficiencies leading
to overall system’s efficiencies in the range of 1-5%.
INTRODUCTION

Owing to the growing concerns over the environmental impact of the fossil fuel usage, both scientific community as
well as industry have averted their attention towards greener solutions for power and heat production. Among the key
conventional consumers is the building sector. In fact, in Europe energy consumption in buildings accounts for 33% of the
total CO₂ emissions (Eurostat 2016). Largest share in the buildings’ energy consumption is used for heating reasons, with
an average value of 64.7 % of the total energy consumption within the EU (Eurostat 2016). With respect to the
aforementioned statistics, the introduction of renewable driven systems to substitute conventional heating and cooling
residential systems can play a significant role towards the achievement of EU targets for 2030.
In this context, the high availability of solar energy, in particular for southern European countries, and the
concurrence between the solar intensity and the peak building thermal demands makes solar cooling and heating systems as
the dominant candidate for the target of sustainable, near to zero energy buildings (Karellas et al. 2018).
Solar cooling/heating systems can be divided in two main categories: (i) the solar thermally driven cooling/heating
systems, using solar thermal collectors to drive a sorption heat pump, and (ii) the solar electric cooling/heating systems,
using PVs to drive a conventional electric heat pump. Both technologies have been investigated thoroughly in literature
(Bermejo et al. 2010, Calise et al. 2016, Khan et al. 2018). However, in terms of real-time applications, solar electric
cooling/heating systems have a dominant role, thanks to the technological maturity of the involved components and hence
the lower overall costs (Eicker et al. 2014, Hartmann et al. 2011). In fact, a study conducted in China showed that the
primary energy savings of a solar thermal cooling system are comparable with the respective solar electric one; however, the
payback period for the PV driven system was in the range of 6-7 years, while it was exceeding 20 years for the respective
solar thermally driven system (Zheng 2018).
Infante Ferreira and Kim (2014) conducted a techno-economic evaluation of different solar cooling systems for utility
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and residential buildings located in central Spain and The Netherlands. The results indicated that the best solar thermal
solution for residential applications was a double-effect absorption chiller driven by concentrating solar collectors; however,
this solution was more than 1.5 times more expensive than the PV driven alternative, on both regions. Bilgili (2011)
evaluated the potential of a PV driven conventional chiller for application on a 30 m² residential building in Adana, Turkey.
By measuring the hourly average cooling loads on sample days during the cooling season, the peak compressor loads were
specified. An optimization procedure was followed in accordance to the aforementioned load measurements to estimate the
PV surface requirements. The results indicated that for an average cooling load of 4.98 kW and an evaporation temperature
of 10 °C, the required PV area was equal to 18.7 m².
Opoku et al. (2018) evaluated the performance of a hybrid solar PV-grid powered air-conditioner used to cover the
cooling loads of a 30 m² office located at Kumasi, Ghana. With a total PV capacity of 1040 Wp, the average monthly power
production was ranging between 88-125 kWh. Considering the specific costs of the PV panels to be approximately 0.951.02 USD/Wp, the annual savings were estimated to be 3300 USD, when the air conditioning unit was solely driven by the
PVs, while the respective value for a 50-50 PV - grid share was decreased to 1600 USD.
This study investigated the performance of a PV driven reversible heat pump for a number of European cities using a
80 m² reference building. Both the PV and heat pump are considering performance data from commercial models. The
performance indicators used in this study included the energy savings, the exergetic efficiency and the payback period of the
proposed system with respect to the annual expenses related to the operation of conventional heating and cooling systems.
MATHEMATICAL MODELING

In order to evaluate the potential of the proposed system on a common basis, a reference building was considered on
all locations. The total floor area of the reference building was equal to 80 m². The thermal properties of the building
envelope were considered according to EN ISO 6946 (International Organisation for Standards 2007). The heat transfer
coefficients for the walls, roof and floor were 0.447 W m-2 K-1,0.181 W m-2 K-1 and 0.283 W m-2 K-1 respectively. The
corresponding heat transfer coefficient for the windows was considered 3.78 W m-2 K-1. The reference cooling system was
considered to be consisting of several single split air conditioning units with a seasonal COP of 3.28, while the heating loads
were covered by a 95% thermal efficiency gas fired boiler.
The estimation of the heating and cooling loads based on the aforementioned building assumptions were extracted
using a commercial software. Both temperature setpoints were set at the default ones of the used commercial software.
Hence, the heating setpoint was considered to be 21.1 °C, while the respective value for cooling mode was equal to 24.4 °C.
The schedule for both heating and cooling was set to be continuous during the entire week. With respect to the internal
gains, the modeled building is equipped solely with compact fluorescent lamps for the lighting and a number of electrical
appliances, including an electric kitchen and a 0.6 m³ total volume refrigerator.
An overview of the model’s results for the cases of Berlin and Athens is presented at Figure 1. As expected, the
profile in the two regions is reversed; in the hot and of high solar availability Athens, cooling demands are dominant, while
in Berlin the heating demands are much higher than the respective cooling ones. With respect to the economic analysis, the
costs of electricity and gas -or oil for the countries without gas network- data from Eurostat was considered (Eurostat 2019,
2018).
Regarding the PV modeling, the proposed model from Bellia et al. (2014) was considered. The model was calibrated
against technical specifications for commercial PV panels. In Figure 2 are presented the performance curves of the
considered PV panels, as predicted by the developed model, which result in a maximum rated power per panel of 255.3
kWp at a solar irradiance equal to 1000 W/m2. Regarding the tilt angle of the aforementioned panels, an optimization
procedure was implemented to maximize the annual power production for each considered city, using the analysis proposed
by Foster et al. (2010).
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Figure 1
and (b) Athens

Overview of the EnergyPlus results for the heating/cooling loads of the reference building at (a) Berlin

Figure 2

Performance curves for the commercial PV panels.

To simplify the system’s complexity, the power output from the PVs was considered to be supplied to the grid and a
net-metering policy is applied to counter-balance with the power consumption of the heat pump. The heat pump’s
performance is modeled based on datasheet’s of a model series available in the market. A simplified schematic of the
proposed system is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3

Schematic of the proposed system on cooling mode

Regarding the key performance indicators considered in this study, the exergetic efficiency is defined as following:
(1)
With Pel to be the power input from the grid, while the exergetic solar input to be calculated using the following
expression (Kalogirou et al. 2016):
(2)
With Tsol=5570 K (Petela 2013). On the other hand, the exergetic output from the proposed system is calculated as
the sum of the exergy outputs of the heating mode and the respective values of the cooling mode:
(3)
Hence, the exergy output on heating mode is defined as:
(4)
While, the respective exergy output on cooling mode is calculated from the definition of the exergetic efficiency
(Roumpedakis et al. 2019):
(5)
The annual energy savings from the PV-heat pump system is defined as the difference between the energy use of the
conventional systems and the power from the grid used by the heat pump during periods of low solar irradiance:
(6)
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Regarding the payback period, it is calculated as the ratio of the capital costs for the purchase and installation of the
system divided by the annual cash flow:
(7)
With the annual cash flow to be defined as the profits from the avoidance of the annual costs from the operation of
the conventional systems decreased by the power balance of the PV-heat pump system.
(8)
RESULTS

Figure 4 presents an overview of the system results with respect to three performance indicators, namely the exergetic
efficiency, the annual energy savings and the payback period of the proposed system, considering a 19.9 m² solar PV field.
Figure 4 (a) provides the results of the annual average exergetic efficiency; as shown, the efficiencies of the proposed system
are considered relatively low. This is highly attributed to the large irreversibilities induced in the system by the PVs, as
defined by eq. (2). The map overview of Figure 4(a) outlines a trend of higher exergy efficiencies in the northern countries.
This fact is justified by the larger share of heating mode, during which the heat pump operates with higher COPs.
Moreover, the system in the northern regions tends to absorb larger amounts of power from the grid, thus reducing also the
share of solar based input. In fact, the highest exergy efficiency is reported for the case of Reykjavik (Iceland) with a value
of 6.2%, corresponding to an annual average solar fraction of 17.4%. The low exergy efficiency, despite the small
penetration of the solar energy, is dictated by the poor exergy efficiencies associated with conventional heating and cooling
systems (Hepbasli 2012). On the other hand, the lowest exergy efficiency was reported for Lisbon (Portugal) with a value of
0.5% followed by Larnaca (Cyprus) with 0.7%.
The significant higher energy savings in the countries of Mediterranean region, shown in Figure 4(b), are justified by
the high solar irradiance on this region along with the reduction of the energy intensive cooling from the a/c units. The
higher ambient temperatures in those regions tend to reduce the PVs performance due to overheating, however this effect
is counterbalanced by the excessive solar irradiance. More specifically, for the case of Larnaca the highest annual energy
savings were reported to be 18.5 MWh, when the average ambient temperature was equal to 28.1 °C and the corresponding
average daily solar irradiance was equal to 968 W/m², during summer days. The corresponding average efficiency of the PV
panels during that period was estimated to be 13.2%. On the contrary, the smallest energy savings are reported at Brussels
(Belgium) with a value of 6.8 MWh/year. This is mainly justified by the low solar irradiance, which leads to poor
performance of the PVs.
Finally, Figure 4 (c) provides an overview of the system’s economic competitiveness for the considered countries. As
shown, the investment is considered attractive on all considered cases apart from Kiev, where the calculated payback period
was as high as 72 years, due to the poor solar irradiance and the low cost of conventional energy. The most favourable
performance was located at the Mediterranean region, with Madrid and Lisbon to have payback periods of 2.0 and 1.9
years, respectively. The slightly better performance at Madrid and Lisbon, in comparison to cities with equivalent solar
availability, including Athens and Larnaca, is mostly attributed to the higher costs of electricity. More specifically, the
electricity cost at Spain and Portugal is 0.05 and 0.04 €/kWh more expensive than in Greece and Cyprus (Eurostat 2018).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4 Overview of the proposed system results for the considered countries with respect to (a) exergetic
efficiency (%), (b) the annual energy savings (in MWh/year) and (c) the payback period (in years)
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CONCLUSION

In this study the potential of coupling a PV field with an electric heat pump is evaluated with exergetic, energetic and
economic performance parameters on residential scale for a number of European cities. The results indicate that the
exergetic efficiency of the proposed system is relatively low; however, this is strongly justified by the definition of the solar
exergy. Hence, the cities with the highest calculated exergetic efficiency were the ones with the smallest contribution of the
PV panels, with Reykjavik to be recording the highest efficiency of 6.2%.
As expected, the energy savings and thus the energetic profits from the proposed system are higher in the southern
Europe thanks to the high annual average solar irradiance. More specifically, Larnaca is reported to have the highest energy
savings equal to 18.5 MWh/year, thanks to the high solar irradiance, which during summer daytime had an average value of
almost 1000 W/m², resulting in a close to nominal performance of the PV panels. Finally, with respect to the economic
performance of the investigated system, this is highly affected by the costs of conventional energy -gas and electricity costs-.
Hence, Lisbon and Madrid were found to have the most profitable performance, despite the lower energy savings in
comparison to Larnaca, as both have considerably higher specific costs of electricity.
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ABSTRACT

Cities are facing unprecedented challenges as the pace of urbanization, the last decades, has faced a significant increase. These challenges
appear in several fields, such as supply, exchange, and consumption of energy. At the same time, the increasing demand for electrification by enduse sectors can lead to higher power fluctuations across the daily demand profile. In fact, it is well documented that the building sector demands
approximately 40% of primary energy used within the European borders. Managing energy consumption is a multifaceted challenge; introducing
grid flexibility and offering various innovative approaches for optimal use in both building and district level are the keys for a sustainable
urbanization in the upcoming years.
According to research, Decentralized Energy Systems (DES) using Renewable Energy Sources (RES) for energy production, offer an
optimum solution for energy savings and grid flexibility, especially in stand-alone systems. However, due to the intermittent nature of RES and for
meeting the load demand at any time, the need for energy storage systems is essential. Building thermal mass is a key parameter to mitigate inside
temperature variations. Used with an optimized control strategy, a thermal mass increase is a solution to maintain a better thermal comfort, to
stabilize heating and cooling loads and mitigate peak power demand. This study introduces both an efficient and flexible way to rate the thermal
storage capability and through that the exploitation potential as a short-term energy storage system, by mainly using room temperature data as well
as basic information of the building construction along with its Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) equipment. So far,
complex procedures are followed, which require extensive input of historical data, human efforts and time by developing theoretical models on
simulation software, used by high experienced personnel. This study presents an empirical methodology for rating and exploiting the building
thermal inertia in order to enhance RES penetration by evaluating its performance. The research is based on real data, harvested by an intelligent
monitored building in Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park operated solely for research activities. The methodology will provide a tool for real
time quantification and evaluation of building thermal mass, which could be integrated to intelligent control algorithms. The whole system through
commercial monitoring technologies and Building Energy Management Systems (BEMS) will deliver to the market a low cost, reliable tool for
efficient and precise control of the HVAC equipment aiming to maximize RES penetration without compromising occupants’ comfort levels.
INTRODUCTION

Overwhelming evidence indicates that balancing energy’s supply and demand is one of the main challenges humanity
faces nowadays. According to research, 55 % of world’s population in 2018 resided in urban areas and it is projected to
reach 68 % by 2050. Taking into account the overall growth of world’s population and the gradual shift in residence of the
population from rural to urban areas, it is estimated that urban population will be increased by 2.5 billion people in the
forthcoming decades (United Nations, 2018). According to Eurostat, the building sector in European Union demands
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approximately 40% of primary energy (around 23% of total energy consumed is electricity). Managing energy consumption
at both building and district level in the optimum way is the key for accomplishing a sustainable urbanization the upcoming
years. Therefore, improving energy performance of buildings as well as developing efficient energy storage systems is
becoming vital in order to establish an economically efficient and sustainable power system that uses powerful renewable
energy technologies.
Following this direction, European countries support the integration of RES as an effective decarbonisation measure
along with covering the continuously increasing energy demand. According to Revised Renewable Energy Directive
(2018/2001/EU) renewable energy target for the EU for 2030 is set to reach at least 32%. For that reason, there is a
necessity for the use of alternative systems that will generate, distribute and store power. Decentralized Energy Systems are
characterized by generating power mostly from RES near demand centers and operating at lower scales targeting the
coverage of local energy needs. Simultaneously, they can both coexist with the grid, where the surplus generated power will
be infused, and function independently with exclusive target to meet the demands of remote locations. Therefore, the
successful integration of DES is considered a challenging task as it depends on the energy performance of buildings and it
can be optimized by taking into account technologies for conversion, storage, and distribution of the generated energy.
Nonetheless, standalone PV/wind systems are able to meet load demand only when sunshine/cut-in wind speeds are
available. Despite that, the specific RES are available in abundance; they are intermittent in nature and site specific (Bajpai
& Dash, 2012). To overcome this drawback, demand side flexibility is a promising factor to further increase the penetration
of RES in the total energy consumption mix and manage local demands. Demand side flexibility is described as the ability
of consumers to reduce their energy demand in times of the peak load, by potentially shift demand to other periods (Nordic
Council of Ministers, Nordic Energy Research, 2017). It also contributes to the reduction of peak pressure on the grid.
Considering the challenges associated with penetrating a renewable energy source into an electrical grid, the integration of
smart grid technologies and the demand of side management is currently under investigation in order to increase the
reliability of renewable and sustainable energy systems (Orehounig, Evins, & Dorer, 2015). More precisely, space heating
offers the highest potential for demand side flexibility. Based on research conducted in Germany, Sweden and elsewhere in
Europe, it is estimated that residential space heating contributes at least half of the total potential. To utilize demand side
management at residential buildings, in terms of load shifting and peak reduction, one building will have to turn up HVAC
system at night and turn down in the morning, or vice versa (Nordic Council of Ministers, Nordic Energy Research, 2017).
Optimal performance of demand side management can lead to technical, economic, and environmental advantages, such as
increased system reliability, reduced operating costs and emissions of the system. However, efficient performance of
demand side flexibility requires an integrated management framework that can optimally manage the various components of
the system including buildings, RES and energy storage systems.
Diverse back up energy storage systems can be utilized and that includes batteries, fuel cells (FC), diesel generators
(DG) and ultra-capacitors (UC). The most commonly used energy storage system is batteries. However, they experience
noteworthy energy losses and there are remarkable limitations in storage capacity, performance and lifetime. On the
contrary, solutions based on coordinated and optimized overall systems that utilize buildings as energy storage and allow
load shifting present a promising approach (Bajpai & Dash, 2012).
The portion of a building which separates the interior conditioned space from the exterior environment is called
building envelope and it consists of building's walls, roof and ceiling, and floor (Childs, Courville, & Bales, 1983). The
thermal activation of the building envelope introduces cost effective potential for short-term thermal energy storage. The
activation is based upon the following heat transfer mechanism: heat is transferred through the building envelope primarily
by conduction. When glazing voids or cavities are within the envelope, two other mechanisms may be involved including
natural convection and radiation. The type of construction naturally determines the thermal storage capacity of a building
and the order of magnitude for “one room” ranges from 2.7MJ/K to 42MJ/K (Reynders, Nuytten, & Saelens, 2013). This
capacity range allows the “storage” of the energy in the building envelope by performing temperature variations of ±3°C
(around the setpoint) in line with the current comfort norms. However, the quantification of the available thermal mass
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requires not only to have a perfect knowledge of the building structure (i.e. materials) but also to deploy massive numbers
of sensors.
In this respect, the concept of exploiting buildings envelope for increasing RES penetration is introduced and
evaluated in the framework of European research project. This work aims to develop new technology and financial models
to connect, control and actively manage generation and storage assets to exploit synergies between electrical flexibility and
the thermal inertia of buildings by maximizing the use of renewable energy sources and according to demand side flexibility
management. This approach relies on three synergetic management schemes taking place at different time intervals:
1. aggregation and management of the electric and thermal flexibilities at district level (daily basis)
2. conversion and storage of the excess electrical energy to thermal energy into the freely available building inertia
estimated with a groundbreaking, automatic method (daily basis)
3. optimization of control algorithms for renewable production inverters, based on automatic grid topology
(impedance) mapping (second to minute timestep)
The proposed technology is not only applicable on new and existing buildings but also compatible with integrating
additional energy storage systems, such as batteries, to increase the potential of renewable integration. This work targets at
converting the excess electrical energy to heat or cold and storing it in freely available thermal inertia that is present in all
buildings. The core of the concept relies on standard power to heat/cold (i.e. heat pump) systems with minimal sensing and
algorithmic technical solutions. To conclude, there is an important potential of thermal inertia storage to increase the
penetration of RES to cover the electricity use and at the same time to reduce the use of traditional power plants.
However, the integration of control and prediction algorithms in such systems may result in increased computational
costs. In fact, these costs depend on the number of parameters, which are required to be introduced to a model as inputs
and the complexity of the calculations of the selected models. Consequently, the more accurate the model we try to
simulate, the more complex and costly the tools are.
Along these lines, this study aims to introduce a set of empirical factors aiming to assess the thermal energy profile of
a building and rate its potential capability of storing energy on its envelope. The outcome key factors will allow an effective
understanding of building’s storage capabilities and an efficient treatment of the building so to decrease energy
consumption and activate the thermal mass of the building. In fact, the major contribution of this paper, comparing to
previous works, is that it is experimental rather than analytical: it seeks to define a metric for quantifying thermal mass
rather than a parameter calculated through building energy models. Therefore, this paper investigates how new metrics can
be derived from real measurements, which exhibit all the complexities that analytical models are forced to avoid for
tractability. The current paper has two research contributions. Firstly, it introduces and analyzes an algorithm able to
measure rating factors, which provide a quantification of building envelope storing capabilities. Secondly, it shows the
potential use of these factors as a tool to improve efficiency in prediction algorithms and demand side flexibility systems.
Hence, it is considered a valuable source of information regarding the improvement of a building’s thermal performance.
PREDICTION ALGORITHMS BASED ON MODELLING TOOLS

To begin with, it is essential to distinguish the words “simulation” and “modeling”. Becker and Parker defined
simulation as “an act of imitating the behavior of a physical or abstract system, such as an event, situation or process that
does or could exist.” On the contrary, modeling is the representation of a system that contains objects that interact with
each other. A model in most cases is mathematical and aims to present a system, which will be simulated at a certain level of
abstraction. Prediction building models are widespread and promise to represent not only the accurate energy profiles of a
building but also its inner conditions. Such models utilize simulation tools, which take into account reasonable inputs from
public databases. In fact, building energy models have been developed in order to predict building energy profiles such as
electricity demand, since the 1970s. They are based on physical models (e.g. EnergyPlus, and TRNSYS) and on data-driven
models (Black-box models such as Regression models), thus they simulate the energy profile and the thermal performance
of single buildings. However, increasing the accuracy of the predictions for a building energy model demands vast input
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information regarding building’s structure characteristics, location, climate data, installed equipment operation HVAC and
occupancy patterns. In addition, several assumptions, approximations and compromises need to be made in order to
simulate the energy profile and possible energy interactions between the building and its environment (Irving, 1988). This
fact leads to complex models, which highly depend on the consistency and accuracy of the input information and the skills
of the energy modeler as it is shown in previous researches (Prada et al., 2014; Mantesi et al., 2015; Burman et al., 2012;
Irving, 1982). On the other hand, estimating the behavior and demands of a building provides the basis for the
development of energy district models. Principally these models aim to predict, analyze and optimize energy profiles of
building stocks, in accordance with available RES. These modeling tools integrate building energy models and associate
software tools addressing district-level interactions in energy systems such as district energy system and renewable energy
generation. The predictions of a district model focus on both the energy sector and other variables such as econometric and
technological factors. Nonetheless, the outcome results are not an exact replication of the real energy demands and they
may be inconsistent and unreliable. In addition, there are often discrepancies in the outcome results in cases where different
models are applied to the same case (Hopfe & Hensen, 2011). These aspects conclude to the necessity of developing
empirical methodology able to represent a real building case by utilizing a minimum set of parameters to perform
calculations and without including uncertain factors, such as assumptions.
EMPIRICAL FACTORS INTEGRATED IN THE METHODOLOGY PRESENTED

In the following section, the Variable-Base Degree Days (VBDD) method and the Empirical factors identified is
presented. While there are several energy analysis methods with varying levels of complexity, the degree-day methods are
able to provide simple and prompt estimations of heating and cooling requirements, on a monthly or seasonal basis, mainly
in buildings of residential and light commercial use. Furthermore, degree-days are useful for studying the optimal design of
a building and comparing energy requirements from one location to another. Thus, it is obvious that degree-day methods
are of high significance and can offer multiple and useful parameters for further evaluation and research.
In addition, a set of empirical factors is introduced aiming to rank the capability of building’s thermal mass to store
thermal energy in relation with its installed HVAC equipment. The proposed factors have been formed by combining real
measurements derived from smart power meters and commercial temperature sensors. Consequently, this configuration
allows the application of the methodology in every case without taking into account its specific characteristics (e.g. location,
construction, equipment). Additionally, the availability of excess renewable energy to be stored is assessed, but it is not
considered mandatory for building case to owe to its own RES system.
Variable Base Degree Days

The balance-point temperature is calculated by taking into account the indoor design air temperature of the building,
the total heat gains (occupants, lights, equipment and sun) and the total heat-loss coefficient of the building. For heating
purposes, the method recognizes that the total heat gains provide heat down to the balance-point temperature, which may
vary from one building to another as well as from one location to another. Below the specific temperature, the energy
consumption for heating is proportional to the heating degree-days with a base equal to the balance-point temperature.
Thus, the balance-point temperature in oC is given by the function (ASHRAE 2009 Handbook–Fundamentals- chapter 19):

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑙 = 𝑆𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 −

𝑄𝑜𝑐𝑐 + 𝑄𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝑄𝑒𝑞𝑢 + 𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1)

Setpoint refers to the temperature setpoint of the HVAC system, Q occ refers to internal sensible heat generation rate
due to occupancy, given in W, Qlit refers to internal heat generation rate due to electric lighting, given in W, Qequ refers to
internal heat generation rate due to mechanical equipment, given in W, Qsol refers to the building heat gain due to solar
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radiation, given in W and Ktot refers to the total heat transfer coefficient, given in W/K. For this case, Qocc, Qlit and Qequ
will be neglected. Moreover, the solar radiation heat gain was estimated (ASHRAE 2017 Handbook–Fundamentals- chapter
18). By definition, the solar radiation passing through a transparent surface can be written as:
𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙 = 𝐴𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐼𝑡 ∗ 𝜏 + 𝛮 ∗ 𝛼 ∗ 𝑆𝐶

(2)

Aglass refers to the surface of fenestration exposed to radiation, given in m2, It refers to total radiation incident on the
surface, given in W/m2, τ refers to transmissivity of glass and α refers to absorptivity of glass, assuming the transmittivity
and absorptivity of the surface are same for direct, diffuse and reflected components of solar radiation. SC refers to Shading
Coefficient and N refers to fraction of absorbed radiation transferred to the indoors by conduction, convection, and
reflected radiation, which under steady state conditions is equal to:

𝑁=

𝑈𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠
ℎ𝑜

(3)

Uglass is the overall heat transfer coefficient of fenestration, given in W/m2K and ho is the external heat transfer
coefficient given in W/m2K. In addition, the total heat transfer coefficient Ktot is given by the following function:
𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝐶𝑝 𝑉 + 𝑈𝑔𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑔𝑛𝑑 +

𝑈𝑘 𝐴𝑘
𝑘

(4)

dair refers to density of air given in kg/m3, Cp refers to specific heat capacity of air given in KJ/KgK, V refers to wind
driven infiltration airflow rate given in m3/sec, Ak and Agnd refer to the areas of building envelope and floor respectively
given in m2, Uk and Ugnd refer to heat transfer coefficient of building envelope and floor respectively given in W/m2K.
Afterwards, Heating Degree Days (HDD) are estimated in accordance with the estimated balance-point temperature, which
is hourly variable. The HDD are given by the following function:

𝐻𝐷𝐷ℎ 𝑡𝑏𝑎𝑙 =

ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

𝑇𝑏𝑎𝑙 − 𝑇𝑜
24ℎ

(5)

To refers to ambient temperature. The HDD were calculated for the selected period including only four out of five
weekdays for ensuring similarity among processed data.
Factors defined for thermal mass rating

Cooling-Heating-Rate (CHR) is an empirical factor, which aims to assess the thermal capability of the building. This
factor calculates the duration (in hours), which is required, for increasing the inner temperature of the building 1 oC (loading
building). It represents the cooling or heating (degree Celsius) rate at the unit time (hour). CHR [ oC/h] is calculated by the
following function:

𝐶𝐻𝑅 =

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑇𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
𝑡𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

(6)

Tsetpoint refers to the temperature setpoint of the available HVAC system, Ti, start refers to the average inner temperature
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when the HVAC starts to operate and tsetpoint and tstart refer to the time the HVAC reached the selected set point and start
its operation respectively.
Equipment Response Rate (ERR) is the second identified indicator, which aims to assess the effectiveness of the
available HVAC system. In specific, it allows the assessment of the required electrical energy consumption needed to reach
the selected setpoints. ERR [kWh/m2] is calculated by the following function:

𝐸𝑅𝑅 =

𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡

𝐶𝐻𝑉𝐴𝐶 𝑡 𝑑𝑡

𝐴𝑔𝑛𝑑

(7)

Start refers to start time of the available HVAC system operation, setpoint refers to the time of the available HVAC
system operation where it reaches the selected set point and CHVAC refers to the average power consumption of the HVAC,
which is measured in a 15min interval.
Building Ranking Coefficient (BRC) aims to rank the building by its capabilities to reach a selected set point and store
excess energy produced by RES on each envelope. BRC is calculated by the following function:

𝐵𝑅𝐶 =

𝐶𝐻𝑅
𝐸𝑅𝑅

(8)

BRC presents a correlation between the existing building thermal mass and the installed heating/cooling
infrastructure. It eliminates the impact of the dimensioning of the building as well as the type and specifications of each
HVAC system. Accordingly, the introduction of VBDD method contributes to the exclusion of the location and the
climate conditions.
THE DEMONSTRATION SITE – LAVRION TECHNOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL PARK

Lavrion Technological and Cultural Park (LTCP) is located in Lavrion, in South-eastern Attica in Greece and
specializes in key areas of modern applied technology, such as information technology, electronics technology,
telecommunications, robotics, laser technology, environmental technology and energy management. Inside the park, there
are 48 fully renovated buildings, which host mainly Research and Development (R&D) activities and they have been
equipped with advanced energy monitoring and management system infrastructure for the efficient management and
control of their loads therefore providing a suitable basis for any deployment of R&D activities.
The selected building for is study, named as H2Susbuild, is a nearly zero CO2 emissions building (525 m2) which is
operated through an intelligent algorithm. It is able to harvest energy from RES and cover its demand. It is a two-storey
conventional building (133kWh/m2 annually electrical energy consumption) with an envelope, which consists of a concrete
structure with double brick walls and non-insulated single-glazed windows with aluminum frames. It also has an external
masonry consisting of double brick walls with EPS insulation and cement based plaster on both sides. The roof consists of
metallic panels with 1” polyurethane insulation layer in the middle. The building has recently been equipped with an
advanced Building Management System that monitors, stores and controls all building’s electrical loads and with diverse
sensors (temp/hum). The H2Susbuild uses two separate HVAC systems; the first one is based on two exterior Variable
Refrigerant Flow (VRF) units and 13 floor mounted fan-coil units (maximum electrical load is approximately 25 kW). The
two VRF units may operate simultaneously or individually according to the requested load and with a view to maximize
their lifetime. The second system is a combination of an Air Handling Unit (AHU) and a closed-loop air/water Heat Pump
(HP) that provides the heating/cooling needs of half of the building. The AHU performs the recirculation of air through air
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ducts inside the building, with a maximum air supply of 10,000 m3/h. The total maximum electrical load of the AHU and
the HP is approximately 32 kW.
Inside the park, there are also different RES equipment that can be utilized for this test case. In specific, six downwind
three-bladed wind turbines with a nominal power of 6kW each and photovoltaic panels (46.8 kWp) of thin film technology
are available. The panels are divided in 6 main circuits powering 6 inverters, connected in pairs. The efficiency of the
inverters is close to 98%. Currently this system is malfunctioning and the PVs will be replaced. Additionally, photovoltaic
panels (15.1 kWp) of monocrystalline cell technology with an efficiency ratio of almost 16% are included in the LTCP
premises. Moreover, an online weather station is installed in the perimeter of the park. It provides measurements with a 15
minutes interval on ambient temperature, humidity, solar irradiance, wind speed and direction and rainfall. The collected
weather data are crucial for the development and validation of suggested empirical methodology.
For the above-mentioned infrastructure, the monitoring of production and consumption is performed by 54 smart
power meters installed in the LTCP premises, evaluating energy flow and quality at building and district level. In fact, there
are more than 480 measuring points gathered to one single data storage system; synchronizing district and buildings data
can be used for further processing and analysis. Consequently, H2Susbuild represents an excellent test case for
experimenting on building’s energy profile and rating its thermal storage capability.
CASE STUDY

In the framework of this study, the building described is utilized for developing, validating and establishing the set of
rating factors. Regarding this test case, the building operates as offices and thus the HVAC systems are scheduled to
operate for twelve hours (06:00 – 18:00) on weekdays with a fixed setpoint of 22oC. For this purpose, selected data has
been evaluated from the test site from November 1st 2018 to March 31st 2019, namely the heating period for Greece
(Assimakopoulos et al., 2014). The collected data include:
· temperature in oC harvested from 25 temperature sensors located inside the building with an 15min interval;
· temperature in oC, global irradiance in W/m2 and wind speed in m/s measurements collected from the weather
station with an 15min interval;
· energy consumed by HVAC system in kW from 3 power meters with 15min interval;
· energy generated by both wind turbines and photovoltaic panels in kW from 3 power meters with 15min interval.
Dataset processing

The analysis of the collected data was performed utilizing a developed Matlab computer code. Regarding the interior
conditions of the building, a mean value of all temperature sensors was calculated to represent building’s inner temperature.
It was assumed that each sensor contributes equally to the main temperature; the location and technology of sensors was
not taken into account. This calculation not only simplifies the procedure but also decreases the impact of missing data. In
addition, it was decided to take into account four days out of five to assess the HVAC effectiveness and the storage
capability of the building in order to enhance similarity among data. The specific decision was taken because during
weekends, the building was in free oscillation and as a result, the energy consumption would appear increased during
Mondays.
In line with this notion, the energy production of the available renewables was calculated for the same period so to
reliably identify the availability of excess RES energy production. Since, the aforementioned thin film technology PVs (46.8
kWp nominal power) currently present a malfunction, an upscaling of the measured generated power was performed. In
specific, the PV power production was replaced by the power, which will have been produced if the system was operating
properly. The estimated power was given by the following formula:
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𝑃𝑉𝑢𝑝𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 =

𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑉𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 − 𝑃𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑃𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
− 𝑃𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘

∗ 𝑃𝑉𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟

(9)

PVpeak power is equal to 46.8 kW, PVpower refers to the measured generated power, PV min power refers to the
minimum measured value and PVmax power refers to the maximum measured value.

Figure 1. a) Overall energy balance of LTCP site for March 2019.

b) Overall energy balance of LTCP site for a specific week

Figure 2 represents the energy flow pathways of generated and consumed energy. As it was observed, the RES
production was unable to cover building’s energy demands in its whole and on a monthly basis. Exclusively, March
presented surplus energy available to be stored to the building’s envelope as it is shown at Figure 2. Furthermore, there
were days (Figure 1), in which energy production exceeded the building demand after inner temperature reached the
selected setpoint. Thus, this energy was available to be stored to the thermal mass of the building as thermal energy.
Likewise, the weather has a significant impact on thermal
performance of buildings, as well as on renewables. Therefore, it is
essential to understand, quantify and exclude this effect of the
measured data. In this line, degree-day methodology is a simple
and proper procedure for energy analysis of buildings, especially in
cases where the building use and the efficiency of the HVAC can
be assumed as relatively constant.
In addition, Table 1 summarizes the input, which were used
in the equations (2) to (4).
Figure 2. Energy flow path for March 2019.
Table 1. Building Characteristics
Total heat transfer coefficient
Solar radiation heat gain

Parameter
Uk (W/m2K)
Ugnd (W/m2K)
Ak (m2) - Total
Agnd (m2) - Total
dair (kg/m3)

Value
1.01
0.94
919.30
315.60
1.20

Parameter
ho (W/m2 K)
Uglass (W/m2K)
α
τ
Aglass (m2)-Total
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Cp (kJ/kgK)
V (m3/sec)

1.00
0.32

SC

0.59

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

A regression analysis was performed in order to obtain a preliminary evaluation of the results. The local regression
smoothing method is used by Curve Fitting Toolbox software by Matlab software. The smoothing process is considered
local because, like the moving average method, each smoothed value is determined by neighboring data points defined
within a span. The process is weighted as a regression weight function is defined for the data points contained within the
span. In addition, there are two available methods, which are differentiated by the model used in the regression: lowess uses
a linear polynomial, while loess uses a quadratic polynomial. The span is specified as a percentage of the total number of
data points in the data set. For example, a span of 0.1 uses 10% of the data points. For this case, the smoothing method to
smooth the response data was specified as 'loess' Local regression using a 2 nd degree polynomial model with a span of 0.99.
It is noted that not enough data were collected for marginal conditions (HDD>13) and thus the error is higher in this area.

Figure 3. Preliminary Results - BRC.

In Figure 3, the results of the regression analysis with a
confidence level of 95% are presented. These results lead to two
major observations. Firstly, BRC indicator is increased while the
difference between the balance-point temperature and the
temperature setpoint is increased (HDD). Secondly, the fitting
curve indicates that the impact of climate conditions on building’s
performance is decreased as the weather conditions become more
intensive. Therefore, the gradient of a curve in relation with the
BRC level can provide valuable information about the storage
capability of the building and the effectiveness of the thermal
mass. In specific, as the gradient of the curve approaches zero,
the impact of the HDD approaches zero as well. Consequently,
building envelope is well insulated so to maintain internal
condition without increasing the energy consumption. Thus, the
lower the BRC is, the less energy the HVAC systems consume.

CONCLUSION

The thermal mass of a building is considered an efficient and cost-effective energy storage system. With the utilization
of thermal mass, the buildings can moderate the discrepancy of supply and demand, by storing the surplus energy generated
by RES and consume it later when the demand overcomes the supply. Moreover, thermal mass in buildings can be used as
energy storage components, which will allow the utilization of DES management at residential buildings, in terms of load
shifting and peak reduction and will increase the penetration of RES in the total energy consumption mix. However, the
quantification of the available thermal mass is proved complex and expensive, as it requires not only having perfect
knowledge of the building structure (i.e. materials) but also deploying massive numbers of sensors. Due to recent interest in
both urbanization and building energy consumption, the research of developing methodology able to assess thermal inertia
of buildings is expanded. This paper examines a set of empirical factors aiming to assess the effectiveness of building
envelope on an existing nearly zero CO2 emissions building. This approach provides the following competitive advantages:
· It requires a minimum set of parameters to perform calculations
· The measuring equipment may vary in number and accuracy without affecting the results of the analysis
· Interrupted and inconsistent data can be neglected without affecting the results of the analysis
For further investigation, it is essential to quantify the building thermal storage capabilities by expressing BRC in a
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unified scale. As a result, the above-mentioned factor will be normalized in accordance to the weather conditions and the
installed HVAC equipment. The outcomes will make available an evaluation procedure, requiring minimum efforts and
sensor infrastructure, which can empirically rank a building capability to store energy to its thermal mass.
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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, the road transport is considered as a polluting action for the environment, which consumes over 80% of the total final energy
used in the transport sector and contributes over 75% to its total CO 2 emissions. EU has set ambitious target to reduce Greenhouse Gas
emissions to 80–95% below 1990-levels by 2050 and thus policies promote the propagation of eco-friendly vehicles at the market, i.e. Alternative
Fuels Infrastructure Directive 2014/94/EU. This Directive establishes a common framework of measures for the deployment of EU alternative
fuels infrastructure in order to minimise dependence on oil and to mitigate the environmental impact of transport by setting out the minimum
requirements for the building-up of alternative fuels infrastructure, including recharging points for electric vehicles, refuelling points for natural gas
(LNG and CNG) and hydrogen. As decarbonising transport is a major priority of EU, the display of fuels information shall not confuse the
consumer. To increase consumer awareness and provide fuel price transparency in a consistent way across the Union, the Commission empowered
to adopt, by means of implementing acts, a common methodology for alternative fuels unit price comparison in accordance to the Article 7, para. 3
of Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive 2014/94/EU, based on the method of "euros/national currencies per 100 km" will be applied, as
established in the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/732 of 17 May 2018.
This study presents a transparent and understandable methodology identified and evaluated by NTUA in order to allow the fuel price
comparison under one common fuel unit by avoiding assumptions, exclusions and vehicle segmentation. Key factor for this methodology is the
application of engine power (kW) for all calculations, as a common and understandable parameter for all vehicles in respect with consumption data
resulted by the uniform WLTP database. The application of the NTUA methodology for a common fuel price in the cases of Greece, Germany,
The Netherlands resulted in the objective comparison for the variety of fuels available. Moreover, Electric Vehicles presented lower €/100 km
prices in a range of 10-80%, compared to the other examined vehicles for Greece and The Netherlands.
INTRODUCTION

Road transport plays an important role in today's EU economy and society with a large impact on growth and
employment, whereas effective transport systems are fundamental for the European companies' ability to compete in the
world economy (Raczkowski et al. 2017). More precisely, the automotive industry participated on 4% of the European
GDP and provides 12 million jobs, or otherwise 5.6% of the employed population in Europe (ACEA 2014). On the other
hand, it contributes about one-fifth of the European Union's (EU) total emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2), the main
Greenhouse Gas (GHG), 75% of which originates from passenger cars (EEA 2015, EU 2015). It is noted that transport is
the only sector in the EU, where GHG emissions are still rising (DG-CLIMA 2016).
However, Europe has decided to lead the way in the global transition to a decarbonized and sustainable society by
meeting Paris Agreement commitments. Since 2009, EU has set mandatory targets for the average CO 2 emissions of each
vehicle manufacturer at 130 CO2/km and 95 CO2/km for 2015 and 2021, respectively (European Commission, 2009). The
European Commission’s 2011 White Paper for transport, it is significantly noted the importance of minimizing CO 2
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emissions in order to make the transition to a low carbon economy. In its 2014 climate-energy package communication, the
EC has put more ambitious goals for 2030: 40% GHG reduction compared to 1990 and 27% share of renewables of EU
energy consumption (EC 2011a,b; EESC 2014). Furthermore, the EC has recently proposed a 27% improvement in energy
efficiency (Communication Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council, 2014). The
EU's Renewable Energy Directive (RED) sets binding targets of 20% (16.7% in 2015 as reported by Eurostat 2017) for
gross final energy consumption and 10% (6.7% in 2015 referred by Eurostat 2017) for transport fuels to come from
renewable energy sources by 2020. However, the new regulatory framework includes an energy efficiency target for the EU
for 2030 of 32.5% with an upwards revision clause by 2023, together with the recently agreed 32% renewable energy target
for the EU for 2030 (EC, 2018). Furthermore, the transportation sector has been set a target of reducing GHG emission by
60% by 2050 relative to 1990 levels, based on the European Commission’s 2011 Transport White Paper targets.
To address these issues, environmental policies are mainly aimed at switching the type of fuel used in conventional
vehicles in order to reduce emissions and thus lead to a low-carbon society, spurring the use of Alternative Fuel Vehicles
(AFVs). The generic term AFV refers to vehicles that utilize electricity, hydrogen, compressed natural gas, liquified
petroleum gas, ethanol, biodiesel and-other non-diesel and petrol fuels. However, these vehicles are representing a small
percentage of the automotive market (≈2.7%). Consequently, the steep annual reduction of CO2 emissions in this case,
might be a result of changes in the share of each fuel type within AFV each year (Pastorello and Mellios, 2015). The
increased participation of AFVs could replace a significant portion of the EU fleet’s petroleum/gasoline consumption and
mitigate emissions and security issues related to oil extraction, combustion, political conditions, etc. (Hackbarth and
Madlener 2013; Nanaki et al. 2016).
However, the behavior of consumers towards the purchase of AFVs is ambiguous. Studies has indicated the
advantages perceived by consumers as well as the reasons for which consumers are negative in order to buy AFV (Egbue
and Long 2012; Hafez and Bhattacharya 2017, Hidrue et al. 2011; Krause et al. 2013; Krupa et al. 2014; Larson 2014;
Morton et al. 2015). Most of them appealed that the major obstacle is related to the cost, which are higher than those of
conventional fuel vehicles. Although electricity costs are much lower than petroleumfuel costs, this difference is not
sufficient to compensate for the higher upfront costs required for the purchase of AFVs compared to conventional fuel
vehicles. However, new technological developments are expected to be implemented in the near future that will reduce
costs and improve AFVs efficiency. In any case, price of AFVs may influence consumers' willingness to adopt AFVs
(Junquera et al. 2016). Further studies are focused on the consumer preferences for AFVs (Hoen and Koetse, 2014, Qian
and Soopramanien, 2011; Tran et al., 2013). A few studies are focused on the consumer preferences by comparing all
available types of AFVs as well as the status of competition within the market of vehicles, whereas other studies have
analyzed the effects of vehicle-related policies, legislative framework and market acceptance (Achtnicht et al. 2012; Eggers
and Eggers, 2011; Hong et al., 2012; Wolinetz and Axsen, 2017).
In terms of alternative fuels, positive and negative characteristics of the fuel may offset each other to a substantial
degree, leaving market share to be determined by price and intangible or unpredictable factors such as consumer
perceptions of fuel “quality,” or individual willingness to pay for fuels with social rather than private benefits. An important
factor for the promotion and successful market integration of alternative fuels is related to the comprehensive and
transparent consumer information. The perceived fuel prices significantly influense consumers in their decision when
buying a vehicle and therefore a new approach in respect with fuel pricing is recommended. For this reason, the priceperformance ratio of different fuels must be made comparable, thus offering a more informed decision to the consumers.
Moreover, the attractiveness of alternative fuels must be made more visible and thus strengthened in the competitive fuel
market.
In price information law, no provision has been made for comparison of the different fuel options. Acceptance of a
pricing variant is currently based essentially on the expectations of the sector of the public being addressed directly by the
respective price – that is, those consumers who already use a corresponding vehicle. The fact that consumers take notice
not only of the price of their “own” fuel but all fuel prices, and will later include this information in their vehicle purchase
decisions, is something that currently plays no role in the legal definition of the relevant sector of the public. For this
reason, the pricing has to be adapted to the changing fuel market.
The EU institutions have recognized this, and the Alternative Fuels Infrastructure Directive adopted in October 2014
(EE 2014) now specifies in recital 51: “Simple and easy-to-compare information on the prices of different fuels could play
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an important role in enabling vehicle users to better evaluate the relative cost of individual fuels available on the market.
Therefore, when fuel prices are displayed at a fuel station, in particular for natural gas and hydrogen, it should be possible
for unit price comparison to conventional fuels, such as ‘1 petrol litre equivalent’, to be displayed for information
purposes.” To this regard, Art. 7 paragraph 3 of the Directive states: “Where appropriate, and in particular for natural gas
and hydrogen, when fuel prices are displayed at a fuel station, a comparison between the relevant unit prices shall be
displayed for information purposes. The display of this information shall not mislead or confuse the user. To increase
consumer awareness and provide for fuel price transparency in a consistent way across the Union, the Commission shall be
empowered to adopt, by means of implementing acts, a common methodology for alternative fuels unit price comparison.”
This Directive establishes a common framework of measures for the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure in
the Union in order to minimise dependence on oil and to mitigate the environmental impact of transport. It sets out
minimum requirements for the building-up of alternative fuels infrastructure, including recharging points for electric
vehicles and refuelling points for natural gas (LNG and CNG) and hydrogen, to be implemented by means of Member
States' national policy frameworks, as well as common technical specifications for such recharging and refuelling points, and
user information requirements.
Though alternative fuels are not an innovation in themselves, the new price comparison system will have to be
disseminated as a new idea. The categories of adopters range from innovators to early adopters, early majority, late majority
and laggards (Rogers, 2003). These different consumer types have different needs and thus require a range of channels for
communication.
The purpose of the current study is to increase consumer awareness and provide fuel price transparency in a
consistent way by presenting an implementable conversion methodology focusing on the unit price comparison of all
available fuels under the common unit of "euros/national currencies per 100 km", in accordance to the Article 7, para. 3 of
2014/94/EU of the Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2018/732 of 17 May 2018. In this study, the analysis is
focused on three Membes States of EU, i.e. Greece, Germany and The Netherlands by using all available fuel and vehicle
market data, as resulted by the uniform WTLP database.
METHODS AND DATA
NTUA Methodology in respect with a common fuel price

The methodology developed by NTUA is performed in four (4) steps by taking into account all passenger cars
available in EU market ranked under the new Worldwide harmonized Light-duty Test Procedure (WLTP). WLTP is a
global, harmonized standard for determining the levels of pollutants, CO 2 emissions and fuel consumption of traditional
and hybrid cars, as well as the range of fully electric vehicles. It is implemented in EU in order to review the type-approval
procedure for passenger cars due to the increasing divergence between real-world and type-approval fuel consumption, as
well as the difficulty to evaluate the actual effect of the CO2 reduction technologies (Marotta and Tutuianu, 2012).
Key parameter of the NTUA proposed methodology is the engine power (kW) of each vehicle. The selection of
engine power as key parameter for the calculations driving to the fuel common unit is based on the fact that it is
representative to each vehicle and completely understandable to all consumers, whereas is a sense of fair paly by avoiding
assumptions. It is noted that for this study, sales of second-hand vehicles are excluded.
The first step of the proposed methodology is related to EU level and all representative common vehicle units (vehicle
segment categories from A to J) are gathered by emphasizing on engine power, whereas the unified WTLP database is used
for collecting data regarding the vehicle consumption of passenger vehicle available in EU market. In this step, the mean
WLTP consumption per kW of engine per fuel type is calculated. The second step is performed in Member States level. In
this stage, the fuel mean prices of the last quarter are calculated and the vehicle ranked in the first positin of sales is selected,
whereas the engine power of this vehicle is applied as the basis for further calculations. In the third step, the equivalent
consumption per 100 km per fuel type is extrapolated for the vehicle and specific engine power selected. In the final step,
the price is integrated taking into consideration the equivalent consumption for each fuel type (Figure 1).
In particular, a vehicle database is suggested to be developed including vehicles registered in EU level for the last year
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(and will be updated every six months). This database will consist of vehicle models and manufactures of vehicles as well as
fuel type, fuel consumption and engine power. This information will be utilized for the next step in which calculations of
normalized vehicle consumption and fuel price will be performed. As it shown in Figure 2, all different segments of
vehicles as well as all available fuel types in EU will be taken into account to the database and the final results.

Figure 1. Steps related to the common fuel price methodology.

Figure 2. Proposed approach following the fuel price calculation in respect with the common unit of "euros/national
currencies per 100 km".
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Model analysis and simulation in three MS

As already noted the implementation and evaluation of the proposed methodology is performed in three MS of the
European Union, i.e. Greece, Germany and The Netherlands. First of all, the initialization of the methodology parameters
will be performed. Following, the parameters are presented generally in respect with the implementation of the common
fuel price methodology. Figure 3 shows these parameters including the mean price of each fuel type to be presented at
filling station (A) and the combined fuel consumption per vehicle derived from the database(B). As it shown, vehicle fuel
consumption (B) measured in WLTP will be normalized to the power engine of each vehicle(C).

Figure 3. Introduction to methodology parameters.
Moreover, the representative vehicle will be defined in relation to market trends. The bestselling vehicle will be
selected and fuel prices will be calculated for its specific power engine (P). It is suggested updating the information about
the representative engine power every three months (see also Figure 1). Figure 4 presents the formula by which the fuel
prices will be calculated by utilizing the information gathered from the previous steps. Initially, the mean WTLP
consumption per fuel type of each vehicle type is divided by its kW of engine. Afterwards, the resulted values are multiplied
by the engine power (P) of the bestselling vehicle during the last three (3) months. Finally, the resulted values are multiplied
by the mean fuel prices (€/sale unit) based on the last three months in order to calculate the common fuel unit. These
calculations are perfomed every three (3) months for renewing the results in respect with EU fuel market.

Figure 4. Calculation of equivalent consumption resulted in the common fuel unit of "euros/national currencies per
100 km".
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Table 1 presents all the relevant vehicle data resulted by Greece, Germany and The Netherlands for the 2nd quarter of
2019 (i.e. mean values), which is necessary in order to proceed with the application of the proposed methodology. For the
calculations and data extrapolation, the numerical computing environment of MATLAB software is used.
Table 1. Initialization of paramaters for three MS
Number of
Range of Engine
Average Engine
Consumption
Period
vehicles
Power (kW)
Power (Kw)
Data
(Years)
Greece (*)
1237
13 to 467
76
WLTP
Germany (**)
808
48 to 390
112
2017-2018
combined
Netherlands (***)
1263
13 to 1100
87
(*) http://www.fuelprices.gr/deltia_d.view and https://gr.fuelo.net/fuel/type/methane/3months?lang=en
(**)https://www.mwv.de/statistiken/verbraucherpreise/ and https://de.fuelo.net/fuel/type/lpg/2years?lang=en
(***)https://waterstof-tanken.nu/waterstof-tanken and
https://opendata.cbs.nl/statline/#/CBS/nl/dataset/81567NED/table?fromstatweb

EU MS

Additionally it is noted that same fuels are not financially comparable between the the three examined MS, as the fuel
cost is corresponded to variable taxation regime. Table 2 presents the current price in € per fuel unit in respect with
Greece, Germany and The Netherlands. In case of Greece due to the limited network of electric vehicle (EV) charging
stations as well as the great variance of electricity tariffs, the price of residential electricity is used for calculations.

Fuel
Diesel
Petrol
CNG
Electricity
LPG
Hydrogen

Table 2. Current prices in €/fuel unit
Greece
Germany
(€/fuel unit)
(€/fuel unit)
1.41
1.31
1.65
1.53
0.88
1.05
0.19
0.30
0.82
0.62
9.95

The Netherlands
(€/fuel unit)
1.38
1.70
1.02
0.16
0.66
9.95

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 illustrates the data resulted by the application of the proposed methodology for Greece, Germany and The
Netherlands, as expressed in €/100 km. The analysis included all available vehicles types in each MS, i.e. diesel, petrol,
CNG, electric, LPG, hydrogen, hydride as well as plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV). By evaluating the resulted data, it
is indicated that lower fuel price expressed in €/100 km is related to Electric Vehicles in case of Greece and Netherlands as
well as PHEV in case of Germany. However, more expensive fuels could lead to comparable running costs (e.g. hydrogen
vehicles in comparison to petrol vehicles), as resulted by the example of Germany.
In Greece, the €/100 km value resulted by electricity is reduced by 67%, 78%, 55%, 78%, 67% and 10%, compared to
vehicles fueled by diesel, petrol, CNG, LPG, hydrogen as well as hydride and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, respectively.
For Netherlands, the €/100 km value resulted by electricity is reduced by 71%, 80%, 69%, 65%, 68% and 67% in
comparison to diesel, petrol, CNG, LPG, hydrogen as well as hydride and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, respectively. For
Germany and by emphasizing on electricity, it is shown that the €/100 km value is decreased by 31%, 51%, 32%, 52%, 51%
and 18%, compared to diesel, petrol, CNG, LPG, hydrogen as well as hydride, respectively. It is noted that the differences
in fuels between the three MS are related to the different taxation regime.
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Figure 5. Indicative €/100 km price results for variable fuel type vehicles.
It is obvious that the proposed methodology presented all fuel types in a comparable way in order to support
consumers to easily compare between fuel costs. Although the proposed framework generates useful results, it is also
acknowledged that there are certain limitations. These limitations are related to fuel efficiency data, which should be as
detailed as possible in order to conduct data analysis and assessment in a comprehensive manner.
CONCLUSION

Based on IEA (2016), 23% of all global emissions were generated by transport sector. Thus, regarding the GHC
emissions, the transport sector is among the main contributors to CO 2 equivalents in the EU-28 to the energy and
conversion sector. That’s why EU has decided to minimize the environmental impact of the transport sector by promoting
actions which will reduce the GHG emissions by 54-67% in 2050, compared with 1990. The measures taken include greater
fuel efficiency, less carbon intensive energy carriers and better utilization of transport networks (European Commission,
2011a) by spurring the use of Altrenative fuel vehicles (AFVs) that use gaseous fuel, electricity, hydrogen or a liquid other
than gasoline or diesel. It is anticipated that the propagation of eco-friendly AFVs will have a positive effect on both the
EU environment an economy. However, all types of fuels are expressed in variable sale units, whereas the energy content
per sales also varies greatly among different fuel options in some cases. For this reason an important factor for the
successful market introduction of the eco-friendly alternative fuel vehicles is the comprehensive and transparent consumer
information.
This study is one of the first attempts to provide a quantitative and systematic methodology allowing consumers to
compare between the fuel costs of vehicles and different fuels in a common fuel unit, i.e. €/100 km, following the Article 7,
para. 3 of 2014/94/EU. In this study, an analysis framework is presented that integrates a bottom-up dynamic accountic
methodology by combining fuel type per selling unit (L, kWh, kg, etc.), mean WTLP consumption per fuel type and engine
power (kW).
The current analysis performed by focusing on WLTP data from Greece, Germany and The Netherlands revealed that
€/100 km unit resulted in the objective comparison for the variety of fuels available in their markets. It is indicated that the
prices of €/100 km related to Electric Vehicles are lower in a range of 10-80%, compared to the other fueled-vehicles in
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case of Greece and Netherlands, whereas compatitive price is also achived in case of Electric Vehicles in Germany. The
proposed methodology provides a transparent and understandable approach, which can be easy adapted by the Member
States of EU, taking into consideration the fact that the fuel market fair play is a key factor for the EU continued economic
growth and avoiding local fuel market pressure. The advantages of this methodology can be summarized on the fact that
there are no assumptions, no exclusions and no vehicle segmentation. It is based on engine power, which is a common and
understandable parameter that can be examined among all vehicles and thus under this approach all vehicles available in the
EU market can be considered properly.
However, this study indicated that further research has to be conducted in terms of fuel benefits of AV technology
under real conditions through model simulations as well as under variable AV technology penetration levels. It is noted that
the need exists to investigate the fuel efficiency benefits of AFV under real-world situations; taking into account that model
differentiates fuel benefits on time of day, day of week, road type and vehicle type.
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ABSTRACT

Since buildings are responsible for a significant percentage of total energy consumption worldwide, special attention is paid nowadays in their
design and construction so as to minimize their total energy consumption during its life cycle; this consists of the operational energy and the
Embodied Energy (EE) of the building. In previous papers by the authors (Syngros et al. 2017, Koubogiannis et al. 2017), the EE and
embodied CO2 emissions (ECO2) impact of typical Hellenic dwellings constructed in the period 2000-2010 was quantified. The fact that the
dominant building materials are concrete and steel was also validated. Due to serious earthquake events in the past, the Greek legislation
concerning antiseismic requirements for Hellenic residential buildings has undergone various modifications. As a consequence, the amounts of the
basic materials and thus their EE and ECO2 are expected to deviate for buildings of a different construction period. In the present study, an
attempt is made to quantify the effect of the construction date of Hellenic buildings to their EE and ECO2, as a consequence of more strict
regulations due to seismic risk reassessment. This is accomplished by means of test cases referring to typical Hellenic residential buildings of the
same seismic zone, each of which has been constructed in a different period in the past. Through the definition of appropriate metrics for the sake of
comparison among the buildings of different typology, the results are proved to support the qualitative expectation that the EE and ECO2 impact
generally grew over successive construction periods and also provide relevant quantitative information on this fact.
INTRODUCTION

Buildings are responsible for a significant percentage of total energy consumption worldwide. As a consequence,
special attention is paid nowadays in the design and construction of new buildings. In the era of sustainability, it is
important to minimize Total Energy (TE) consumption of a building during its life cycle; TE consists of the Operational
Energy (OE) and the Embodied Energy (EE). In previous papers (Syngros et al. 2017, Koubogiannis et al. 2017), the
authors quantified the energy and emissions impact of typical Hellenic dwellings due to the energy embodied in their
construction materials. Through material analysis of four building test cases constructed in the period 2000-2010, the basic
construction materials of them were identified; these were shown to be concrete and steel. In addition, their contribution in
terms of building EE and ECO2 was estimated. To this end, and in the absence of a comprehensive Hellenic database, data
from a specific international database were utilized (Hammond 2008).
In the present paper, mass, EE and ECO2 analyses are performed to some additional Hellenic dwellings, each of
which has been constructed in a different period, before 2000. Due to serious earthquake events in the past, the Greek
legislation related to construction and antiseismic requirements for Hellenic residential buildings has undergone various
*Corresponding author, e-mail: dkoubog@uniwa.gr, tel. +302105385728
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modifications in the former decades. As a consequence, the results of the above analyses are expected to deviate for
buildings characterized by a different construction period. An attempt to quantify the effect of the construction period of
the building to its embodied energy, as a consequence of the changes in antiseismic regulations is made herein. Thus, this
work is related to the effect of local seismic risk on the environmental impact of the existing Hellenic building stock from a
life cycle perspective.
Relevant recent works in the literature related to the effect of seismic risk on building structures from an
environmental point of view, are mainly concerned with the need to account for seismic retrofit together with building
energy interventions targeting energy refurbishment. ‘Disregarding seismic risk may result in misleading expectations on the
actual effect of extensive energy saving measures’ and ‘depending on the site seismicity, the target of nearly-zero-energybuilding, envisioned by International Standards, can only be achieved if the adequate energy efficiency interventions are
performed on structurally safe constructions (Belleri et al. 2016). This is very important in some seismic European
countries, like Italy, where ‘at least 50% of the residential stock is earthquake-prone, while over 80% of the same stock is
highly energy-consuming and CO2-emitting’ and ‘in this context, renovation actions which combine both energy and
seismic issues are strongly needed (Greca et al. 2018). In the same spirit, the authors in (Marini et al. 2018) propose basic
features of an expanded Life Cycle Thinking approach, that apart from entailing the use of recyclable/reusable materials,
also encourages interventions carried out from the outside of the building to reduce its downtime and avoid inhabitant
relocation. Furthermore, the same authors in (Passoni et al. 2019), proceed with proposing a relevant design framework in
which sustainability is embedded in the context of holistic renovation of the existing building stock.
To accomplish the aim of the present paper, i.e. to quantify the effect of the construction period of Hellenic dwellings
to their EE and ECO2 impact, test cases referring to typical residential buildings of the same seismic zone in Greece are
selected, each of which has been constructed in a different period in the past. The methodology to carry out the necessary
mass, embodied energy and embodied CO2 analyses for these buildings is described, as well as the assumptions involved are
highlighted. Appropriate metrics are defined for the sake of comparison among the buildings of different typology. The
results support the qualitative expectation that the EE and ECO2 impact grows over time and relevant quantitative
information on this fact is provided.
A SHORT HISTORY OF HELLENIC ANTISEISMIC REGULATIONS

Earthquake is the shaking of ground caused by the unexpected movement of large sections of the Earth’s rocky
outermost crust, called tectonic plates. It is a physical phenomenon that occurs without warning, it cannot be prevented and
can potentially cause huge damages in constructions, as well as human injuries, even human losses. The ground vibrations
during an earthquake follow horizontal, vertical or wave motion and the corresponding seismic waves transmit the energy
of the earthquake. According to the Earthquake Planning and Protection Organization (EPPO), ‘Greece is one of the most
seismic countries in Europe and simultaneously occupying the 6th position on the global classification of seismic risks’.
Civil Engineering constructions in Greece rely on antiseismic regulations. Apart from occasional updates, major revisions in
the applicable antiseismic regulation occur after serious earthquake events and especially concern the corresponding
earthquake-striken area. The main objectives of the antiseismic regulation are the protection of human lives in case of highintensity earthquakes, the modeling of interaction between buildings and ground, the forecasting of results in the event of
strong earthquakes in civilian infrastructure, the design, construction and maintenance of structures able to receive with
safety a large amount of strain and the deterioration or avoidance of economic losses in medium-intensity vibrations.
Following the history of the Antiseismic Regulation (AR) in Greece, the following periods can be distinguished:
• P1: Period 1, 1959 – 1984, in which the AR of 1959 (AR-1959) is in force.
• P2: Period 2, 1984 – 1992, in which the important revision of 1984 (AR-19846`) is implemented to the AR.
• P3: Period 3, 1992 - 2000, in which the AR of 1992 (AR-1992) is in force.
• P4: Period 4, 2000 – today, in which the AR of 2000, named after ‘EAK2000’ (AR-2000) is in force. It should also
be mentioned that a slight modification of EAK2000 occured in 2003.
P1: period of AR-1959

The first antiseismic regulation was introduced in Greek legislation in 1959 (FEK 36Α/26-2-1959) in response to the
devastating earthquakes in the 1950s which took place in several areas of Greece. It was consisted of a combination of
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antiseismic measures that had been implemented in earthquake impacted areas of Greece, based on knowledge and
experience of the decade 1920-1930. Based on local seismicity, the earthquake-stricken regions of Greece were then ranked
in three categories, namely weak (I), medium (II) and strong (III) areas. In addition, the ground of settlements in Greece
was classified, according to its seismicity, in four categories, ranging from ‘low’ to ‘high’ risk one. Thus, the value of the
seismic charge rate coefficient (ε) was derived at period P1 from the combination of the various seismic zones and soil
hazard categories, ranging from ε=0.04 to 0.16 (see Table 1).
Table 1. Seismic charge rate coefficient ε for various seismic
zones and soil hazard categories

Seismicity Zones
I
II
III

low
0.04
0.06
0.08

Ground seismicity
medium
0.06
0.08
0.12

high
0.08
0.12
0.16

P2: period of AR-1984

The analysis and inspection of seismic loads initially relied on the consideration of each floor separately, an
assumption which was later proved to be wrong. Low seismic rates had been taken into account in conjunction with the
lack of high-intensity earthquakes for many years, leading to wrong risk assessment evaluation related to buildings.
Specifications were also given regarding the thickness of the rigidity walls and the minimum dimensions of the angular
columns. The perception dominated in the 1959 regulation was that the structural system mainly accepts vertical loads,
ignoring the horizontal loads that a building receives during the earthquake. The buildings of reinforced concrete that were
designed and built at that time had many weaknesses and in no case could be considered safe from an antiseismic point of
view. The main disadvantages of the regulation of 1959 were low strength of concrete and absence of relevant quality
controls, low strength steel using smooth rods, inadequate construction details regarding brads and transverse
reinforcement, steel brads without anchorage that was preventing their tensile resistance from developing, low longitudinal
and transverse reinforcement rates beams in columns with minimum quantity of steel or even without reinforcement and
dimensioning based on permitted stress and absence of suitable beams in bending and shearing.
In view of the above, a major problem in Greece is that the great rebuilding in city centers in the decade 1960-1970
relied on the AR-1959. The lack of strong earthquakes for some decades led to no recognition of the initially wrong
assumptions included in this regulation, so the initiative to review the first regulation was delayed. Twenty-five years later,
the need for modernization of constructions was imperative. In particular, in 1984 (FEK 239Β/16-4-1984), new
specifications were introduced in order to improve the incomplete AR of 1959. This was the result of the traumatic
experiences from catastrophic earthquakes in Greece in the meantime, as well as of the continuous research of scientists in
the field of antiseismic constructions. According to the AR-1984, the seismic zones remained three, as well as the soil
hazard categories did. However, a new addition was the introduction of the factor of importance (FoI) that distinguished
the buildings according to social and economic interest criteria. In particular, buildings were characterized as of high
importance (FoI=1.5) or usual importance (FoI=1.0) for seismic zones I and II, while for zone III the corresponding FoI
values were 1.2 and 1.0, respectively. FoI was used to multiply the seismic charge rate coefficient ε (see Table 1) for the
determination of the horizontal components of the seismic forces.
P3: period of AR-1992

In 1992, by a new ministerial decree (FEK 613Β/12-10-1992) it was decided to draft the overall antiseismic regulation
from the outset on the basis of new principles and new philosophy. The new regulation, that was called ‘New Hellenic
Antiseismic Regulation’ (its abbreviation in Greek being ‘NEAΚ’), came in force in 1995. According to NEAΚ’, new
concepts were included in the field of antiseismic structures which have proved to be of particular importance; the
fundamental requirements for the design of the seismic behavior of structures were defined on the grounds of the
avoidance to collapse, the limitation of damage and the guarantee of minimum level of operations. The term ‘ductility’ was
an unknown concept until then. This characterizes the ability of a material to incur plastic deformation and is one of the
factors determining whether or not a construction will collapse in the event of a severe earthquake. The seismic factors
were now determined in the regulations on the condition that part of the seismic energy is spent as work for plastic
deformation. The new regulation also defined critical areas, i.e. parts of the construction expected to develop plastic joints
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during the earthquake, introduced the concept of ‘capacity design’ which seeks to enhance the capacity of the construction
for greater energy absorption without partial or total failure, as well as the concepts of the rate of conduct of the
construction, the damping factor and the foundation coefficient, while the existence of seismic joints between buildings
were made obligatory. According to the new regulation, Greece was divided into four seismic zones, namely I, II, III and
IV, depending on the seismicity of the ground. These are presented in the map shown in Figure 1(a). The corresponding
values for the seismic acceleration coefficient α of the ground are 0.12, 0.16, 0.24 and 0.36, respectively. (The seismic
acceleration of the ground is then calculated by the product a*g, where g is the gravity acceleration).
P4: period of AR-2000

In 1999, following a ministerial decision (FEK 2184 Β'/20-12-1999), it was necessary to review the current antiseismic
regulation. The revision of the New Hellenic Antiseismic Regulation (NEAK) was named ‘Hellenic Antiseismic Regulation
– version 2000’ (its abbreviation in Greek being ‘EAK2000’). This review was deemed necessary following observations and
scientific opinions expressed during the implementation of the NEAK. Furthermore, the Hellenic antiseismic regulation
had to be adapted to the requirements of the respective European directives. The amendments and additional provisions of
the EAK2000 were more stringent and with more requirements. The main aim remained that of of limiting damages to the
building and avoiding its collapse. In particular, EAK2000 included provisions which determined the minimum seismic
design actions and corresponding combinations of these actions, the behavior requirements for the above combinations of
seismic actions and safety control criteria, methods for calculating the intensity and deformation of structures and
constructional provisions of structural parts and materials. The concept of the constant seismic factor was removed and the
range of seismic acceleration was inserted instead. The seismic joint between buildings with minimum widths that depend
on the number of floors and the calculation of the shifts was also required. A high importance addition that the seismic
zones venturesomeness remained four as in NEAK, as well as the seismic soil hazard zones. In 2003, an amendment of the
seismic zone venturesomeness map was published by a new ministerial decision (FEK 1154Β/12-08-2003). According to it,
Greece is divided in three seismic zones, namely I, II and III instead of four. The corresponding values for the seismic
ground acceleration coefficient α are 0.16, 0.24 and 0.36, respectively. The map of the new zones is depicted in Figure 1(b).
The most important changes between this map and the previous one (Figure 1(a)) are that the low seismic zone (α=0.12)
was removed and the areas belonging to it were transferred to the new zone I (α=0.16), as well as that, in Attica region, two
zones were retained with some northwest and northeast municipalities being transported to new zone II (α=0.24).
Table 2. Seismic zone venturesomeness

Regulation
1995
2000

I
0.12
0.16

II
0.16
0.24

III
0.24
0.36

IV
0.36

METHODOLOGY

In order to accomplish the aim of quantifying the effect of construction period on the environmental impact of
residential Hellenic buildings, it was required to estimate the embodied energy and CO2 involved in their dominant
construction materials, namely concrete and steel. The selection and description of appropriate cases, as well as the overall
methodology used for the relevant calculations and the presentation of results are described below.
Selection and Description of Test Cases

To select indicative test cases, two choices were examined. The first of them was to consider an existing building (of
period P4) and “extrapolate” its design back in time. This means to virtually consider it be in periods P1, P2 and P3 and
accordingly redesign it such as the applicable antiseismic regulations of each period would be met. In other words, to
estimate how it would have been constructed in the corresponding period supposed it would be located at the same region.
Apart from involving a lot of work, this scenario had the disadvantage that although new dimensions and material
quantities could be estimated, the structural safety of the virtual design could not be realistic from a static point of view.
The second choice was to find the architectural/civil engineering drawings of typical existing residential buildings being
constructed in periods P1, P2, P3 and P4 and use them to extract information concerning the quantities of the main
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building materials, i.e. concrete and steel. In this case, old drawings had to be found and manually worked out and the the
buildings would not necessarily be similar to each other (for example single-floor against multi-floor building, etc).
The second choice was finally followed. For the sake of comparison, it was decided to select all the buildings being
located in the same seismic zone, namely zone I (according to what is valid in P4). The selected cases were named after C1,
C2, C3 and C4 corresponding to the construction periods P1, P2, P3 and P4, respectively. Three buildings of period P4
have already been studied in (Syngros et al. 2017, Koubogiannis et al. 2017). These were named herein as C4a, C4b and C4c
and were used to extract values for the ‘average’ building C4 of period P4. The six test cases are briefly described below.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1
The seismic zones venturesomeness map of Greece: (a) Designed in 1986-1989 to be enforced in 1995.
(FEK 613Β/12-10-1992) (b) Published in 2003 (FEK 1154Β/12-08-2003).
Case C1. An urban single-family dwelling located at Egaleo, Attica (seismic zone I) and constructed in April 1961,
that the AR-1959 was in force (construction period P1). It consists of a ground floor having a kitchen, two WC, two
bedrooms, a living room and an entrance hall. No stairwell, external or internal exist, neither semi-open spaces.
Case C2. An urban multi-family four floor dwelling with an attic room located at Petroupoli, Attica (seismic zone I)
and constructed in 1989, that the AR-1984 was in force (period P2). It consists of ground floor (pilotis), three identical
floors and an attic room, balconies at each floor, internal stairwell and elevator.
Case C3. A single-family ground floor dwelling with a basement and an attic room located at Lagonissi, Attica (seismic
zone I) and constructed in May 1998, that the AR-1992 was in force (period P3). It consists of basement, ground floor, flat
roof, balconies in the ground floor and the flat roof, internal and external stairwell.
Case C4a and C4b. Three-floor multi-family similar buildings, located at Egaleo, Attica (seismic zone I) and
constructed in March 2008 and May 2010, respectively, that the AR-2000 was in force (period P4). Both consist of
basement, ground floor (pilotis), three floors and flat roof.
Case C4c. A ground-floor single-family dwelling located at Egaleo, Attica (seismic zone I) and constructed in March
2010, that the AR-2000 was in force (period P4). It consists of basement, ground floor (pilotis), three floors and flat roof.
For each of these buildings, the corresponding architectural and civil engineering drawings were made available. As an
example, Figure 2 shows the ground plan and formwork drawings for the building of case C1.
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Figure 2

(b)
(a)
Single-family dwelling in Egaleo, 1961 (case C1). (a) Ground plan. (b) Formwork drawing.

Calculation Procedure

The three-step process analysis that was presented in (Koubogiannis et al. 2017) has also been implemented herein in
order to estimate the EE and ECO2 content of the basic building construction materials. The steps of this process are
material analysis, mass analysis, EE and ECO2 analysis.
Material Analysis. This refers to the breakdown of building sets of materials and equipment into their constitutive
materials. However, in the present study, this step was omitted, since we are interested only for concrete and steel, that are
by far the dominant materials for the building construction as it was confirmed in (Koubogiannis et al. 2017).
Mass Analysis. This concerns the calculation of mass (in kg) for each material recorded in the previous step (herein
concrete and steel). To this end, information was extracted by the corresponding building drawings. In particular, the
volume of the concrete consumed for the construction was estimated, as well as the mass of the corresponding steel
quantity. To transform volume into mass, for each type of concrete referred in the drawings, its density was utilized.
EE and ECO2 Analysis. This concerns the transformation of the mass values obtained in the second step to EE
values (in MJ) after multiplying them by the corresponding EE Coefficients (CEE in MJ/kg). Although the latter are
nationally dependent parameters, in the absence of a comprehensive database in Greece, available values from the
Inventory of Carbon and Energy (ICE) (Hammond 2008) were utilized (they refer to equivalent primary energy values).
Since the boundaries involved in the ICE database are cradle-to-gate, such a process-based analysis suffers from truncation
errors (Dixit 2015). It should be mentioned at this point, that the nowadays values of EE coefficients (of period P4),
namely CEEc=0.74 MJ/kg for concrete and CEEs=29.2 MJ/kg for steel, were utilized also for the previous construction
periods. Although this is inaccurate, no other relevant information could be available. In a similar way, ECO2 analysis was
carried out by utilizing the corresponding coefficients, namely CECO2,c=0.1 kgCO2/kg and CECO2,s=2.24 kgCO2/kg.
Organization of results. In previous works of the authors (Syngros et al. 2017, Koubogiannis et al. 2017),
corresponding results for mass and embodied energy of building materials have been presented. In addition, for
comparison purposes, these results were often divided by the area of the building due to the fact that the various buildings
under study were not similar (for example single against multi-floor ones). In the present work, mass, EE and ECO2
analyses of building materials were performed per floor, as well as with respect of sets of structural parts of them. In
particular, the amounts of concrete and steel were distributed in the sets of footing and stripfooting (fs), columns and
beams (cb), slabs and stairs (ss) per floor and for the whole building.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After accomplishing the steps described in the previous section, results concerning the volume of concrete, the mass
of concrete, steel and their sum, as well as embodied energy and embodied CO2 were extracted for each building. However,
the way to present them in order to demonstrate and quantify the increase of quantities over different time periods, was by
no way obvious. For example, if one compares building C2 (a multi-floor one) with building C3 (a single-floor one), the
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first of them will obviously involve greater materials amounts and thus mass, EE and ECO2. As a consequence, these
quantities are not indicative in order to quantify the increase over time for buildings of different typology. A way to
overcome this, is to define and introduce for the sake of comparison, some intensity quantities, i.e. divided by a
characteristic area of the building. For example, in (Koubogiannis et al. 2017), the total floor area of the building had been
selected as such and the mass, EE and ECO2 intensity values per unit area were calculated and compared for each building.
After a lot of experimentation and investigation in the context of the present work, the area of the concrete slabs contained
in each building that is approximately equal to the total building floor area was finally selected to be used for the extraction
of the intensity quantities. Table 3 summarizes these areas in each of the cases under consideration.
Case
A

Table 3. Area covered by slabs per case (in m2)

C1
72

C2
722

C3
275

C4a
438

C4b
411

C4c
232

In view of the above, Table 4 presents the volume of concrete (in m3) utilized for the construction of each building
case. It is reminded that the construction elements of the building have been divided in the sets of footing and stripfooting
(fs), columns and beams (cb), slabs and stairs (ss) per floor and their sums provide the value of the whole building (tot).
Results for case C4 have been derived by averaging values of buildings C4a, C4b and C4c (presented in italics in the table).
Two metrics have been defined herein, namely the total volume intensity of concrete, i.e. vc,tot=Vc,tot/A and its partial
volume intensity, i.e. the total volume minus the volume of the fs set, i.e. vc,tot-fs=(Vc,tot – Vc,fs)/A (concerning the material
used for the whole building except the fs-set). The values of these metrics are presented in the Table 4, below the
horizontal line. As one can notice, these values are in an absolutely increasing order from period P1 to P4, i.e. for cases C1
to C4. In addition, all three values referring to P4, namely those for cases C4a, C4b and C4c are greater than the
corresponding values of C1, C2 and C3, not only their average. The same is valid for both metrics.
Table 4. Volume of concrete (in m3) per case and building set

Case
Vc,fs
Vc,cb
Vc,ss
Vc,tot
vc,tot
vc,tot-fs

C1
8
8
8
23
0,32
0,22

C2
46
84
127
257
0,36
0,29

C3
26
44
43
113
0,41
0,32

C4
43
81
77
201
0,59
0,45

C4a

C4b

C4c

30
115
87
231
0,53
0,46

36
58
102
196
0,48
0,39

62
71
42
175
0,75
0,49

In order to transform concrete volumes into masses, the density of the type of concrete as written in the drawings was
used. These are summarized in Table 5 (in case C3, an average value was used).
Table 5. Concrete type and density estimate per case (in kg/m3)

Case
type
density

C1
B(160)
2550

C2
B(225)
2400

C3
C(16/20)
2300

C4a
C(20/25)
2400

C4b
C(20/25)
2400

C4c
C(20/25)
2400

Table 6 presents the corresponding masses of concrete (in kg) utilized for the construction of each building case. The
structure of this table, i.e. the information contained in it, is similar to that of Table 4. The corresponding metrics are the
total mass intensity of concrete, i.e. μc,tot=mc,tot/A and its partial mass intensity, i.e. the total mass minus that of the fs-set,
i.e. μc,tot-fs=(mc,tot – mc,fs)/A. Similar remarks to those concerning the results of Table 3 can be stated also for Table 5.
Table 7 presents similar information concerning the corresponding masses of steel (in kg). Note that the intensities in
terms of μs,tot and μs,tot-fs are not in an absolute increasing order, like the results referring to concrete. This is due to the fact
that case C2 refers to a multi-floor building, while case C3 refers to a single-floor one and in this case, it seems that these
metrics seem to partially ‘fail’. After several attempts, an alternative metric was found to be more representative, namely
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μs,cb(L)=ms,cb/(Lcol+Lbem), in which total mass contained in columns and beams is divided by the total length of columns and
beams in the building (lengths Lcol and Lbem, respectively, in m): then μs,cb(L) represents a reduced quantity with an increasing
value from P1 to P4.
Table 6. Mass of concrete (in kg) per case and building set

Case
mc,fs
mc,cb
mc,ss
mc,tot
μc,tot
μc,tot-fs

C1
19380
20987
19176
59543
827
558

Case
ms,fs
ms,cb
ms,ss
ms,tot
μs,tot
μs,tot-fs
Lcol
Lbem
μs,cb(L)

C2
110016
201504
304080
615600
853
700

C3
60490
101430
98325
260245
946
726

C4
102000
194800
184696
481496
1196
1070

C4a

C4b

C4c

72000
275040
207600
554640
1266
1102

86400
138960
244848
470208
1114
934

147600
170400
101640
419640
1209
1173

Table 7. Mass of steel (in kg) per case and building set

C1
411
707
491
1610
22
17
31
45
9

C2
3556
12165
18572
34293
47
43
174
271
27

C3
1760
5635
3407
10803
39
33
83
189
30

C4
4441
14924
6599
25963
73
58
-

C4a

C4b

4470
17550
12975
34995
80
70
-

2066
19289
3711
25065
61
56
-

C4c
6786
7932
3112
17830
77
48
-

Table 8 presents information concerning the corresponding total mass of materials, consisting of both concrete and
steel (in kg). It has actually been derived by appropriately adding corresponding columns of Tables 6 and 7 and extracting
the metrics’ values. The percentage of concrete contribution in the total mass averages a value of about 96%, independent
the construction period. The values of the area-based total mass intensity μtot are now in an absolute increasing order over
time from period P1 to P4. This happens due to the fact that concrete overwhelmingly dominates in the total mass (~96%).
The area-based partial mass intensity μtot-fs and length-based cb-mass intensity μtot,cb(L)= mtot,cb(L)/(Lcol+Lbem) (i.e. the total
mass contained in columns and beams divided by the total length of columns and beams in the building) also present the
required performance of increasing over time periods. Furthermore, based on μtot metric, which refers to the sum of
concrete and steel and is directly calculated based on the total building area, quantitative information can be extracted for
the increase of material amount from one period of construction to the next one. In particular, the percentage increase in
terms of μtot is 6% from P1 to P2, 10% from P2 to P3 and 50% from P3 to P4.
Case
μtot
μtot-fs
μtot,cb(L)
% concrete

Table 8. Total mass intensity of concrete and steel (in kg) per case

C1
849
574
285
97

C2
900
743
480
95

C3
986
759
566
96

C4
1479
1127
95

C4a

C4b

1346
1172
94

1205
990
95

C4c
1886
1220
96

In Table 9, the corresponding information concerning the total EE and total ECO2 intensities of the overall concrete
and steel are presented (eetot=EEtot/A in MJ/m2 and eco2tot=ECO2tot/A in kgCO2/m2, respectively). In contrast to what
happens with the percentage of concrete contribution in total mass, its contribution in eetot averages at about 38% (and is
less than 50% for all construction periods P1-P4). The corresponding contribution in eco2tot averages at about 52% (it is
either over or under 50% for the various cases). This is attributed to the fact that steel has significantly greater EE
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coefficient than concrete (29.20 over 0.74 MJ/kg). Similarly, the same happens, however in a lower degree, with the
corresponding ECO2 coefficients (2.24 over 0.1 kgCO2/kg). A final remark is that eetot and eco2tot generally exhibit an
increasing order over time from period P1 to P4, however not genuine like in μtot. This is due to a reduction that is noticed
moving from P2 to P3 (i.e. from case C2 to case C3) that is attributed to the fact that C2 is a multi-floor building, while C3
is a ground-floor one, so metrics eetot and eco2tot seem to partially ‘fail’. The percentage differences in terms of eetot is 45%
from P1 to P2, -5% from P2 to P3 and 66% from P3 to P4, while in terms of eco2tot this is 60% from P1 to P2, -8% from
P2 to P3 and 71% from P3 to P4.
Table 9. Total EE, ECO2 intensities (in MJ/m2, kgCO2/m2) per case

Case
eetot
% concrete in EE
eco2tot
% concrete in ECO2

C1
1265
48
134
62

C2
2018
31
194
44

C3
1847
38
185
51

C4
3160
33
307
49

C4a

C4b

3270
29
310
41

2627
32
254
55

C4c
3583
37
357
51

Alternatively, a way to ‘correct’ this deficiency is to use the fact, as already found, that concrete contributes with about
96% to the total mass intensity and calculate EE intensity by
eetot= μC,tot*(0.74)+ μS,tot*(29.2)=(0.96)μtot*(0.74)+ (0.04)μtot*(29.2)=(0.71)μtot+(1.17)μtot=(1.88)μtot
so the percentage contribution of concrete would be (0.71)μtot/(1.88)μtot*100%=38%.
Similarly for ECO2
eco2tot= μC,tot*(0.1)+ μS,tot*(2.24)=(0.96)μtot*(0.1)+ (0.04)μtot*(2.24)=(0.096)μtot+(0.09)μtot=(0.186)μtot
and the percentage contribution of concrete would be (0.096)μtot/(0.186)μtot*100%=52%.
Table 10 summarizes the ‘corrected’ EE and ECO2 intensities, that now are in an absolutely increasing order from P1
to P4, in case one decides to trust more the percentages found for total mass (i.e. 96% concrete). This standardizes the
percentage contribution of concrete to the averaged values of 38% and 52% for eetot andtot respectively and makes the the
percentage increase in terms of both eetot and eco2tot equal to those of μtot, namely 6% from P1 to P2, 10% from P2 to P3
and 50% from P3 to P4.
Table 10. ‘Corrected’ total EE, ECO2 intensities

Case
eetot
% concrete in EE
eco2tot
% concrete in ECO2

C1
1595
38
158
52

C2
1691
38
167
52

C3
1852
38
183
52

C4
2778
38
275
52

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, an attempt was made to quantify the effect of the construction period of typical Hellenic
residential buildings on their mass, embodied energy and embodied CO2 emissions as a result of changes in the applicable
antiseismic regulations. After referring to the relevant milestone years, four construction periods were defined. By means of
a simple building test case per period, for which the drawings were made available, mass, embodied energy and embodied
CO2 analyses were performed. Appropriate metrics were sought in order to make the corresponding values comparable for
the building of each period (independent its typology) and demonstrate the incremental effect of the change of regulations
over time on them.
It was concluded that the total concrete and steel mass divided by the total building area, i.e. total mass intensity
suffices to express the increase in mass quantity over different construction periods. In addition, idependent the period of
construction, about 96% of the total mass intensity is contributed by concrete (the rest is steel) and moving from period-toperiod, the estimation of the percentage increases in mass intensity are 6% from P1 to P2, 10% from P2 to P3 and 50%
from P3 to P4. While percentage differences were estimated also for EE and ECO2 intensities, based on the fact that mass
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estimations are more trusted, as they involve fewer assumptions than EE and ECO2 ones, it was proposed to also consider
the same percentage increments as the ones used for mass. In this case, corresponding estimations of the percentage
concrete contribution in embodied energy intensity and embodied CO2 could be 38% and 52%, respectively.
In order to further validate and/or improve the preliminary results of the present study, more extensive work has to
be done by examining a greater sample of buildings of various typologies (instead of only one), in each construction period
and extract average values per period. Furthermore, the present study could be extended for buildings located in seismic
zones II and III. In case that improved information on the EE/ECO2 coefficient databases were made available or if more
appropriate values for concrete and steel dedicated for Greece were found, the updated values could easily be combined
with the calculated mass intensity results to improve the overall EE and ECO2 estimations.
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ABSTRACT

Degradation processes of the materials are complex phenomena. Concerning the archaeological findings, it has been proved that cyclical
changes in climatic conditions are the main driving forces behind decay. The great changes that occur during an excavation are mainly due to
the change in humidity and not so much to the oxygen of the air or to the sunlight. Proper protection of heritage structures could be achieved
by adjusting the microclimatic conditions. The particular conditions inside a buried monument are a special feature of it. The hygrothermal
evolution within is related to daily and seasonal cycles, such as the thermal energy transported through the soil to the building elements (floor,
walls, roof) and water exchanges (at all stages of concentration), between soil and indoor air, which are in close connection with the heat
exchange.
Therefore, degradation is related directly to the heat and humidity flows through the mass of the structural elements, which are caused
by the potential difference determined by the boundary conditions inside and outside the walls. Thus, for the proper management of excavated
monuments, systematic data recordings and interdisciplinary studies are required prior to the final protection intervention. Similarly, the
environment, natural or artificial, that surrounds the monument strengthens or reduces heat and humidity flows inside the construction
materials and influences the degradation processes. It therefore shows the need to intervene in this environment in order to control as far as
possible the microclimatic conditions. The main objective is to stop any potential damage-induced process and to take precautionary measures
for sustainable management and future preservation of cultural heritage.
In the category of artificially created environment are included the built shelters that aim to protect the monuments from the influence of
the weather conditions. The very nature of these constructions contributes to the formation of the microclimatic conditions both inside the
monument and around it, using mechanical systems. Thus, in order to evaluate the shelters’ contribution to the creation of a stable
microclimatic environment and minimization of heat and moisture exchanges, we need to define sustainable criteria and specifications for their
construction, including the use of renewable energy systems to reduce energy consumption.
INTRODUCTION

The environment, natural or artificial, that surrounds a monument can strengthen or reduce the heat and humidity
flows inside the construction materials and influence the degradation processes. Degradation is related directly to the
heat and humidity flows through the mass of the structural elements, which are caused by the potential difference
determined by the boundary conditions inside and outside of the walls. The hygrothermal evolution within is related to
daily and seasonal cycles, such as the thermal energy transported through the soil to the building elements (floor, walls,
roof) and water exchanges between soil and indoor air, at all stages of concentration, which are in close connection
with the heat exchange.
Therefore, there is a need to intervene in this environment in order to control as far as possible the microclimate.
Proper protection of heritage structures could be achieved by adjusting the microclimatic conditions. The main
objective is to stop any potential damage-induced process and to take precautionary measures for sustainable
management and future preservation of cultural heritage, which is a topic of the Unesco Sustainable Development
Goals, the SDG11: “Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable”, target 11.4:
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“Strengthen efforts to protect and safeguard the world’s cultural and natural heritage”.
(https://ec.europa.eu/sustainable-development/goal11_en)
In the category of artificially created environment are included the built shelters that aim to protect the
monuments from the influence of the weather conditions. The very nature of these constructions contributes to the
formation of the microclimatic conditions both inside the monument and around it, using mechanical systems. Thus, in
order to evaluate the shelters’ contribution to the creation of a stable microclimatic environment and minimization of
heat and moisture exchanges, we need to define sustainable criteria and specifications for their construction, including
the use of renewable energy systems to reduce energy consumption.
As tourist activities are concerned, heritage sites should not be isolated from the visitors, but the visiting
procedure should be controlled by management policies based on the principles of sustainability. Additionally, new
demands for comfort and environmental protection often require the upgrading of energy efficiency in historical
buildings. There is still much discussion on which are the appropriate policies and management techniques to minimize
the impact of tourism on monuments, without them being isolated.
Increasingly, it is being recognized that “smart” buildings and integrated systems are central to successfully
addressing challenges posed by climate change, natural disasters, accidents, disease and terrorism (2019-2024 ASHRAE
Strategic Plan). The improvement of energy efficiency is becoming increasingly important for the monument
preservation. The climatic change endangers heritage buildings all over the world. Additionally, modern living standards
may cause climatically problems for buildings. Only the ability of economical use ensures the heritage’s continued
existence. Measures improving energy efficiency are only acceptable for heritage preservation if they do not destroy the
historic value or disturb its lasting. (Report on Demand analysis and historic building classification).
The need to achieve energy efficiency standards in heritage buildings has triggered both research and design
practice aimed at reducing their carbon footprint and improving their indoor comfort and functionality conditions. In
this view, a dedicated scientific effort has to be spent while dealing with historical structures needing to preserve their
key testimonial knowledge into the society. When it comes to improve energy efficiency, solutions more suitable for
heritage buildings should be found in a wider range. Improving heat and light technology, influence user behaviour and
involve urban possibilities are starting points when it comes to develop innovative solutions that doesn’t harm
monuments. (Report on demand analysis and historic building classification)
Cabeza, Gracia, and Pisello, (2018) have classified different examples of the use of energy efficiency approaches
and the integration of renewable energies in historical buildings, including solar and geothermal energy, and the use of
heat pumps and other high-efficiency heating ventilation and air conditioning systems.

The case of Macedonian tombs’ shelters
Macedonian tombs are subterranean monuments dated in the 2nd and 3rd century B.C. excavated in the area of
Macedonia in north Greece. They have been built by large blocks of stone, with vaulted roof, having depicted walls of
great archaeological importance. Their special characteristic is the artificial covering of earth, named “tumulus”. Most
of them have been preserved during the centuries in excellent condition being in a stable microclimate, which is
disturbed after the excavation works.
About a hundred Macedonian tombs have been excavated in the whole region of Macedonia and only a few of
them have been protected with permanent shelters that include mechanical systems to control the interior microclimate.
Best case studies are: the Royal Tombs at Vergina, where a tumulus-shaped shelter with soil embankment was
constructed to regulate the conditions of temperature and relative humidity in the interior and create a museum in situ
(Fig. 1), the tomb at Agios Athanasios (Fig. 2), the Macedonian tomb of Finikas (Fig. 3), shelters for Macedonian tombs
at ancient Mieza in Imathia (Fig. 4), temporary shelters for Macedonian tombs at Pella (Fig.5).
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Figure 1
Macedonian tombs at Vergina (a) Study of the tumulus-shaped shelter (Zaglaniki, L., 1987, Dimakopoulos, I., 1993)
(b) External photos – Entrance
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Figure 2
Macedonian tomb at Agios Athanasios - Thessaloniki

Figure 3
Macedonian tomb at Finikas - Thessaloniki.
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Figure 4
Shelters for Macedonian tombs at ancient Mieza – Imathia.

Figure 5
Temporary shelter for Macedonian tomb D at Pella.

THE SHELTER AS A MICROCLIMATE REGULATOR

There is much discusion about what a shelter for monuments should be like.
The following pictures (Fig.6) show the diffrent points of view on the issue, even idealistic and imaginary.
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Figure 6
Different kinds of shelters: temporary for archaeological excavations or permanent for heritage findings.
Generaly, there are two types of shelters:
1. Temporary protective covers, which provide protection against direct and visible threats as rain, air, light
(shading).
2. Permanent buildings or housing shelters, which ensure the control of in-climate conditions and possibly their
correct setting to provide protection from indirect threats as humidity and temperature, that act at an unseen
level, perceived only by its effects.
Adverse effects of the housing shelter are:
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Externally: heating and expansion from solar radiation, rain moistening, drying and cooling from wind, dust and
pollution from the traffic.
Internally: air circulation, heating - cooling, liquefaction and diffusion of water vapor.
The following questions should be answered:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What do we want to protect the tombs from?
Do they need protection from rain, sunlight and wind?
Do they also need protection from the changes of climatic conditions (temperature – relative humidity)?
How could we achieve the control of the microclimate?
What kind of shelters are we going to construct?
What will be the qualification of materials to be used?

Minimum requirements that the shelter must provide are:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Thermal insulation.
Protection from overheating in summer.
The temperature change to be transmitted at a reduced interior, with a phase delay proportional to the thermal
capacity of the components.
Adequate heat capacity to prevent dew formation inside winter nights and delayed rise in temperature during
peak hours
Ability to receive and remove or repatriate moisture created indoors (resistance to water vapor diffusion,
"storage" and moisture return, water vapor barrier)
Openings - entrances (lighting, ventilation)
Protection from external noise
Fire safety (non-flammable materials)

•

Expansion properties control, thermal conductivity and water vapor permeability.

•

Relationship between the volume and the outer surface of the shell. The smaller the outer surface compared to

•
•

its volume, the smaller the heat loss.
From a construction point of view all the above conditions are more easily met by an outer shell, consisting of
two layers. The exterior protects against rain, sun, winds, while the interior protects against heat and moisture. Possible
air moisture can be treated with slight ventilation of the space between the two layers of the wall. Such a construction
solution also favors sound insulation.
In trying to regulate the enclosure we have specific data, conditions and means of achieving the goal each time.
The data include: what do we want to house (kind of finding, materials that make up it), for how long, whether
or not human presence will be on site, what is the soil morphology of surrounding area, the climate of the place, what
size of shed is required, what construction cost is required and finally the aesthetic parameter.
The conditions or requirements include: acceptable limits for inter-climatic conditions, building opportunities,
financial opportunities.
The means of success include: appropriate architectural design, enclosure adjustment systems.
Basically the type of the housing shelter largely determines the interior climate and the cost of the support
systems. The decision should be made after a survey of each data item.

Requirements
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Requirements regarding the construction of the housing shelter.
Represent the least possible intervention.
Be constructive in a short time.
Do not burden the monument (human carelessness, machine vibration) during their implementation.
Be reversible and have a long life.
Ensure continuous control and maintenance.
Use of HVAC and renewable energies such as solar and geothermal.
Use of BEMS automation systems.
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8. Be functional (static resistance, security, easy movement of visitors).
9. Aesthetically harmonizing with the monument and the archaeological site.
10. Emphasize the monument.
B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Requirements regarding the control of the indoor climate conditions.
Minimize the exchanges between the inside and outside air.
Stabilize the temperature and relative humidity fluctuations.
Reduce the temperature difference between indoor and outdoor air.
Reduce the number of the visitors and time spent inside.
Control water and heat flows through the mass of structural elements.
Control flows between soil and building materials.

C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Requirements regarding the promotion/display of the monuments.
Enhancement of the value of the heritage site (cultural and educational).
Create a livable place for visitors and the surrounding residents.
Aesthetic alignment and harmonization between new constructions, the monument and the surrounding area.
Improve indoor comfort for the visitors and functionality conditions.
Best accessibility and transportation.
Provide security and safe movement of the visitors.

D. Requirements regarding the properties of the construction materials.
1. Increased resistance to temperature changes, thermal insulation, heat capacity, fire protection.
2. Not easily affected by humidity (wet-leakage factor).
3. Not easily affected by elements of air pollution (carbon dioxide, etc.).
4. No chemical reaction with water or with the materials of the monument.
5. Compatible with the physical and chemical properties of the monument.
6. No development of biological liaisons.
7. Have specifications for a long service life.
8. Where traditional technology is required, use specially produced materials that are not available on the market.
9. Ensure continuous control and maintenance.
10. Safety from fire (nonflammable materials).
E.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

General requirements regarding the sustainable management.
Safeguard the monuments for the future generations.
Preserve the key testimonial knowledge of the monument.
Use of non-destructive methods and reversible new constructions.
Use of environmental friendly methods to modify the surrounding microclimate.
Reduce energy consumption; achieve efficiency and autonomy, using renewable energy sources.
Tailored retrofit strategies to be investigated and implemented.
Influence users’ behavior.
Develop innovative solutions.

CONCLUSIONS
Artificially created environment for monuments includes built shelters that aim to protect them from the
influence of the weather conditions. Proper protection of heritage structures could be achieved by adjusting the
microclimatic conditions. The very nature of these constructions contributes to the formation of the microclimatic
conditions both inside the monument and around it. The main objective is to stop any potential damage-induced
process and to take precautionary measures for sustainable management
“Smart” buildings and integrated systems are central to successfully addressing challenges posed by climate change
and natural disasters. The improvement of energy efficiency is becoming increasingly important for monuments’
preservation. Solutions more suitable for heritage buildings should be found in a wider range. Improving heat and light
technology, influence user behaviour and involve urban possibilities are starting points when it comes to develop
innovative solutions that does not harm the monuments.
In order to evaluate the shelters’ contribution to the creation of a stable microclimatic environment and the
sustainable management of momuments, the present paper defines criteria and specifications regarding the construction
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of the housing shelter, the control of the indoor climate conditions, the properties of the construction materials and the
promotion of the monuments.
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ABSTRACT

This Pan-Hellenic Social Survey (2018-2019) covers the attitudes of the people regarding Climate Change, Energy Needs, the Quality of
Life of the people, and also their recent attitudes towards the Renewable Energy Sources.
It is a well known fact that Hellas is suffering from an economic crisis during the last ten years. As expected, this crisis, has not only
immediately affected the economics of each household, but also the quality of life, the comfort conditions and, in consequence, the everyday life of the
citizens. It is also very interesting to see how people’s attitudes towards the application of small and large-scale devices of Renewable Energy
Sources, i.e. Photovoltaic and Wind generators, change over time.
It is at least an intriguing subject to see how people cope with the above mentioned circumstances. Among other research projects every two
years we conduct a similar social research regarding the attitudes of Hellenic people towards R.E.S. (see Kosmopoulos 2002 / 2004 / 2006 /
2008 / 2011 / 2013 / 2015 / 2017).
This specific research presented here is of special interest. It aims at the investigation of how peoples' attitudes and views towards the
Environmental subjects and the use of RES. are affected by the Economic Crisis, and a rather dystopian general future. How serious and
important are the environmental issues considered to be when people feel that their everyday life is threatened? This subject is approached through
this Pan-Hellenic survey analyzing the data gathered by questionnaires.
After an extremely heavy winter, (January 2019), It is very interesting to see how environmental matters are faced in general, regarding
energy sources, fuels and related costs during this critical period.
But parallel to the above, Hellenic people have to face their household economics, their traditional attitudes towards their environment (both
built and natural) and their dependence from imported fuels (oil and gas).
The conclusions of this research are important, describing the hellenic people’s attitudes towards quality of life, energy needs, energy poverty,
and their attitudes towards R.E.S. and the environment. A large number of areas and cities have been covered, offering a satisfactory image of the
subject.
INTRODUCTION

The Panhellenic social research presented here examines the energy consumption, energy needs, comfort conditions
of the people of Greece today, and their attitudes towards RES.
After an extremely heavy winter, less than 0 ° C for twenty days (very rare in Greece), in 2016/17 and the recent very
cold January 2019, energy poverty is a widely known fact. But at the same time, according to EU directives, Greece must
comply with regulations on the implementation and use of Renewable Energy Sources.
It is also interesting to see how environmental issues are faced in general, about the energy sources, fuel and the
related costs, during this transitory period
The sensitivity of the Greek people towards environmental issues is well known diachronically: the traditional
architecture, antiquities, natural environment and the relevant protective legislation have created a particular culture, which
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is more or less reconsidered. It is obvious that a new environmental aesthetic culture is under configuration.
But in addition to the above, the Greek people have to deal with the economics of the household, the traditional
attitude towards the environment (both built and natural) and its dependence on imported fuels (oil and gas). Among other
surveys, every two years, we conduct a social survey that concerns the attitude of the Greek people to the RES (see
Kosmopoulos 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2011, 2013, 2015, 2017). This study comes in addition to the existing literature on
recent opinions and attitudes of the participants towards the poor comfort conditions, economic crisis and the
environmental aspects of RES.
THE RESEARCH PROJECT

A large number of areas and cities have been covered, offering a satisfactory image of the subject. As for the subjects
among the citizens, there has been a random selection covering the whole area of each city and its suburbs, all age groups,
and several occupation and educational level groups.
Regarding the sample, the 46,7% was female and 53,3 male, their age was from 26 to 75, their occupation was mainly
civil servant (32,31%), employee (27,7%) and self-employees (17,4%). Most of the people had higher education (38,1%) and
post-secondary vocational education (29.23%).
The printed questionnaires have been procceced aiming at the extraction of easily understandable data, in order to
help the authorities that might be interested to use the results of our survey.
The questionnaire is based upon the Guttman scale (Canter, 1988) but it has been adapted to the well approved and
generally accepted 5 point Likert scale, in order to be comparable to all previous relative studies (see Kosmopoulos 2002 /
2004 / 2006 / 2008 / 2011 / 2013 / 2015 / 2017).
THE SURVEY

The research project, regarding the social attitudes towards the environmental subjects during this critical period, has lasted
from September 2018 to June 2019, all over Hellas (and Cyprus) through the collection of printed questionnaires, and has
covered the respective number of 1287 valid questionnaires.
Table 1: THE SOCIAL SURVEY RESULTS

I live:
I live in:
Climate change, with extreme weather
phenomena that often occur recently, do you
think that affects the comfort conditions (heatingcooling) and potential hazards (floods / drought
/ fire / landslides) for your residence?
IN YOUR HOME/RESIDENCE
Heating system (Perceived thermal comfort):
For heating you use:

In relation to the previous you consider your
building as:

By myself 15,43%, With My family (married) 69,55%, With
parents due to financial 14,49%, With roommates due to
financial 0,53%
Apartment building 69,09%, Detached house 30,83%, A group of
small studios 0,08%
Yes 43,81%, Rather yes 31,96%, Maybe 17,01%, Rather no 2,58%,
No 4,64%

Hot 21,92%, Warm 26,58%, Moderate 27,84%, Cool 11,58%,
Cold 12,08%
Electricity (Air-condition, Fan-Coil, Heat pump, convectors) 23,90%,
Natural gas 18,33%, liquid gas 1,20%, Oil 27,53%, Solid fuels (wood,
pellets, coal) 24,66%, Heavy clothing - Blankets 4,38%
Earthquake: Safe 64,92%, So and so 30,37%, Dangerous 4,71%
Tempest: Safe 84,18%, So and so 14,13%, Dangerous 1,69%
Flooding: Safe 76,84%, So and so 19,77%, Dangerous 3,39%
Fire Safe: 33,53%, So and so 45,66%, Dangerous 20,81%
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Has the economic crisis affected the quality
of life of your household?

What percentage of your income you spent for
heating during winter eg ten years ago and how
much this year?

Do you think that heating costs you:
Summer (cooling)
Perceived thermal comfort:
For cooling you use:
What percentage of your income have you
spent for cooling during summer, for
example ten years ago, and how much
this year?
Do you think that cooling costs you:
DO YOU KNOW WHAT RENEWABLE
ENERGY SOURCES ARE?
How well do you know about the following:
Solar Heater:
Photovoltaics in buildings:
Photovoltaics in land properties:
Photovoltaic Parks:
Wind Generators:
Wind Generators Parks:
Geothermy for buildings:
12.8 Teleheating for settlements:
Heating with Biomass (firewood - pellets coal):
Double Glazing:
Insulation in walls:
Windbreak / Solar patio (windows /
plexyglass / transparent plastic sheet in
contact with the building or on the
balcony):
Fan:

My income has been increased: Yes 6,94%, Rather yes 4,17%, Maybe
8,33%, Rather no 18,06%, No 62,50%
My income has been reduced: Yes 68,94%, Rather yes 14,91%, Maybe
5,59%, Rather no 6,83%, No 3,73%
My expenses have been increased: Yes 62,65%, Rather yes 18,67%,
Maybe 10,84%, Rather no 3,61%, No 4,23%
Ten years ago: Wood 695€, Gas 718€, Electr. Heating 1.095€, Oil 800€
9/2018 - 3/2019: Wood 1.100€, Gas 425€, Electr. Heating 1.305€, Oil
1.291€
• Oil price ten years ago: 0,55€/lt, Oil price this year: 1,10€/lt. Thus,
approximately half the amount of fuel
• Gas price ten years ago: 0,45€/m3, Gas price ten this year: 0,65€/m3 .
And less m3 consumption (e.g. from 1200 m3 to 800 m3)
• Ten years ago Less expenses higher comfort conditions Τhis year
more expenses lower comfort conditions
Change of heating method example: from oil to pellets
Ten years ago: Oil 2.300,00 €
• 9/2018 - 3/2019: Pellets 910,00 €

Not at all 0,00%, A little 6,19%, So and so 28,35%, Rather
expensive 41,23%, Too expensive 24,23%
Cool 19,89%, A little cool 31,72%, So and So 30,11%, Hot
14,52%, Intolerable heat 3,76%
Fan 19,44%, Air-condition 29,95%, Heat pump 0,61%, fan coil
0,31%, Natural ventilation (open doors - windows) 29,14%,
Planting 3,07%, Awning 17,48%
Ten years ago:15%, This year: 22%

Not at all 37,07%, A little 19,62%, So and so 23,56%, Εnough
15,67%, Too expensive 4,08%
Very well
Well enough
So and so
A little
Not at all
26,42%
38,87%
26,94%
5,18%
2,59%
32,34%
22,56%
22,68%
19,49%
14,41%
17,53%
11,28%
9,74%
37,81%

41,21%
38,46%
40,72%
32,31%
15,95%
31,96%
17,44%
12,82%
32,12%

12,37%
25,64%
22,16%
28,21%
18,36%
29,38%
30,25%
26,15%
21,16%

12,85%
7,69%
9,29%
12,82%
23,07%
13,40%
19,49%
23,08%
7,56%

1,23%
5,65%
5,15%
7,17%
28,21%
7,73%
21,54%
28,21%
1,35%

37,95%
35,38%
14,36%

48,21%
48,72%
19,49%

9,74%
9,74%
25,13%

2,05%
4,11%
20,51%

2,05%
2,05%
20,51%

63,72%

26,79%

4,36%

3,59%

1,54%
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Do you already use any of the above?
If yes, which one:

Do you know that all of the above can help:
Do you know that all of the above can help our
national economy to become independent from
imported oil and natural gas?
Do you know that all of the above can help in
reducing environmental pollution?
Would you wish to install Photovoltaics:
If you have already attempted to do so, what is
your comment on the necessary beaurocracy?
If you are reassured from the authorities that you
will have definite economic gain, and a simple
beaurocratic procedure, would you proceed to
install Photovoltaics?
Do you think that the installation of
Photovoltaics and Wind Generators
insult/destroy the aesthetics/natural beauty of
buildings and/or the natural environment?
Would you accept a nuclear plant in our country?
Do you think that switching to renewable energy
sources (solar, wind, etc.) and the independence
from oil, gas and wood / pellets will reduce
extreme / extraordinary phenomena connected to
climate change?
We hear that there are fossil fuels in our country.
Do you think that their exploitation:
Would you wish to see a wide use of R.E.S. for
the following reasons:
What do you recommend for the issues we have
asked you?

Do you wish your house to have a central control
system that connects with all devices and systems
(heating, cooling, air-condition, lights, tents, water
heater, etc.) so that you could control their

Yes 65,80%, No 34,20%
Solar heater 29,81%, Photovoltaics in buildings 15,46%,
Photovoltaics in land property 12,37%, Wind generator 3,09%,
Geothermy for buildings 0,00%, Teleheating for settlements 2,06%,
Biomass / firewood 40,21%, Windbreak / Solar patio (windows /
plexyglass / transparent plastic sheet in contact with the building or on
the balcony) 14,08%
Yourself to save money 27,94%, In reducing pollution 28,38%, In
reducing the impact of greenhouse effect 19,73%, In reducing Climate
Change 23,95%
Yes 87,69%, No 12,31%
Yes 92,31%, No ,69%
At home (roof, facade, yard) 36,84%, At land property 13,88%, To
the building where I work 6,69%, At our office or manufacturing
installations 3,83%, I would like to, but ... 38,76%
Very helpful 2,05%, Simple 3,08%, So and so 8,21%, Hard to cope
with 17,42%, Disappointing
8,21%, Have not attempted to do
so (disappointed) 61,03%
Definitely yes 31,52%, Rather yes 32,07%, Maybe 25,00%, Rather
no 5,43%, No 5,98%
Definitely yes 6,21%, Rather yes 15,67%, Maybe 21,33%, Rather no
31,08%, No 25,71%
Definitely yes 2,59%, Rather yes 7,77%, Maybe 8,81%, Rather no
7,73%, No 73,10%
Yes 33,33%, Rather yes 31,77%, Maybe 22,92%, Rather no 5,73%,
No 6,25%

Would help the energy/economy of our country 39,88%, Would offer
profit to the oil companies 25,15%, Would harm the natural
environment 18,40%, Would help the greek citizens financially 16,57%
For the household economy 20,03%, To improve the national
economy 16,33%, For the independence from foreign
countries/companies (imported oil and gas) 32,59%, For a clean
environment 31,05%
Cheaper oil 23,04%, Cheaper Gas 10,29%, Cheaper Electricity
19,02%, Easier and cheaper process installation for solar heaters, solar
panels, photovoltaics, wind generators 11,91%, Photovoltaics
installation at public buildings and public places 9,73% , Prevention by
the State to deal with extreme phenomena 13,42%, increased financial
programs for "green house" ("Exoikonomo") 12,59%
No, I am afraid of the complexity and concerned about security
4,56%, Yes if its economical 17,95%, Yes if it is user-friendly 20,51%,
Yes if there is house safety 29,77%, Yes if I save money on the
consumption of energy 27,21%
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operation using programming buttons or remote
with your mobile phone (smart phone, tablet,
etc.)?
DISCUSSION

1. It appears that the survey has covered a satisfactory sample of the population both geographically and in age,
education and employment.
2. The answers to the questions raised, define a reference level on the economic situation and the general public
opinion on climate change and extreme phenomena.
3. Regarding comfort conditions, on heating, it has been confirmed the increased use of solid fuels, following the gas
and oil (with moderate use), and also emphasized the limited duration of use of electric power (auxiliary devices). It is
obvious that heating is expensive, while there hasn’t been noticed satisfactory "heat" in the spaces for the majority.
4. During summer, about 50% have unsatisfactory coolness, and rather turn to "natural ventilation". Accordingly, the
money spent on cooling, is much less than e.g. a decade ago.
5. About Renewable Energy, the public cognitive level has risen over all our previous investigations. There are solar
water heaters in widespread use, several solar panels, and parallel visual stimuli but also opinion for larger scale R.E.S. parks.
In exception there is little experience of district heating for settlements (except for Western Macedonia), and geothermal
energy for buildings and settlements (except for Eastern Macedonia). Of course especially popular in large scale has been
the use of biomass (wood, pellets, etc.), in particular in small towns and villages in northern Greece, where we very often
meet balconies with glass protection from air (in wide use and also to ground-floor shops) as additional protection from the
cold - creating improvising greenhouses. The small wind turbine for buildings remains still unknown.
6. More generally on energy issues, the use of RES, climate change and the economy, the following have been
expressed:
6.1. The public knows that R.E.S. help minimize environmental pollution and simultaneously provide the opportunity
to reduce dependence on oil and gas.
6.2. Reducing environmental pollution, is considered to help reduce the greenhouse effect, and maybe reduce climate
change.
6.3. They also hope that R.E.S. will help financially both the country and the household economy.
6.4. In particular photovoltaics, for which, in previous years, a major campaign has been run for their placement at
houses, but has been followed by a downward pricing policy, the public shows disappointed, and says that only large
companies are being benefited for photovoltaics and wind turbines application. Nevertheless if they have the reassurance of
satisfactory financial payback and simple paperwork they are willing to proceed with the installation
.
Table 2; «The electric energy value generated by the photovoltaic power system that is being injected
in the network defined according to the following table (G.G. Β΄ 1103/2-5-2013):

Month/Year
February 2013
August 2013
February 2014
August 2014
February 2015
August 2015
February 2016
August 2016
February 2017
August 2017
February 2018

Price (Euro/MWh)
125,00
125,00
120,00
120,00
115,00
115,00
110,00
110,00
105,00
100,00
95,00
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August 2018
February 2019
August 2019

90,00
85,00
80,00

6.5. Another interesting issue is the changing attitude toward aesthetics of the environment on the installation of
renewable energy parks across the country. During two earlier surveys (e.g. 2007, 2009), the elder people seemed to be
firmly against large-scale installations, for the protection of the natural environment as the main argument. Nowadays, most
people seem to be more interested in installing R.E.S.. Both photovoltaics in buildings and fields, and wind generators in
saddles of mountains, are more acceptable - or perhaps not so important - in relation to our respective previous researches.
6.6. The negative attitude towards nuclear power plant installation in our country, has been intensified, moreover
because of the seismicity.
6.7. The Oil and gas deposits exploitation in our country is both an economic hope, but also a fear of the large scale
interests.
6.8. About turning to applications of Renewable Energy the following remarks have been expressed:
6.8.1. That they will reduce the extreme / extraordinary phenomena attributed to climate change
6.8.2. That we will have a cleaner environment (rather than electricity produced from fossil fuels)
6.8.3. That we will have independence from imported fuels (gas - oil), and that the national economy and household
finances will improve.
7. Additional proposals of the respondents on the issues mentioned are: demands for cheaper oil, natural gas,
electricity, simple procedures for photovoltaics, state prevention regarding extreme events, production of energy from RES,
and increased financial programs for "green house" ("Exoikonomo").
8. With regard to whether they feel safe in their living area, there is always, to some degree, fear of fire, earthquake,
flood, storm, landslides, for which the reference rate is directly related a) to the area where the building is, b) to the age of
the building, and c) to the surroundings.
9. Finally, remote control of the energy of the house from a distance (eg smart-phone) will be accepted, if there will be
safety at home, if there is economy on the power consumption, and if it should be simple in use.
REMARKS

Discussions mainly with older people, lead to the following observations:
a) During the 1950s and 60s people were satisfied with 10 ~ 12 ° C in rooms primarily used only by burning coal
and/or wood.
b) During the 1970s, oil became popular in homes and high-rise apartments. It was easy to use and relatively
inexpensive. Therefore, the comfort conditions changed. For at least three decades, people were living comfortably in their
homes by 20 ~ 25 ° C degrees.
c) However, during the last decade since 2009, when Greece first officially has bankrupted, household income fell
dramatically, and prices in general have continued to rise. Among the first negative effects of the crisis has been the change
in people's comfort conditions. Because of the difficulty to pay the costs of heating, many apartments and houses reduced
or completely stopped burning oil and turned to the use of auxiliary heaters for short periods. Heavy clothes seem to be
again the solution in general. The average of 17 ~ 19oC degrees seems to be sufficient in most households with heating.
It is also significant the variation between households with independent heating (gas, oil, air-condition, wood, etc.) and
building apartments that have a single and common to all heating system, something very common in our country; in this
case all households have to pay their bills for the system in order to be used for the entire building. Unfortunately during
the last years the host system is turned off, and each household has to face independently its own needs, and people have to
invent the most economical combinations as their heating means.
d) Concerning natural gas, over the last 15 years in many large cities, it has been distributed and installed in many
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households. But since the average income has decreased and prices have increased, even gas, seems to be an expensive
mean of heating.
e) Electricity prices tend to put air conditioners and electric heaters disused or as a final solution for a short time.
f) Regarding burning wood there are the following categories:
i. Legally purchased firewood and pellets
ii. Illegally cut wood from the forests
iii. Parts of wood waste (containing toxic chemicals)
iv. We should also mention the newspapers, card boxes, and paper products with toxic chemicals.
It is certainly a fact that all of the above objects that generate heat, are much cheaper than oil and gas, not to mention
the non-organic waste (even if it is recyclable or toxic), which is quite inexpensive. As to energy poverty, climate change,
intense and extreme events, and the combination of economic crisis and recession have caused in our country a "shock"
situation. The average Greek household, from an upward or even an illusion of a stable economic situation, suddenly found
itself becoming poor, and with the inability to face everyday needs (first stage before redemption?)
In our surveys of 2010, 2011 and 2012, as it has been shown in our respective papers, the forced adaptation of
households to new conditions has been observed. And naturally the situation deteriorated during the following years. This
situation of the households in Athens, after eight years of economic crisis is shown on a recent research carried out on
behalf of the Regional Administration of Attica and the Athens Labor Center. In 2018, they announced the results of
research in which, inter alia, states that "... one in two households at the area faces economic problem so it cannot pay on
time its bills (electricity, telephone, water, communal, or the rent) and 43% say they cannot ensure adequate heating in their
home".
A recent report by the European Environment Agency, "Unequal exposure and unequal impacts", examines how
differences in the distribution of environmental problems in the EU essentially reflect the socioeconomic status of each
area. It is reported that "The mortality during the winter is greater in countries such as Greece, Italy, Portugal and Spain
relative to Germany, Holland and Finland. This is attributed to many factors, such as quality of housing and access to
heating affect the resilience of people at low temperatures. But in the case of some countries such as Greece, Ireland and
Portugal, this seasonal variation in deaths is directly related to poverty and increased social inequalities. For example,
Greece is in the third place in the EU in vulnerable households that may not be able to ensure heat ... '.
Also, "The report indicates a direct link between air pollution and energy poverty. In Greece and in some other
countries, a large percentage of citizens turned to burning wood, old furniture and coal, as a result of the economic crisis.
The EU will financially support a replacement program concerning stoves and appliances that burn wood products in
households with the lowest income".
CONCLUSIONS

1. People really care about the environment, for the national economy, for the release of imported fuels, and
particularly of course, for personal / family financial gain from R.E.S. application, but they are also frustrated by the new
financial policy applied for R.E.S. and the necessary paperwork.
2. Regarding R.E.S., 12-15 years ago, after optimistic promises by the state, many people had chosen to install PVs in
homes, buildings or land, but their reward was disappointing. Despite the enthusiasm and the investment, prices per Kwh
have fallen dramatically and it is difficult to see any new interest. New hopes seem to arise with the legislation on "Energy
Comunities" after the established and successful example of several European countries.
3. It is quite understandable that the reduction of fuel consumption by households is directly related to the reduction
of people's income (or lack of) and of course the parallel rise in oil prices, electricity and gas. Recent research shows that
especially in large cities (eg Athens, Thessaloniki), where the apartments have to share the heating costs due to the inability
of some households to pay their bills, the entire building is left without central heating. And in addition, another study
(Institute of GSEE 2/2018) indicates that 43% of households in the metropolitan area of Athens is completely without
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heat!
According to the Oil Distributers Association, a decade ago heating oil costed 0.55 € / lt, and this year it costs 1,1 € /
lt, and the consumption has dropped by 60% The money spent for heating has increased, but the amount of fuel consumed
has decreased.
It is quite understandable that reduced fuel consumption by the households is directly related to the reduction of
people's income (or lack of) and of course the increase in oil prices and natural gas. The comfort conditions at homes, have
diversified. Over the past few years, most people say that in their homes, they use heavier clothes than in the past because
of the lack of heating.
4. Regarding energy poverty in Greece, the average expenditure per household and the average consumption of
different fuels, does not fully represent the reality: the averages produced, derived from 0 to x. Thus, as is understood, there
are families without heating during the winter season. This cannot be presented with simple statistics. Energy poverty in
today's Greece is a fact. It is necessary for the state to apply emergency measures, to meet the energy needs of the average
household.
In our previous nationwide questionnaire surveys conducted every two years, we had shown rather quite early, the
following:
a) The growing difficulty of Greeks to have sufficient comfort conditions in their home as a result of the economic
crisis.
b) The expectation of exploitation of the sun and the winds of Greece with photovoltaics and wind turbines and the
exploitation of geothermal energy in several areas. The widespread use of solar water heaters in our country is already a fact.
During the last two years, with the economic crisis on the one hand, and the arrival on the scene of the deposits in the
Greek subsoil and seabed, concerns are growing: what will be the development of the country with the claims and the
exploitation of mineral deposits; This field belongs to other scientific fields, as it’s directly linked to political / economic
issues, and is not related to the exploitation of Renewable Energy Sources that do not harm the environment. Since the
annual measurements at the experimental model house ZED-KIM show that the combination of photovoltaics and (small)
wind turbine can meet the average needs of a household in northern Greece (the more so in the southern sunshine) our
main interest and hope are the potential applications and the exploitation of the sun and wind.
Climate change is not disputed. And as it seems, it is here to stay and likely to intensify with the days ahead. There are
two issues to which we should urgently act: The first is the limitation of emissions at the biosphere of substances that
destroy the balance and cause global warming from human activities, and the second the emphasis on the resilience of the
man-made environment of any structures and settlements in which man lives and operates. Extreme, intense and recurring
phenomena such as droughts, fires, floods, storms and snowfalls, earthquakes and landslides, the effects which result in
entire regions both inhabited or cultivated, daily demonstrate the need for immediate action.
Finally, some statements that support the potential of Greece are the follows:
Jeremy Rifkin (The Hydrogen Economy). During a recent visit to Greece, he said: "... I do not understand how come
your country with such both sun and wind, isn’t independent of fossil fuels ...»
Jefrey Sacks (Columbia U. and Sustainable Development Network UN). "... Greece has an incredible potential for
solar and wind power, and geothermal energy. Greece could become the power plant of Europe from Renewable Energy
Sources ... "
And also Henrik Stiesdal, the Danish specialist on RES and offshore wind farms, emphasizing of course on the fact
that the parks should not affect sensitive landscapes of tourist attraction, says that "Greece has the best resources for the
creation of wind and generally green energy, as it has the appropriate climate and appropriate winds".
In conclusion, we come to the point that "energy poverty" can and must be treated with proper thermal shielding of
buildings, with planting and vegetation, with the implementation and use of systems and devices that require the minimum
energy for their operation, and therefore lower environmental impact and of course, with the maximum implementation of
Renewable Energy Sources. The skills, technologies and tools mentioned in the preceding conclusion and discussion
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underline the needs and opportunities that exist in our country. It is now absolutely clear that the identification of problems
in connection with the awareness of our country's specific characteristics and possibilities, and decentralized energy
production from renewable sources, can directly and fully contribute to the improvement of the "Well-being" of the
citizens.
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in the case of urban walkways
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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to investigate the key elements of
lighting design in different walkways, associating the light fixtures
and their layouts with face recognition. The study aims at creating
new perspectives by examining quality lighting in relation to the
perception of pedestrians’ safety at night.

Introduction
Lighting during the dark is a very important part of urban design.
Properly designed lighting for urban walkways can provide people
with a sense of security, socialization, euphoria and well-being.
The questions that are raised through this research are:
 How the pedestrian safety, socialization and well-being are
affected by urban street lighting?
 Should face recognition be the key element at the design of
urban walkways?
 What are the ideal lighting layouts and technical characteristics
of the light fitting in order to achieve face recognition in urban
walkways?

Methodology
A research and collection of data has been conducted through
Greek and international bibliography, based on scientific articles
and primary sources relevant to the subject.
Additionally, an experimental study took place through a lighting
simulation software (Relux Desktop v. 2019.2.0.0) by examining
the correlation between lighting layouts with specific light fittings
that are provided for such areas and face recognition in the case
of urban sidewalks. In order to find the appropriate light levels
according to the Standards and create safe lighting conditions for
people, the relationship between the particular characteristics of
LED fittings such as power input, spectral distribution, color
temperature along with pole height and positioning was analyzed.
The experimental study investigated two different sidewalks, of
lighting class P4 and P6 respectively, and 175 simulations
examined face recognition in conjunction with the lighting layouts
used.

A critical composition of the findings along with the simulation
results leads to conclusions as well as in methods of
improvement of the existing pedestrian lighting conditions in
the urban environment.

Experimental study
The study investigates the key factors of lighting design by
using two different walkways most commonly encountered in
the cities. Case I is a busy walkway in the city center of Corfu,
surrounded by commercial stores with high ambient
luminosity. Case II is a typical quiet narrow walkway with very
low use intensity and low ambient luminosity. Both cases
examined, through the software simulations, the correlation
between the light levels achieved with spectral distribution and
colour temperature for pedestrians safety during the night.
According to EN 13201-1:2015, Case I is lighting class P4 and
Case II P6 respectively.

Figure 1. Evgeniou Voulgareos
walkway, Corfu (lighting class P4)

Figure 2. Residential walkway,
Corfu (lighting class P6)

Results
The research reveals that in order to achieve and maintain the
appropriate lighting conditions on P4 & P6 lighting classes (average
illuminance Eav, uniformity Uo, vertical Ev and semi-cylindrical
illuminance Esc), along with minimization of light pollution and
parasitic lighting the simulations have come up with the following
results:
Central walkway - Evgeniou Voulgareos (lighting class P4)






both symmetric and asymmetric light distribution achieve results
within the limits, but asymmetric light distribution achieves better
results with lower power input and lower pole height
between one-sided, two-sided and two-sided offset arrangement,
the two-sided offset layout gives better results in lower pole
height
Esc and Ev are usually achieved with high Eav. Eav and
uniformity are achieved in many cases, but only specific lighting
layouts and spectral distributions achieve Ev and Esc at the
same time. Detail processing is necessary

Residential walkway (lighting class P6)
 in such narrow walkways only asymmetric spectral distribution
can be used
 wider distribution gives better results with lower power input (3,2W
instead of 9,2W) in lower positioning (4-4,5m height)
 between one-sided, two-sided and two-sided offset arrangement,
the one sided and opposite-offset layout gives better results,
especially the two-sided offset layout but with little difference
Additional parameters
Spectral distribution of light fittings plays an important role when it
comes to an area with a low field of view and minimal observation
time. The indicator that affects human face recognition is improved
with better CRI color rendering.
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